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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

In wntmg this story of the Liverpool Branch of BritishAmerican Tobacco Company, Limited, as much attention as
possible was paid to the written word.
In some areas, records are remarkably complete and instructive.
In others, there are, perhaps, understandable gaps, and resource
ha:s had to be made to the memories of many colleagues, who
were themselves the makers of events and thus of history.
All have contributed something towards filling the gaps in the
written word. Some have indeed looked deep into the dim and
distant past and have recalled with remarkable clarity memories
of so long ago.
I would like to express my sincere thanks to them all, for
without their invaluable help this narrative could not have been
written.
During conversations with colleagues both past and pr~sent: 0
it did emerge that many of them, being engaged in non-manufacturing areas of the organisation, had never seen production
machinery nor had much idea of how cigarettes were produced.
For the benefit of these readers, brief descriptions of various
machines and methods are appended to the narrative. It is hoped
that these will be found interesting, both to the non-technical and
technical readers, the latter being able to draw comparisons
between the older and the modern methods of production.
One area in which records in one form or other are very
complete is the record of actual outputs year by year since
manufacture first commenced (at the Roberts Street Factory) in
September 1907.
These records show that the total manufacture of cigarettes
from the three Liverpool factories between September 1907 and
December 1972 was 256,460 millions.
Light hearted logistics show that these cigarettes, if placed end
to end would stretch over 11 million miles (nearly 18 million
kilometres) and would encircle the earth some 449 times.
J.J.
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FOREWORD

" The Liverpool Branch is currently playing a major part in
the U.K. activities of the International Exports Division of
British-American Tobacco Company Limited.
Indeed, for 60 years past the Branch has made a very valuable
contribution to Company activities.
It was thought that an effort should be made to record some
of these activities and Jack Jones, who recently retired after
44 years at the Branch, was asked to undertake this task.
Having occupied a management position for almost two
decades and being " at the centre of things ", he was uniquely
qualified to attempt this somewhat formidable task.
After most meticulous research and consultations with many
colleagues, both past and present, he has produced what is
considered to be a very readable account of Branch activities
since its very earliest days."
l o

R.

c.

F'ERGUSON

Branch Manager

CHAPTER 1
In September 1907 manufacture was commenced at 2-4 Roberts
Street in premises previously used by The Richmond Cavendish
Tobacco Co. Ltd. leased from Liverpool Corporation in 1888.
The Branch Manager was Henry U. Burke and the output in
the last 4 months of 1907 was 86 million cigarettes from 10
Bonsack pasted seam cigarette makers running at 400/450 per
minute. These machines were of U .S.A. origin and cost about
£170 each.
Output in 1908 was 380 million and in 1909-439 millions.
In June 1910 manufacture was commenced in a factory at
65-67 Cornwallis Street. The site of this factory had been leased
from Liverpool Corporation in 1882 for 75 years by one Thomas
Ogden, Tobacco Manufacturer, for a payment of £292 plus
" 1 Peppercorn (if demanded) to be paid on the Feast day of St.
Michael the Archangel in every year".
At first the Cornwallis Street factory had 4 Bonsack 'pasters,
later increased to 6 and output in 1910 was 116 millions. The
Manager was-Browning with Dick Castle as Factory Manager.
Meanwhile at Roberts Street, now under the care of Reginald
Hopkins, the output for 1910 was 427 million, giving a total
between the two factories of 543 millions. In 1911 the number of
Bonsack pasters was increased to 12 at each factory. Also H. A.
Keily had come to Liverpool from Ashton Gate after some years
in Shanghai and had assumed charge of Roberts Street. The
combined output of the two factories in 1911 was 783 million.
A mile or so north of Roberts Street in Commercial Road a new
factory was being built. This had been started in 1908 at the rear
of Nos. 51-61 formerly occupied by a coal merchant, stone
masons, millers and J. H. Wilson & Co. Union Foundry and
adjoining Nos. 63-71 which was a cotton warehouse. This latter
is standing to this day and is known as 63 Warehouse and is used
for receipt and storage of materials.
By 1912 the West wing of Commercial Road, backed by the
Leeds and Liverpool canal, had been completed and consisted of
basement, ground and three upper floors. However, manufacture
at Commercial Road was started in August 1912 in the Hutchinsons Flour Mill and Wilson's Foundry building Nos. 57-61
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which had not then been demolished and continued there until
January 1913 when manufacture started in the West wing.
Tobaccos as well as cigarettes were produced in the HutchinsonWilson building which was under the Management of Mr.Drummond with Miss Harvey as "Manageress". No precise
records can be traced but it is estimated that the combined output
in 1912 from Roberts Street, Cornwallis Street and Commercial
Road was at least 1,200 millions.
An interesting snippet of information which emerged from
examination of records for this period was that the Ashton Gate,
Bristol factory (where B.A.T. had started in 1902) had 58
Bonsack pasters, 16 Bonsack crimpers and 12 Standard pasters; a
total of 86 making machines in December 1912. These had a
potential of around 3,600 millions/annum.
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CHAPTER 2
As has already been stated, manufacture in the new factory
in Commercial Road started in January 1913. H. A. Keily moved
from Roberts Street with- Drummond as his factory manager and
Mr. Smith took over Roberts Street for a short time.
As manufacture built up at Commercial Road so Roberts
Street and Cornwallis Street were run down and manufacture
ceased. Roberts Street became a warehouse and Cornwallis Street
a Bonded Store.
Gilbert Hogg, an expert on Bonsack and Standard makers, who
had come to Cornwallis Street from Ashton Gate early in 1913,
moved to Commercial Road. From Roberts Street came J. S.
Rowlands (Branch Accountant), P. C. Howard, Morris Roberts
(Accounting Dept.) and Leslie Rhind (Supply Dept.), all of whom
joined F. C. Good (Cost accounts), Tom Hesketh (Wages Dept.)
W. A. Callaghan (Traffic and Shipping) and J. Summers (Machinery and Furniture) at Commercial Road. It is thought that fhe
first four manufacturing trainees were Stanley Bowman, Don
Bancroft-Blenkinsop and-Banks, detailed records of trainees
were not started until several years later. The first named was
eventually to become Manager of the Branch as will be recounted
later. Don Bancroft after a year or so left B.A.T. and moved to
Godfrey Phillips. Nothing is recorded about the other two, nor
did they make any lasting impression on the memories of either
W. A. Callaghan or F. C. Good to whom much is owed for
remembrances of those early days. The first time-keeper was
-Charles, followed by Sam Mason and Mrs. Hill was in charge
of the first aid room. Medical and accident attention was very
rudimentary and personnel sustaining other than minor cuts and
abrasions were sent to Stanley Hospital about a quarter of a mile
away.
Catering facilities were practically non-existent except for a
small kitchen in a basement room where Mrs. Hill, who is remembered as a forthright typical " Liverpudlian " combined the duties
of Florence Nightingale with those of Mrs. Beeton and produced
meals for a favoured half dozen or so. For the rest, they either
went home- a lot of people lived within walking distance of the
factory,- or took a tram along Commercial Road into Liverpool.
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Also in the streets close to the factory there were several private
" dinner houses " where hot meals could be obtained. These were
well patronised by those people who lived too far from the factory
to return to their homes for the mid-day meal. For those other
people who preferred a more liquid meal there were at least a
dozen hostelries within a quarter mile radius of the factory;
most of these served hot pies or sandwiches.
There were also several " cocoa-rooms " (the then equivalent
of the modern " Wimpey bar ") situated close to the factory, and
these provided good substantial hot meals for a few pence.
The management and office accommodation in 1913 was quite
rudimentary-indeed it was crammed into two rooms on the
ground floor of 63 Commercial Road. Also, it was through the
door of No. 63 that manufactured goods were loaded on to
vehicles for transport to the docks and railway stations, having
been trucked across from the west wing of the factory.
Transport in those days was mainly horse drawn, although
there are memories of three " steam wagons ", an Alchin, an
Aveling and Porter and a Sentinel. These steamers had solid
tyres and pulled solid tyred trailers. All the transport, both
horse-drawn and the steamers were run by Thomas Wilson & Co.
At that time too, all the output from the Ashton Gate Factory
destined for the Far East and China was railed to Birkenhead and
was handled by Liverpool.
Output from the three Liverpool factories in 1913 was 1,131
millions.
It is around this period that the first " strike " occurred. When
the packing of 50s vacuum tins started, girls were brought in from
Ernest Taylor, Breeze Lane, one of the early suppliers of tins, to
solder the bottoms on to these packed tins. These girls who were
paid at " piece rates " also trained other girls in the art of soldering
by hand, machine soldering was not introduced until some time
later. The girls, under training, were paid at hourly rates even
when they had become proficient. They quickly realised that they
were earning less than the Taylor girls for the same output and
" downed irons " until this anomaly was rectified.
The matter was resolved by the introduction of an overpay
scheme where " bonus " payments were made for all output above
a certain figure. Details of these payments are no longer a matter
of record and the names of the protagonists in this dispute are
long since forgotten but this instance probably saw the start of

the " overpay " system of reward for additional output which
proliferated and endured for many years.
No trace has been found of process records or packing specifications of this period; they must have existed, .but have not
been preserved. Other ancillary records suggest that at this time
Liverpool was producing:Canary, Cycle, Old Rip, Rosette in 4s pkts.
Capstan Medium 10s and 20s pkts, 10s cartons and 50s
patent tins.
Castles Green (Mild) 1Os and 20s pkts, 1Os cartons and 50s
patent tins.
Castles Yellow (Medium) 10s pkts, 10s ctns. 20s upright
tins, 50s patent tins.
Palm Tree, Motor, Cycle, W oodbines in 5s pkts.
Louisville, Polo, Pirate, Ruby Queen, Rosette, Motor and
Golden Cross in 10s pkts.
Garrick in 1Os boxes and 50s patent tins.
Embassy No. 77 in 25s patent tins.
Gold Flake in 10s pkts and 50s patent tins.
Capstan Full in 50s patent tins.
The tobaccos produced at that time would appear to have
been:Capstan N/C Medium, Mild and Full, also Capstan Mixture
Medium.
Garrick Mixture, Richmond Mixture, Glasgow Mixture,
Pioneer Mixture, Waverley Mixture.
Castles Green (Mild), St. Bruno, St. Julien, Sweet Chestnut.
Viking N/C Medium, Traveller and Westward Ho.
These cigarettes were produced on a mixture of Bonsack and
Standard machines, these latter machines becoming more readily
available from 1912.
Packing was by hand in the case of 25s and 50s patent tins,
1Os boxes, 20s packets and 20s upright tins. These upright tins
had a hinged lid at the top which opened to expose the ends of
the cigarettes under the folds of the internal foil lining.
The 4s and 5s packets were packed on a Handy Packer using
cases (packets) which were pre-made on a case making machine.
The 10s packets were packed on a Rose lOs foiler with Pirate
packet attachment using pre-made packets produced on a case
making machine.
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The 10s cartons were packed on a Rose 10s foiler feeding the
foil packets to a table where these were inserted by hand into
slides and shells.
Entitlement to holidays (with pay) was:3 weeks
Managers
2 weeks
Staff
Foreman
10 days
Work People 1 week
Christmas presents were receivable:Sta.ff (Choice of)
Turkey,
Goose,
Game (Brace of pheasant and a Hare)
Cigars or cigarettes.
All of the Staff participated as follows:Heads of Departments
-Turkey from 16 to 20 lbs
Clerks
,
,
9 to 16 lbs
Juniors
,
,
7 to 9 lbs
If cigars or cigarettes were preferred, these were given to the
value of the Turkey which the member would otherwise have had
taking the Turkey at 1/- per lb.
'
Workpeople (choice of)
Turkey,
Goose,
Meat (to the value of 7/6d).
All foremen participated, also all men who had completed
10 years' service with the Company or it's predecessors. The
foreman who chose Turkey or Geese had a farm bred one weighing
from 7 to 10 lbs.
Other workpeople had Turkeys or Geese at about the same
weight but purchased from shopkeepers at about lOd per lb.
Those who preferred meat could have an order for same to the
value of 7/6d placed on a local butcher.
Forewomen of 10 years' service got 5/- cash.
At this point in time the Head Office of British-American
Tobacco Co. Ltd. was at Cecil Chambers, 86 Strand, London.
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CHAPTER 3
Before the end of 1913, as production was gathering momentum
in the West Wing, the buildings fronting on Commercial Road
where manufacture had started in 1912, were demolished.
Building ofthe East wing was started on the sites of Nos. 51-61,
commencing at No. 61 and proceeding southwards to No. 51.
By the outbreak of World War I in August 1914, the basement
and ground floor and part of the first floor had been completed.
In excavating the basement a lot of ancient elm wood water
mains were unearthed. These were in an excellent state of preservation, some sections were passed to the Liverpool Museum,
others were cut up and turned into umbrella stands. It is also
related that H. A. Keily had a set of hair and clothes brushes
backed with wood from these mains.
As, at the outbreak of hostilities, the Branch was awarded
large contracts for Military supplies, it was given priority for
labour and materials. Building operations were thus enabled tli
be continued throughout World War I and by 1916 the whole of
the Commercial Road frontage was completed and joined up to
the west wing by the South side. This is, however, anticipating
events just a little.
In 1914 the output from the West side of Commercial Road
was 1,728 millions but much greater output was needed to keep
abreast of increasing demands.
So in 1915 the Roberts Street and Cornwallis Street factories
were reopened, the former under the care of -Browning, the
latter under management of-Young, with-Bullock as Factory
Manager.
Thus with the three factories in production, the output in 1915
went up to 3,640 millions of cigarettes and 1,258,000 lbs of
smoking tobaccos.
In 1916 with the completion of the East and South wings, the
management and office staffs were able to move from their
cramped quarters in 63 warehouse. The Branch Manager, H. A.
Keily and Factory Manager J. H. Franklin had offices in Room
106 entered through a doorway in the north wall of the archway
entrance to the centre-yard. The ambulance room-it could not
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yet be distinguished by the title of Welfare and Medical department-was also moved into Room 106.
The Accounting, Shipping and Supply Departments were
given accommodation in Rooms 105 and 104 and.H.M. Customs
and Excise personnel were also given office space m Room 105.
Part of Room 104 was used for the storing of cases brought on
horse drawn vehicles from the Western Packing Case Co. which
was then in Marsh Lane, Bootle. These cases were brought into
the case store from the quay in South Yard. The case store was
presided over by one, Harry Birch who was al~o responsible for
" sizing up" and ordering " special" and new s1ze cases.
Entrance to the offices in Rooms 105 and 104 was through a
doorway in the south wall of the main archway ent~ance.
A story is related and in fact very well authenticated by at
least half a dozen of our retired colleagues of the " appointment "
of B.A.T's own recruiting officer.
This character, calling himself Captain Burton turned up one
day resplendent in full dress uniform and announced that he had
been given the duties of selecting each month a number of men
for military service.
.
He was accorded V.I.P. treatment and given a small office m
which to do his work. It is alleged that several men were
called to his office and informed that their " call up " was due
but, for a consideration payable to Captain Burton, could be
deferred. How many men fell for this tr\ck is nm known, nor
how the rogue was finally " unmasked " but he certainly carried
on his imposture for about three months. ·
. .
Records of the sporting activities at the branch at th1s t1me
are very sparse and except for a few photographs which have
been carefully preserved, we must draw on the recollections of
our old colleagues who "Were around at that time.
Miss Gertie Wells who was in the Wages department tells us
that a flourishing tennis section was fortunate enough to be able
to rent the courts at Sefton Park of the Bohemians Tennis Club
during the period 1916-1919.
Miss Wells also produced a photograph taken in 1916 of an
office football team. One of the players is P. C. Howard, who, as
a lot of readers will know, was also a very good cricketer, in fact
whilst he was at the Liverpool branch in the Accounting Department he was often an opening bat for Bootle Cricket Club.
There was also a well supported ladies' swimming section.

The output in 1916 was 5,186 million cigarettes and almost
million lbs of tobacco. By this time most of the Bonsack
m11kers had been replaced with Standard makers. These latter,
running at a higher speed and at a greater efficiency than the
older machines, had approximately 25 % better output.
During 1916 another storey was added to most of the West
Wing, both ends of the East wing and part of the South Wing.
This was intended for office and cloakroom accommodation.
An area of the roof of the fourth floor at the South west corner
about 70' x 90' was left uncovered for recreational purposes and
another area about 45' x 70' near the North end of the East wing
was similarly provided. A staircase and passenger lift was built
at the North east corner of the Commercial Road frontage, giving
access to the new office floor from Commercial Road.
The Management and Office Staff moved to their new quarters
in 1917 and the canteen/restaurant was brought into use.
Access to the staff restaurant from the offices was across the
flat roof in the South west corner. In inclement weather this was
an uncomfortable trip not lightly undertaken by the more elderly
members of the staff. Pools of water used to collect on th~ flat 0
roof and a board walk-way had to be provided which made the
30 yard " dash " to and from the restaurant a little less uncomfortable. This discomfort continued for nearly 40 years until the
office and canteen floors were reconstructed.
In the space in Room 105 vacated by the office, a larger more
sophisticated ambulance room was built, still under the care of
Mrs. Hill. The factory medical officer at that time is thought to
have been a Dr. Young.
After the Branch Manager and Factory Manager had vacated
their offices in Room 106 the entrance in the north wall of the
central archway was bricked up and Room 106 was put to other
uses. A doorway was cut into the Commercial Road wall of
Room 106 and a leaf hoist installed inside. Leaf was from then on
received through this door and stored in the basement rooms
005 and 006. The stock of leaf was kept at around 675.000 lbs or
approximately 2 weeks requirements.
It was in 1917 that the first Comptometer calculating machine
was purchased . Some of the old guard viewed this with suspicion
and indeed several years passed before these machines were
accepted. One determined character who shall be nameless was
so convinced that the cogs and rods of the machine could wear
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and give incorrect results that he insisted on the purchase of a
massive set of multiplication tables 999.999 x 999.999. It is not
known if the comptometer was ever found to be wrong other
than by operator error. Our friend was permitted to take these
tables away into retirement and treasures them to this day.
The output from the three Liverpool factories in 1917 was
5,335 million cigarettes and 1.6 million lb of tobacco.
In the early years of the factory, the workpeople used to record
their attendance by hanging a numbered metal tally on hooks on
a board at the entrance to their department. The departmental
time-keeper then checked the tallies against a register and was
able to determine absentees. On leaving work the tallies were
removed by their owners and kept until the next morning.
If anyone should lose their tally they had to apply to the main
Time-Office for a replacement.
On pay-days wages were made up into tin boxes bearing the
employee's tally number and these were distributed from trollies
in the work-rooms. The contents had to be checked by the
employee and the empty box immediately returned to the
trolley. It is not remembered how the worker knew whether he or
she was being paid the correct amount of wages and/or overpay;
this information was probably given to them by the department
time-keeper as the boxes were handed out.
During the war years a monthly bonus was paid; this was later
incorporated into the basic pay.
An annual bonus was also paid in October of each year;
this was a percentage, thought to be around 15% of the wages
earned during the previous full year, that is from the 1st of
October to the 30th September. Anyone joining the Company
after the 1st October did not qualify for this bonus until a full
year 1st October to 30th September had been served.
This qualification still causes a mild " niggle " in the memory
of one old employee who joined the Company in November 1916
and had to wait until October 1918 before he received his first
annual bonus payment.
The "percentage" was halved from 1918 onwards until it
finally disappeared in 1920.
A very substantial proportion of the Branch output was
destined for the Far East and these goods, being shipped from
Vittoria Dock, Birkenhead, had to cross the Mersey on the goods
ferries. Delays at Princes stage on the Liverpool side were inter16

minable. Someone had the idea that it might be feasible to load
these goods into lighters on the Leeds-Liverpool canal which runs
·at the back of the Commercial Road factory. The lighters then to
be taken along the canal, through the locks into Stanley Dock
thence into the river and across to Birkenhead. This was tried
but was not at all successful; whether this was due to delays
caus~~ by ~ide co~ditions at Liverpool or Birkenhead or rough
conditiOns In the nver is not remembered.
At 11 o'clock on the morning of Monday 11th November 1918
news of the Armistice came through. Within minutes most of the
personnel were out of the factory into Commercial Road celebrating the glad news. The Factory manager, J. H. Franklin, after
quite futile attempts to persuade the people to return announced
that they could have the rest of the day off, with pay, if only they
woul~ please report for work on the Tuesday morning.
This offer was received with great jubilation and acted upon
forthwith.
The percentage of absentees on Tuesday morning is not known
but most of our mentors agree that not a great deal of work was
'
done for the rest of that week.
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CHAPTER 4
In 1918, R. H. Morgan who was the U.K. Traffic manager came
to Liverpool to set up a Traffic Department. This department was
to be responsible for the movement of all materials and manufactured goods, also for providing warehousing facilities and the
necessary personnel to man them. The new department was also
to be responsible for providing, maintaining and manning all
mechanical transport. This responsibility had previously been
shared by the Engineering Department and T. Wilson (Haulage).
J. H. Franklin was the first Traffic Manager with Miss M. V.
Walker in charge of the traffic office work and J. Moran in
charge of the drivers and carters.
As J. H. Franklin was also Factory Manager and Manager of
the Western Packing Case Co. his multifarious duties allowed him
very little time to devote to Traffic management.
The responsibility for the day to day running of the Department
thus evolved on Miss Walker and she quickly became Traffic
Manager in fact if not in name.
Miss Walker was a most able, most energetic person with,
some would say, an almost fanatical interest in her job which she
held until her well-earned retirement in 1950.
The rate of production from the three factories was over
500 million per month. The total produced in 1918 was 6,093
million cigarettes and 1.75 million lbs of tobacco.
With the end of hostilities there was naturally a drastic reduction
in demand for supplies for the armed forces. The Roberts Street
and Cornwallis Street factories ceased manufacturing. The
Ashton Gate factory at Bristol which had been engaged mainly
on Ships Stores and Military and Naval contracts was handed
back to the Imperial Tobacco Co. (of G.B. & I.) Ltd. the Ships
Stores and H.M. Ships work was divided between Liverpool and
the Southampton factories at Blechynden Terrace and Albert
Road.
Cornwallis Street became a Ships Stores Bonded Store and
Roberts Street was turned over to the Bristol Box and Printing
Co. Ltd.
In June 1919 there was a large influx of personnel from the
Ashton Gate factory.
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Also in 1919 H. A. Keily who had managed the Branch since
1911 went into honourable retirement and C. V. M. Townsend
took over in his stead.
Numbered amongst those who came from Bristol are Sam
Alcock, G. E. Beavis, A. D. Budd, E. R. Cordwell, ·G. E. Ford,
F. G. Greenhill, L. C. Groves, G. Lawson, W. H. Perry and
F. S. Smith.
'
These joined Alf Bishop, Henry Fay, Harry Fry, Harry Harris,
E. Hazlewood, Gilbert Hogg, Jim Millard, Bill Oldland, G.
P~tman, W. Ranscombe, Frank Rice, Ernest J. Rogers, George
Ttll and H. H. (Bert) Tucker who were already , established at
the branch.
If any names have been omitted or indeed if any have been
included who were not "down homers" this must be put down to
the absence of the written record and the passage of time dimming
the memories of those colleagues who were around at the time.
In the case of George Lawson who assumed the duties of
Branch Accountant, a position he was to hold for two decades
'
it was really a return to his native heath.
He had been with Ogden's at Liverpool in the days before tha~
company joined the Imperial Tobacco Co. (G.B. & I.) Ltd. and '
transferred to Ashton Gate when B.A.T. was formed in 1902.
The accents of Somerset and Devon began to be heard around .
the factory even more than before; at times the native Liverpudlians found them a little difficult to understand. Perhaps this
is not difficult to appreciate when a request to adjust a window
opening usually took the form " Hi Dolly go ye shut yon window
half-way tight", or a foreman wishing to know the whereabouts
of a Manager might say " Hi Dolly go ye find Mr.---don't telly
him telly I ". Most girls seemed to be addressed as Dolly irrespective of their given names.
With the cessation of hostilities and return of serving men from
the forces, the influx of personnel from Ashton Gate and changes
in the Managerial structure, a new era opened in Liverpool.
The few remaining Bonsack makers were replaced by Standard
makers, these now costing around £835 each.
Four new Sentinel steam wagons were purchased for hauling
goods on lO ton trailers across the ferries to Birkenhead docks.
A Dodge flat lorry, a Ford light-van and a Willys utility truck
were also acquired and the three old" steamers" were" retired".
Horse drawn wagons were still used, mainly for material move19

ments and for bringing packing cases from the Western Packing
Case Company in Bootle. There were also a couple of horse drawn
two-wheeled traps used for small local Bond deliveries. The
steamers and the horse drawn transport were looked after and
manned by Thomas Wilson & Co. but the petrol driven vehicles
were maintained by Engineering Department.
Labour for the outside warehouses and for the most of Traffic
Department was engaged on a temporary casual basis and was
paid by the day.
This labour was recruited each day at a " stand " at the corner
'Of Hopwood Street/Scotland Road in the same way as was usual
throughout Liverpool Docks at that time (and indeed for long
after) and this system endured until the early " thirties ".
At that time, the four railway companies serving the areathe Lancashire & Yorkshire, the Cheshire Lines, the Great
Western and the London & North Western-were in active
t::ompetition for business and all would guarantee that goods
received in their depots by 4 p.m. would be available for forwarding or collection in London at 8 a.m. the following morning.
In those days, a disused shop at the corner of Lemon Street
opposite the factory was used as a " rest room " by carters and
drivers waiting for loads. It is reported that this facility was used
very little which, perhaps, speaks well for the alacrity in loading
and unloading vehicles.
It would seem that opportunity was taken to update formulae
and process records around this time, as many examples have
been found which were issued or revised during 1918/1919.
Although production during the first quarter of 1918/19 was at
the rate of 500 millions a month, it dropped with the closure of
Roberts Street and Cornwallis Street and the cessation of War
Office contracts to below 400 millions a month for the rest of the
year. Total cigarette production for the year ending 30th of
'September 1919 was 5,100 millions. Tobacco production was
1.75 million pounds.
Around this time a junior football team was started, playing
.. away" games with local C.Y.M.S. and other old boy teams
such as St. Alphonsus and St. Sylvester's. Memory recalls that this
was not a very successful venture and a series of overwhelming
defeats so thoroughly demoralised the young players that the
team did not survive a second ·season.

It behoves the young idea of both sexes to mark this instance
as an example of the great value of the art of swimming, and
we have little doubt that fresh impetus will be given to the B.A.T.
Liverpool Ladies' Swimming Club, of which these two ladies are
members, by this example of courageous conduct ".
Miss Coltart subsequently married Eddie McDermott a
'
member of Shipping Department, Liverpool.
The same issue of the B.A.T. Bulletin carries a brief report of
a cricket match between B.A.T. Co. Ltd. and Southport and
Birkdale 2nd XI played at Birkdale on Saturday, August 23rd,
the B.A.T. team being captained by F. A. Mills. Southport batted
first but, thanks to the bowling of F. A. Mills and D. B. Reuben
were dismissed for a meagre total of 31 runs. The B. A. T. followed'
100 runs being contributed by H. A. Coward a~d Simpson befor;
the first wicket fell. The score, when time was called, had risen
to 224 for 9 wickets, the chief contributors being H. A. Coward
61, Simpson 50 and Dave Reuben 52 (not out).
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The Ladies' swimming section which had been formed during
World War I continued to be very well supported and numbered
some very fine swimmers amongst it's members.
The September 6th 1919 issues of the B.A.T. -:Qulletin (then
issued at weekly intervals) records:" It was only a chance discovery from a newspaper cutting that
enabled the office and factory to discover that two ladies, Miss
Mabel Coltart and Miss Amy Paterson had distinguished themselves by the attempted rescue of a young collier who had got
into difficulties whilst ,bathing in the River Dee at Is-y-coed.
The river at the spot where the fatality occurred is very deep and
the ladies in question very gallantly went to his rescue and
plunged into the stream fully dressed, in what, unfortunately,
proved to be an abortive attempt to save him. It was only after
making numerous unavailing efforts by diving, that they were
reluctantly compelled to abandon their search, and we are sure
that the commendation by the Coroner of East Denbighshire of
their brave and plucky conduct is fully merited.
1?e w~ole of the staff unite in supporting the praise whicl].
the1r ac~1evement warranted, and we feel sure, in future, years,"
both M1ss Coltart and Miss Paterson will be able to look back
to the episode as one of duty nobly done and service gladly
rendered.

The B.A.T. Cricket section played on municipal pitches at that
time; the chairman of the section was H. H. (Bert) Tucker who
indeed played a large part in organisation of all sporting activities
-golf, football, cricket, bowls and billiards, until his retirement
in 1929.
A story is told that it was in 1920 the idea was conceived of the
Branch going into the building industry. The idea was that some
10 or 12 houses should be constructed and sold to such members of
the staff who could afford to buy them. These houses were to cost
around £550 each to build, which, with a Government subsidy
of £160 each, would mean that they could be sold for around
£400 each.
Accordingly, H. J. Marsh, the branch engineer, Bob Ward who
had been Clerk of Works for the building of the Commercial
Road factory and Jack Howard who had been with Morrison's
the builders of Commercial Road, drew up plans and ten houses
were built in Wickes Lane, Formby, north of Liverpool.
In the event, the cost of these houses was very much in excess
of what was intended, far beyond the means of any of the Liverpool
staff, and they were sold off for around £1,000 each over a period
of a year or so.
Working conditions in those days were not very pleasant; some
rooms were very warm and humid, others were very dusty,
particularly the making department.
Opening of windows for ventilation purposes was frowned
upon, except perhaps in one or two places where it was not
necessary to keep " condition ".
In any event, as most of the windows could only be opened
by cranking a handle, and as these were difficult to operate, most
of the windows stayed closed.
Tea breaks were unknown and movement between departments
was. frowned upon.
Each department had it's own distinctive cap for it's girls so
that it was easy to spot any girl who had slipped out of her
department " to have a word with Nelly " in another department.
The then Branch Manager conceived the idea that if the girls
could be encouraged to sing together they would talk less and
work harder.
This idea met with scant approval, the supervision in those
days saw to it that talking never interfered with output.
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In January 1920 Mr. T. F. Winmill joined the Company at
Liverpool. He had been Technical Adviser to the Department of. ·
Mineral Oil Production of the Ministry of Munitions. After
extensive experience in English and Continental factories he
returned to Liverpool as Assistant Factory Manager, later taking
charge of the scientific work in connection with the Company's
manufacture. He played a very large part in the post war developments of the Liverpool Branch and indeed of the Company, and
after spending a good deal of time in the United States, was ·
appointed to the Board in 1929.
Also in 1920 the Western Packing Case Co. moved from it's
premises in Marsh Lane to much larger premises in Seaview Road,
Bootle. Three Bolinder case making machines were imported
from Sweden. It is claimed that these were largely of Tom Scollay's
design and were the first to be imported into this country.
In June 1920 George Lawson, Liverpool Branch Accountant,
accompanied Mr. Melville, Accountant at Millbank, to the
United States. They spent some time at the New York Office and
at the Petersburg and Richmond factories. The purpose of their
visit was to compare the cost accounting systems of the 'U.I<!.JI
with those of the United States and as far as was practicable to
arrive at a common system. They were able to make several useful
suggestions for the improvement of the American system which,
as the account puts it " may have been suffering from the effects
of the recent war " .
They were also able to bring back some useful ideas which
will be referred to later.
In July 1920 the basic Board of Trade rates of pay for the
tobacco industry were increased for females of 21 from 35/- to
38/6 and for males at 21 from 55/- to 6If6d for a 48 hour week.
Very few employees were paid at basic Board of Trade ratesalmost all received " allocation pay " according to their jobs,
varying between 4% and 30 % for women and between 6 % and
69% for men.
In many instances also " bonus " payments were receivable on
top of the allocation pay rates.
Some of the older Rose I Os foil packing machines were being
replaced at this time; the cost of these new machines which ran
at a speed of 58 packets per minute was approximately £386 each.
The world wide post-war depression was, by this time, having
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an affect on sales and the requirements from the Liverpool factory
dropped to around 300 million a month.
This was offset to some extent by shipments of cut rag tobacco,
mixtures in bulk and tobacco in whole cake form to the Continent
and to the West Indies.
Thus in 1920 the output from Liverpool was 3,700 million
cigarettes and 3.14 million pounds of tobacco.
In October 1920 the last "annual bonus" was paid out.
In November 1920 the basic Board of Trade rates were increased
from 38/6d to 41/- for women and from 61 /6d to 65/6d for men.
At Christmas 1920 the last issue of gift turkeys, geese and meat
was made.
This led to some unrest amongst those who had been receiving
these bonuses and gifts, in some instances, for years. Many of the
staff had been with Wills, Ogden and other branches long before
the B.A.T. was formed in 1903.
Indeed one of the more senior amongst these attempted to form
a guild and met with people from Ogden, Copes, Hignett's and
other firms in the tobacco industry in Liverpool, but nothing
came out of these meetings.
The loss of these bonus payments and Christmas gifts was
somewhat offset by the introduction of an extra three days paid
holiday for all after 10 years service and payment of a Christmas
gift of 10/- for women and £1 for men after 10 years service.
Demand for cigarettes continued to fa11 off and output dropped
to a bare 10 million per day with about 6500/7000 lbs per day of
smoking tobacco.
It soon became abundantly clear that the Branch was heavily
overstaffed and that great economies were needed.
The Ships Stores Bond in Comwallis Street was removed to
Commercial Road amd placed in Room 101 at the South West
corner of the ground floor, a situation which it was to occupy
for some six or seven years.
The Traffic Department took over the handling of imported
goods which had previously been handled by Messrs. Rowatt
and Lyon of Freemason's Row, Liverpool.
The Bristol Box and Printing Co. was moved from the Roberts
Street factory to Commercial Road.
This enabled Roberts Street to be used for storage of materials
and machinery with the consequent relinquishing of rented
outside warehousing space.

There were also massive dismissals and Liverpool in common
with a lot of other businesses at that time entered a very lean
period.
Unemployment was widespread and hardly anyoJ?.e was sure of
their job from one day to the next.
It is recounted by those who were around at this time that one
could not afford to give the slightest offence to those in authority.
Often the smallest indiscretions which normally would have
attracted a mild reprimand were punished by immediate dismissal.
Times were hard indeed.
It was in 1921 that Merseyside generally suffered the Sinn Fein
troubles during which the factory had to be guarded at all times.
These guards were mounted by unpaid volunteer members of the
staff who were allowed time off " in lieu ". There is no record of
any serious trouble or damage occurring to company property
during this period.
In July 1921 is recorded another instance of bravery on the
part of a member of B.A.T. staff. R. J. (Bob) White, a member of
the office staff dived into a fast running tide at George's stage and
rescued a young man who had slipped into the water. George'.s
landing stage is the southern end of the half mile long floating
pontoon Princes landing stage on the Liverpool bank of the
Mersey. The rush of water between the stage and the bank
reaches mill-race proportions and there is a grave risk of any
swimmer being washed under the stage. Bob modestly points out
that he was a very strong swimmer and was able to avoid this
danger and bring the young man to the bank where they were both
helped from the water. The only ill effects he suffered was that
his hands were badly lacerated on the rough concrete of the
embankment as he was pulled from the water. Bob received a
certificate of commendation for his brave deed.
The output in 1921 was 2,526 million cigarettes and 1.73 million
pounds of tobacco.
In October 1921, due, it is recorded, to a fall in the cost of
living index, the Board of Trade wage rates were reduced.
The reduction was from 41/- to 38f6d for women at 21 and
from 65/6d to 61 /6d for men at 21 years of age.
These new rates were to remain unchanged for 20 years.
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In 1922 there was an increase in requirements and daily output
was increased to around 12 million cigarettes and 8000 lbs of
tobacco. A proportion of the tobacco sales was in "packed
separately" packings. This meant that the tobacco was packed
into " foil linings " which were sealed and these in turn were
packed into 2 kilo or 5 kilo parcels. The empty tins were packed
into 400 Gr. or t kilo boxes and cased up separately from the
tobacco. These shipments were made to territories e.g. Switzerland
where import duty was levied on the weight of the immediate
container. Thus there was an appreciable saving in import duty
by making the paper/foil lining the immediate container.
The territory, of course, completed the packing by inserting
the " packets " into the tins before sale.
In June 1922, the old tally system of recording attendance was
replaced by punched time cards.
This was one of the ideas that had been brought back from
U.S.A. by George Lawson after his visit there in 1920.
A preliminary try-out had been made in the Engineering
Department for a month or so before the whole of the factory
changed over to this method of time recording.
The old system of making up wages into tin boxes bearing the
employee's tally number was also dropped.
The clock cards were " made up ", all " overpay " added, and
any deductions made and the net wage receivable by the employee
was arrived at.
The cards were returned to the employees via the departmental
supervision each Friday morning.
Cash trollies were then taken to the various departments and
wages counted out against the cards. The card holder's identity
was confirmed by supervision as each card was presented at the
trolley. Once the money had been picked up from the trolley, no
queries were accepted.
It was around this time that various exponents of the game
of golf got together and formed a golfing section.
Mr. J. D. Gilliam, one of our directors, presented a handsome
challenge cup to be coinpeted for annually over 36 holes medal
play by members of B.A.T. organisation.

In 1922 this cup was won by Stanley Bowman, the then
Liverpool Factory Manager.
There is no record of those taking part in this first competition
but in subsequent years several members of the. Board were
pleased to compete. Also, many overseas visitors at the times of
the competition was being run were invited to participate.
A separate chapter is devoted to the history of this and other
golf competitions at the Liverpool Branch.
Sad memories of former colleagues were revived by the
attendance of a delegation from Liverpool to the dedication of the
Memorial to those who gave their lives in the 1914-1918 War.
The War Memorial was unveiled at Westminster House on
Monday July 3rd 1922, the dedication was given by the Rev.
H. L. C. Candole, the Canon of Westminster.
The names of 64 members of the Liverpool staff who gave their
all, were engraved on the memorial.
The branch had, since it's inception, had many pupils or, as
they were designated in those days, manufacturing apprentices,
but no early records exist.
However, in July 1922, these records were commenced anli<
indeed maintained right up to modern times.
Apart from the four" Bs "-Bowman, Blenkinsop, Banks and
Bancroft mentioned in an earlier chapter, amongst the first
recorded trainees were T. B. Hawley (ex Gt. Alie St.) S. T. Bennett,
G. W. P. Angell (ex Gt. Alie St.) Malcolm Taylor (ex Southampton) J. J. Badger (of whom more will be heard later) H.
Kendrick-Jones, F. B. Taylor, Malcolm Cameron, C. E. Howell,
C. E. Ferris and A. H. Edmundson.
These were amongst the earliest of very many who received
a sound training in the principles of tobacco manufacture and
departed to all parts of the world to practise this art.
Their pay was by no means munificent, being at basic Board
of Trade rates without overpay or bonuses.
This ranged between 42/- week at 18 years of age to 61/6d per
·
week at 21 and over.
Only an occasional one with special qualifications, such as a
degree, received as much as 77/- per week (£200/annum) at 21.
The output in 1922 amounted to 3,148 million cigarettes and
2.25 million pounds of tobacco.
In October 1922 the B.A.T. division of St. John Ambulance
Brigade was formed under the superintendency of W. E. (Bill)
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Searle with the factory medical officer Dr. J. W. Flood as the
divisional Medical Officer.
Bill Searle, after service in the R.A.M.C. at 42nd General
Hospital in Salonika, had come to Liverpool from Bristol in
June 1919.
The B.A.T. division used to do it's training at the Kirkdale .
Citizen's Institute in Boundary Street. This was the building
which in 1929 was to become the B.A.T. (Liverpool Branch)
Social Club and will be referred to later.
Amongst the early members of the B.A.T. division were
brothers Ernie and Bob Moore, Dave Williams, Jack Lewis and
G. Edmundson.
The division was used to provide stretcher parties in the event
of accident or illness in the factory, necessitating the carrying of
persons to the Ambulance Room. At first, the stretcher bearers
used to be summoned by messenger and reported to the Ambulance room to collect a stretcher. Later, when internal telephone
extensions were introduced, one of the bearers was contacted by
telephone and he collected his team on the way to the Ambulance
room to collect the stretcher. Later, after installation of the P.A.
system, the stretcher party was summoned by a broadcast message
and this method is still in use.
Just before Christmas 1922 the Liverpool Press conceived the
" Goodfellow " scheme. This had the very commendable aim of
collecting funds to provide very poor families with Christmas
cheer, which otherwise they would not have been able to enjoy.
The assistance of all businesses in the city was sought and as a
result of collections at the Liverpool Branch, 24 families were
provided with a substantial Christmas meal, a supply of coal and
some toys for the children.
The increase in demand for cigarettes and tobacco, which
1922 had shown, continued through 1923 and cigarette production
was now running at around 12.2 million per day with tobacco
at nearly 10,000 lbs per day.
In 1923 the branch Soccer section was formed and two teams
under the name Bramtoco F.C. entered in the Liverpool & District
League and the Liverpool Central Combination. A separate
chapter is devoted to the history of the branch soccer section.
It was in this year that the triangular tournament for the Three
Castles Cricket Cup was instituted. Matches were played at the
Head Office sports ground at Sudbury.
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In 1923 Liverpool won the cup, a feat which they repeated in
1924 and 1925. P. C. Howard who was later to figure so largely
in cricketing records at the Southampton branch was a member of ·
the 1923 Liverpool team. Mter three early successes, Liverpool
were not again victorious until 1930 and indeed have since only
managed to share honours, in 1954, 1958, and 1963, each time
with Southampton.
Around the middle of 1923 a "new method" of processing
leaf tobacco was being discussed, drawings were made and plans
laid for the construction of the necessary machinery and alterations
of layouts. Changes in the management structure were also just
around the corner.
Output for 1923 was 3,425 million cigarettes and 2.75 million
pounds of tobacco.
Following the initial success of the Liverpool Press " Goodgellow " scheme in 1922, efforts were redoubled to raise funds to
increase the number of families which could be helped by the
scheme.
" The " Gleefellows ", a band of entertainers was formed to
sing or otherwise entertain at concerts, dinners or other social,)
gatherings, fees going towards the " Goodfellow " fund.
A. D. Budd of the Liverpool Supply Department gathered
together a small group of singers from amongst the office staff
and they gave several " concerts " in aid of this very worthwhile
cause.
Amongst the "artists" were D. B. Reubens, Sam Roberts,
Fred White, Charlie Williams and W. A. Callaghan with Bert
Jones who was recruited from Tillotson's, almost our next door
neighbours, at the piano.
As a result of their efforts, collections from the factory and
office and a generous donation of 50 guineas from the Directors,
the B.A.T. Liverpool branch was able to take care of 100 families
at Christmas 1923. The parcels of food, wys etc. were made up
at the factory and delivered in the Company's vehicles.
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CHAPTER 6
Golf Section-B.A.T. Liverpool
In the early 1920's those members of the Liverpool management
who used to play regularly at West Lanes Golf Course at Hall
Road, formed a golfing section.
C. V. M. Townsend, J. H. Franklin, Stanley Bowman, J. M.
Fowlie, T. F. Winmill, H. H. Tucker and Dr. J. W. Flood, the
branch Medical officer, are amongst the earliest names remembered.
In 1922, Mr. J. D. Gilliam, a member of the Board, presented
a handsome silver challenge cup to be competed for annually at
Liverpool, over 36 holes Medal Play.
Entry to the competition was not confined to members of the
Liverpool branch. Any member of B.A.T. organisation both
home and overseas who happened to be, or could arrange to be
in Liverpool at the times when the competition was played was
able to enter. Many distinguished visitors did indeed take part
and several of them were successful in winning the cup as will be
seen from the list below.
Jack McMillan, a plumber and pipefitter was the first "nonmanagement " player to carry off this trophy. This was in 1933
and he repeated the feat in the following year.
E. J. Walker carried off the cup on four occasions in 1935,
1953, 1960 amd 1963.
G. I. Roberts bettered this record by winning on five occasions
in 1936, 1937, 1946, 1962 and 1965.
However, H. E. (Teddie) Gardner, now at Head Office, eclipsed
these records by returning the best scores on six occasions in
1954, 1955, 1964, 1966, 1968 and 1969,
" GILLIAM "
Golf Challenge Cup
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926

S. Bowman
J. M. Fowlie
C. V. M. Townsend
T. Summerscales
W. F. Alexander

1927
1928
1929
1930
1931

T. F. Winmill
H. R. Gough
J. H . Franklin
A. J. Bramwood
J . W. Flood

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

1932 J. W. Flood
1933 J. McMillam
1934 J. McMillan
1935 E. J. Walker
1936 G. I. Roberts
1937 G. I. Roberts
1938 R. J. Parr
1939 H. Liddle
1940-1945-Not played
1946 G. I. Roberts
1947 A. C. Robertson
1948 H.Lowe
1949 H . H. Evers
1950 J. S. Wagstaffe
1951 J. H . Lyons
1952 J. Howard
1953 E. J. Walker
1954 H . E. Gardner

H. E. Gardner
G. L. Grant
J. Gilbertson
H. Lowe
J. Howard
E. J. Walker
J. S. Wagstaffe
G. I. Roberts
E. J. Walker
H. E. Gardner
G. I. Roberts
H. E. Gardner
J. Gilbertson
H. E. Gardner
H. E. Gardner
J. H . C. Fay
H. T. Campbell
J. Smith

In 1928 Mr. H. P. Strause, a director, was kind enough to
present a challenge cup to the Liverpool branch for afmuat.,
competition over 36 holes Match Play.
Entry was confined to members of the Liverpool branch and
it is understood that Mr. Strause expressed the wish that the
younger or less expert players might be encouraged to enter this
compeition.
Jack McMillan was the first winner of this cup and repeated
his feat in 1932 and 1938.
The only other three time winner of this trophy was H. Lowe
who was Factory Manager and was victorious in 1950, 1953 and
1954.
In the 1950's the Golf Committee decided that they would
further Mr. Strause's expressed wish to encourage the less expert
player and restricted entry to this competition to those playing
to a handicap of 19-36 strokes. At the same time entry to the
Gilliam Cup competition was restricted to those with a handicap
of 18 or under.
·
In 1958 Miss Dorothy Howell made history by becoming the
first and to date the only lady golfer to enter and win the Liverpool
branch golf compeititions. Miss Howell carried off the Strause
cup in 1958 and was again victorious in 1961.
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Golf Challenge Cup
Presented by H. P. Strause Esq., 1928
1928 J. McMillan
1953 H. Lowe
1929 T. F. Winmill
1954 H. Lowe
1930 E. J. Thurgood
1955 J. H. Wagstaffe
1931 J. A. Leitch
1956 J. H . Wagstaffe
1932 J. McMillan
1957 R. E. Formby
1933 D. E. Reilly
1958 Miss D. L. Howell
1934 S. Bowman
1959 A. Roberts
1935 L. T. Williams
1960 D. Hume
1936 S. Bowman
1961 Miss D. L. Howell
1937 A. D. Pyke
1962 P. Hughes
1938 J. McMillan
1963 E. Lynch
1939 D. Pickering
1964 Not Played
1940-1945 Not Played
1965 M. Evans
1966 E. Lynch
1946 W. M. Kemmis-Betty
1947 J. H. C. Fay
1967 G. P. Butler
1948 J. Howard
1968 W. J. Harrison
1949 W. J. Chisnall
1969 W. H. Foster
1950 H. Lowe
1970 A. D . Horwood
1951 G. L. Grant
1971 M. Evans
1952 E. J. Walker
1972 A. D. Horwood
In 1936 the Liverpool management presented the Bramtoco
Golf Challenge Cup for competition, at first, over 18 holes
Medal Play. This was competed for except for the years of World
War II until 1953, then intermittently until 1962. Sometimes the
competition was 18 holes Medal Play and sometimes 18 holes
Match Play.

Triangular Golf Toumament
Since it's inception in 1960, Liverpool has sent a team to this
triangular competition between London, Southampton and
Liverpool.
The branch met with no success until 1973 when they came
out winners at Wentworth on 27th April:
Liverpool
208 points
210 points
London
Southampton 219 points

Bramtoco Golf Challenge Cup
(Presented by the Liverpool Management)
1936 R. Howard
1950 J. S. Wagstaffe
1937 J. Howard
1951 E. J. Walker
1938 H. Liddle
1952 J. Lyons
1953 G. Hughes
1939 H. Liddle
1940-1945 Not Played
1954/5 Not Played
1946 H. Liddle
1956 J . Gilbertson
1947 R. H. Campbell
1956/60 Not Played
1948 L. H. Carpenter
1961 G. I. Roberts
1949 J. S. Wagstaffe
1962 G. I. Roberts
This competition has not been played since 1962.
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CHAPTER 7
The last few months of 1923 saw changes in management and
the beginning of alterations in production methods at Liverpool.
C. V. M. Townsend who had been Branch manager since 1919
transferred to Millbank as manager of Manufacturing Department, working with Mr. J. D. Gilliam who was then, what in
modern parlance would be called Production Director.
Stanley Bowman, who had been with the Liverpool Branch
since it's very earliest days, became Branch Manager.
J. M. Fowlie assumed the duties of Factory manager with
T. F. Winmill and J. H. Franklin as Assistant Factory managers.
The last named had special responsibilities for the Western
Packing Case Co., the Container Box and Printing Co. and as
Traffic manager, Liverpool.
Mr. Winmill was responsible for the scientific sector of
operations and began to enlarge laboratory facilities.
In those early days the laboratory was situated in a corner
of the Capstan Press room with B. M. Green, chemist, in charge,
assisted by-Easton and P. H. Anderson 1/C Flavours.
The laboratory was moved to the office floor in a position in
the north east corner, now occupied by reception and part of the
Computer suite.
George Lawson was Branch Accountant, with J. S. Rowlands
as deputy and F. C. Good in charge of Cost Accounts.
H. J. Marsh was branch Engineer with J. E. (Joe) Thomas as
his assistant.
E. R. Cordwell moved from Supply Department and took
charge of Formula Department, or as it later became known,
Manufacturing Dept. " F " . This department was responsible
for preparation and maintenance of all manufacturing process
sheets and making and packing formulae (specifications) and
ancillary records. It was also responsible for the administration
of experiments carried out by Manufacturing Department as
distinct from those carried out by Engineering Department or
the Laboratory.
It might be purely coincidental, but records from this time
seem to be more plentiful and informative.
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It is found that by 1924 we were producing or had produced
104 tobacco brands and 133 cigarette brands in numerous packing
variations.
Two cigarette brands, Three Castles Mild and Three Castles
Medium, known in the factory as " Castles Green " and " Castles
Yellow " from the background colours of their wrapping materials
were produced in lOs paper packets, lOs cartons, lOs pocket tins,
20s flat tins, 20s upright tins, 20s slide boxes (a hard shell with a
soft board slide) 20s cartons, 20s Round packets, 25s vacuum tins,
50s vacuum tins, 50s decorated hinged lid tins, (a three layer
packing), 50s flat pocket tins (a two layer packing) and lOOs
decorated hinged lid tins (Five layers each 20 cigarettes).
This multiplicity of packings occurred in other brands such
as Capstan Medium, Gold Flake and Players, but not quite to
the same extent.
25s and 50s vacuum tins of most brands except the very cheapest
has ash-trays packed on top of the cigarettes under the tagger.
Some 50s vacuum tins also had bamboo mouthpieces (cigarette
holders) included. These were later superseded by others made
from papier-mache, quill and Juvelith, an early form of thermo-' 1}
plastic in imitation amber or tortoiseshell colourings. Some
Capstan 20s round packets also included bamboo mouthpieces.
Stiffeners, or cigarette cards, as they were known to others
outside the industry, were being packed in most packings besides
that for which they were originally introduced. This was of course
the soft paper packet in which a piece of at first plain white board
was used to stiffen the packet and reduce crushing. It is not the
purpose of this narrative to relate the history and development of
stiffeners; this has been done by others better qualified in this
respect, except to say that they covered a multitude of subjects,
and in many cases were most informative.
These cards were packed in lOs packets and cartons and often,
in a large size, in 20s cartons, 25s fiat tins and 50s fiat tins.
Amongst the series in use at this period were :- Animal cutouts, Pretty Women, Boy Scouts, British Live Stock, Cinema
Stars, Real Photo Cinema Stars, Merchant Ships, Flag girls,
Birds, Beasts and Fishes; English Period Costumes, Motor Cars;
Children of all Nations; Birds of Brilliant Plumage; Real coloured
photos, Beauties; Heroic Deeds, Heraldic signs etc., etc.
In those days also it was the practise to pack " gifts " in the
500s outers for certain markets. An example is the inclusion of a
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pocket handkerchief in 500s tins of Scissors for Rangoon and
Colombo. These were later changed to hand-mirrors, vanity
combs, flat cigarette cases to hold ten cigarettes and a card of
4 buttons type and size of which, unfortunately, cannot be
discovered.
Around this time also, " Ships labels " were introduced.
These were usually a full colour representation of a ship of the
line and initially were placed on 500s tins of various brands
taken by B.I.S.N.Co. and O.S.N.Co. These were later extended
to 50s vacuum tins 50s pocket boxes and 50s pocket tins for these
and other shipping companies. The purpose of these labels was
to prevent the sale to passengers of cigarettes supplied to ships'
crews at special prices. These labels were in use right up to early
1940. Even today some cigarette cartons and tobacco tins carry
the wording" SUPPLIED TO CREW AT SPECIAL PRICE"
with the same object in mind as of nearly half a century ago.
With these many different brands and packings and variations
within a brand, it is not difficult to appreciate that very many
packing formulae were needed. At that time there were over one
thousands cigarette formulae and about half this number for
tobaccos.
Up to this time the method of blending had been to set out
hogsheads (with heads and staves removed) in line along the
Blending Room in such order that no two of the same grade
came together. Planks supported on trestles were placed along
the line. Girls stationed by the hogshead then took the leaf from
them hand by hand, handling the leaf by the butts and working
evenly across the hogsheads, placed it on the planks. Other girls
passed up and down the line with trollies (holding 250 lbs)
collecting the leaf in small quantities, thus ensuring thorough
blending. As the trollies were filled they were passed to the Proctor
conditioning machine. This machine had 3 compartments each
10' square and each equipped with steam and hot water jets and
a large fan. A broad wire mesh conveyor band ran through the
machine. The steamjwater jets created very warm humid conditions in the chambers.
The hands of leaf were taken from the trollies and laid in an
even layer about 3" deep on the band of the Proctor as this band
moved through the machine.
In the first and third chambers the condition was forced down
through the leaf by the fans; in the centre chamber it was drawr

upwards. The leaf was in the machine for about 10 minutes.
At the discharge end the hands of the leaf were untied and
conveyed to the Casing cylinder. This was a large copper
cylinder 22' long x 5' diameter rotating at 22 revolutions a minute.
This was set at an angle and fitted internally with four rows of
steel spikes. The inclination of the cylinder and it's rotation
caused the leaf to gravitate towards the lower end and the spikes
caused the leaf to be spread into an even layer at the discharge
end.
At the discharge end the appropriate casing and/or flavour was
applied by compressed air sprays from a graduated reservoir so
that the operator could regulate exactly the rate of spraying evenly
over the whole operation.
The cased and/or flavoured leaf then passed down a chute to
the Stemmery on the floor below and fell into trollies each holding
300 lbs. These trollies were well covered and bulked for 24 hours
to allow the leaf to thoroughly absorb the casing.
After bulking, the leaf was either butted, laid straight or
stemmed, according to the process instructions for the blend~ I}
For laying straight and butting, the leaf was taken separately
and laid with butts one way into a box across which two canvas
tapes had been placed.
When about 2! lbs had been collected, the tapes were tied up.
If butting was not needed, the bundles were stacked in trollies
for transfer to the cutting room.
If the leaf had to be butted, the bundles were taken to the
butting machine, of guillotine construction, and pushed against
an adjusted stop under the descending blade.
The bundles of leaf were then passed to the cutting room, the
cut-off butts passing by means of a chute to the stem cleaners.
For hand stemming the leaf was taken from the bulking trollies
and serviced to girls · sitting at tables. These girls took out the
central stem from the leaf using a metal thimble on their thumbs.
The stem was discarded into boxes and the leaf strips were
collected into bundJes tied with canvas tapes. The bundled strips
were weighed off and recorded against the appropriate girls for
piece work payment and passed to the cutting room.
The stems were passed to the stem cleaners along with the
butts froin the butting machine.
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Stemmery output (per girl)

Bonus Payment

In the cutting room the tapes were removed from the bundles
of leaf or strips and this was placed tips forward on the bands at
the back of Legg guillotine type cutting machines and cut at
50 cuts per inch.
From the Legg cutters the cut tobacco passed through Hot
Air Dryers and coolers and into 50 lb skips for stowing in the
tobacco stores.
Stem cleaning machine. The stems and butts were thrown on to
the conveyor band of this machine and carried on to a drum
revolving at 600 r.p.m. Just above the drum I8 steel knives were
suspended closely together and the action of violently throwing
the stems against these knives stripped any small portions of leaf
which remained on them. These small leaf scraps were separated
from the heavier stem by the action of a fan. The operation was
repeated up to four times to ensure the stems had been thoroughly
cleaned. The collected scrap was added to the parent operation
at the back of the cutting machines.
Most of the stem was discarded but a small proportion was
passed through stem crushers and either added to the parent
operation R.V.S. (rolled Virginia stem) at the back of the cutting
machine or cut at 160 c.p.i. and fed into the cut tobacco as C.R.S.
(cut rolled stem) by means of divided feeds on the cigarette
making machines.
The first alteration to the method of processing was to build
an enlarged Proctor machine and this in I923 became a five
chamber machine, each chamber IO' long x I2' wide, fitted with
steam and water jets and alternate impeller or suction fans as
with the earlier three chamber machine. The leaf now took I5
minutes to pass through the Proctor.
At first very high temperatures (around 2l0°F) were used in
conjunction with a relatively low humidity.
The leaf was untied at the discharge end of the machine and
laid straight on a band some I5" above the conveyor band.

This auxiliary band carried the leaf to two butting machines
similar to those in use in the stemmery.
Casing was applied by a movable spray as the leaf left these
butting machines or during it's stacking into trollies.
These methods were, however, abandoned owing to mechanical
difficulties in connection with the auxiliary butting band, unsatisfactory and uneven conditioning and reduced output compared
with the older method.
The auxiliary band was removed and the butting machines
placed alongside the discharge end of the Proctor machine
conveyor.
The hands of the leaf were untied as they were removed from
the hogsheads and placed on to the feed end of the conveyor
band. Thus the ~eaf leaving the Proctor machine was already
prepared for buttmg and was butted as it left the machine whilst
still on the conveyor band.
The butted leaf was cased with movable sprays and stacked
into trollies.
This did not, however, produce the desired results; the condition
was still unsatisfactory and output was still less than by the·olde'r 1
methods.
A new conditioning machine was being built following in
general design the Proctor machine. This had 10 chambers each
6' long x 7' 6" wi~e. The fans in alternate chambers forced air up
through the leaf; m the others down through the leaf. The fan in
each chamber circulated the air in that chamber alone and did
not pass it from one chamber to the next. On the " intake " side
of ~ach fan t~e air was conditioned by steam and water sprays
destgned to gtve a warm moist atmosphere. The temperature in
the entry chanbers was 140/I50°F and in the exit chambers was
around I30fl40°F.
In chambers 8 and 9 aerograph sprays were fitted in pairs on
the " intake " side of the fan, supplying additional moisture in
the form of a fine spray.
A wire mesh band carried the leaf into, through and out of the
machine. This band was 4' wide and extended some 60' at the
feed end and some 32' beyond the discharge end of the conditioning machine.
The hogsheads of leaf making up the blend were arranged in
two rows ~m either side of the 60' extension of the band at the
feed end.
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Per day
Per day
-300 lbs Id for each 8 lbs over 240 lbs
Laying straight
-100 lbs ld ,
, 4 lbs ,
80 lbs
Stemming I 0-12%
- 90 lbs. Id ,
, 3 lbs ,
72 lbs
Stemming I5 %
, 2 lbs ,
48 lbs
Clean Stem (22-25 %) - 60 lbs Id ,

Girls, usually 6 in number, stationed by the hogsheads placed
the leaf, hand by hand on the moving band, butts to the edge of
the band, tips to the centre. In this way two lines of leaf were
formed, one at each side of the band, with the centre left empty.
The rate of feed was about 1500 lbs per hour; the band travelled
at a speed of 4 feet per minute.
The time through the machine was 15 minutes.
At the discharge end of the machine, eight girls were stationed
at each side of the 32' extension of the band, untying the hands,
shaking out the leaves and placing the separated leaves in the
centre of the band which up to this point had been empty.
The leaf was discharged from the process band on to a rising
canvas band which carried it to the casing cylinder which was as
described earlier.
The casing which consisted of equal parts by weight of glycerine
and water was more dilute than that used under the old process.
The cased leaf then passed to the stemmery and was collected
into trollies as before.
At the bottom end of this chute to the stemmery the leaf passed
over a 1" squarg mesh sieve which allowed a considerable proportion of the small scrap to drop through into a separate receptacle.
These " smalls " together with stems, butts and smalls, produced
in the stemmery, were sent to the stem cleaner in the cutting room.
After cleaning, the smalls were cut separately at 40 to the inch and
mixed off with the cut rag of the same operation.
The stemmery operation of butting, laying straight and stemming were now, as far as was possible, carried out at conveyor
bands. The exception was that for small operations the leaf was
still laid straight into boxes and tied up into bundles.
For larger operations which had to be laid straight or butted,
the leaf was weighed out to girls sitting facing each other at tables
placed at intervals alongside an intermittently moving band.
These girls laid the leaf straight, butts even, on to the moving
band which moved towards the guillotine. Immediately before
the guillotine a girl was stationed who arranged the leaf in suitable
sized heaps for butting, at the same time pushing the butt ends
against a guide so regulating the length to be cut off. This guide
was parallel to the moving band and placed at a regulated distance
from it so that the length of the butt to be removed overhung the
edge of the band.

The knife was placed longitudinally to the band and about
2" from it's edge so that the band did not pass under the knife.
The knife was timed to descend when the band was at rest and
during the cutting operation the leaf was held firrpJy in position
by a shoe which rose and fell with the knife.
When the leaf did not need to be butted but just laid straight,
the knife blade was removed.
The butted leaf (or straight laid only leaf) was laid in trolleys
with doors at each end. The leaf was laid evenly in layers, butts
to the outside, tips to the inside in layers about 9" deep with
boards separating the layers.
Leaf which had to be stemmed, was taken from the trollies of
cased/flavoured leaf which had been bulking and serviced to girls
sitting at tables placed at staggered intervals on both sides of a
conveyor band. The stem was stripped from the leaf, the girls
wearing a zinc thimble on their thumbs.
The strips were placed on the moving band and taken off into
trollies in the same way as described for butting.
The stems taken from the leaf were collected and weighed so
that each girl's output could be determined and bonus earnirl~
calculated
The advantages of the new methods of Butting and stemming
were:
(1) More even butting of the leaf.
(2) Increased throughput.
{3) Easier and more even feeding to the cutting machines. The
feeder had no bundles to untie and could select exactly the
quantity of leaf to pack up the layer on the feed band to
an even thickness.
The leaf from the stemmery was passed to the cutting room and
cut on Legg cutting machines. These had a throughput of around
300 lbs per hour. The knives had to be changed every 5-8 minutes.
The stems, butts and scrap collected or made in the stemmery
were also passed to the cutting room and passed through the stem
cleaning machine which has already been described.
After cleaning most of the stem was destroyed but a small
proportion was treated as previously described by crushing and
being added back as R.V.S. or as C.R.S.
After cutting, the rag tobacco passed by conveyor to the hot
air dryers (H.A.D.) and coolers and it was on this conveyor that
the cut scrap was added.
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From the coolers, the rag tobacco then at a temperature of
around 85°F was weighed off into skips of 50 lbs each and stored
in the Tobacco stores for at least 3 days.
Some operations consisted entirely of imported strips and
obviously did not need to be stemmed or butted.
These were blended on to the band of the Proctor machine and
passed from the casing cylinder direct to the .cutting room,
missing out the stemmery.
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CHAPTER 8
In 1924 all making machines were Standard Cigarette makers
running generally at speeds of 600 cigarettes per minute for
crimped seams and at 800 cigarettes per minute for pasted seams.
There were, however, about 14 machines which, fitted with
double cut-off, were running at 1000 c.p.m.
Machine packing was by Rose 10s foi1ers with Pirate packet
attachments. They produced their own packets from strip labels,
packed the cigarettes into foil and tissue and then inserted the
foil and tissue packets into the paper packets. Their speed was
around 76 packets per minute.
Outer packings were 500s boxes or 500s soldered tear off top
tins which were labelled all over. The 500s boxes were completely
wrapped in glascine and end labelled.
25s and 50s patent (vacuum) tins were of course hand packed
and the majority of these and all round vacuum tins of t<?bacco
lll
were hand soldered.
There was one soldering machine in use but this was restricted
to one size of tin and had an output of only 8000 tins per day
which was a very small proportion of this type of work.
The solder used by the hand solderers and in the machine was
a mixture of tin and lead. A lot of the lead content was obtained
from the waste, damaged and reject lead foil from the packing
machines and from tobacco packet foil linings.
One of the high lights of 1924 was the visit to the British
Empire Exhibition at Wembley, the precise date is not recorded,
nor can it be remembered except as being " about August ".
What started as the offer by the railway company of 10 concessionary tickets to members of the Traffic Dept. very quickly
multiplied until eventually some 5/6000 B.A.T. people, their
families and friends made the trip. The majority paid for the trip
by having a few pence per week deducted from their wages or
salaries.
The cost cannot be recalled, but it included meals on the train,
entrance to the Exhibition and a meal at the Exhibition.
Apparently an enjoyable time was had by all and this was a
talking point for a long time afterwards.
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Output in 1924 was 3,453 million cigarettes and 2.7 million
pounds of tobacco.
Discussions were started in December 1924 with the I.T.Co.
with a view to the standardisation of 10s and 20s carton sizes.
This was in connection with new machinery which was shortly
to become available for packing these cartons without resort to
the table methods then currently practised. The discussions were
led by a director Mr. W. P. Stericker-indeed the interim agreed
sizes arrived at became known as" W.P.S." size. These discussions
culminated with the "1926 Standard sizes "-No. lAB; 3AB;
5AB; 6AB-10s shells and slides and 21AB; 25AB and 28AB
-20s shells and slides which remained unchanged until 1946.
From that time any new carton sizes were based on the same
" clearances" as these 1926 sizes.
,At this time a director and the head of Manufacturing Dept.
Millbank (C. V. M. Townsend) used to visit the Branch at
approximately weekly intervals and used to originate and indeed
very often participate in much experimentation.
At the same time the Branch manager used to visit Millbank
at monthly intervals.
Everyone at the Branch was thus kept aware of the need for
constant attention to finding ways and means of improving
production methods and reducing costs.
Every idea and suggestion was considered and if thought '~orth
while was investigated and quite often implemented within a very
short time.
Early in 1925, B.A.T. Liverpool took over from R. H. Morgan
& Co. the "inward clearing" of leaf imports. For some years
past B.A.T. had been handling imports of cigarettes and manufactured tobacco products whilst R. H . Morgan & Co. handled
unmanufactured leaf. It was realized that there was bften duplication and under utilisation of transport facilities. Frequently, two
vehicles attended a ship to collect manufactured and unmanufactured tobacco respectively, incurring separate H.M. Customs
inward charges such as "cart following", when one vehicle could
have handled the whole consignment.
B.A.T. Inward clearing section thus took over responsibility
for all manufactured and unmanufactured goods coming into the
port, with, it is related, an addition of only two clerks to their
work force.
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" Charge for cart following " was made by H.M. Customs and
was for the expense of a uniformed H.M. Customs Watcher
travelling with the vehicle from the dock to the Bonded premises
of the importer. This was to safeguard the Crown's interest in the
dutiable goods until they were once more under the care of
H.M. Customs in the importer's bonded premises.
Orders were increasing so that extra making machinery was
needed and four new Standard makers were installed in March
1925. These were followed by a further 5 machines in June 1925.
At the same time Rose N.T. High Speed lOs foil packet machines
became available. These operated at 90 packets a minute and
cost £410 each.
A carton packing attachment for lOs shell/slide cartons was
also available. This was made by Brecknell, Munro and Rogers
of Bristol, also ran at 90 cartons a minute and cost £435 each.
Four of these new complexes were installed in June 1925.
Parts were also available to convert the existing Rose 10s
foilers to high speed and to link up the Brecknell cartonner
attachment.
Engineering Department, Liverpool undertook the conversion' tt
of all the Liverpool machines and also a lot of machines for
overseas factories. The demand for the latter reached such
proportions that very considerable over-time working was
required to meet all committments.
Experiments in treatment of stem and butts for return t o the
manufacture, proceeded apace. The method finally evolved
which held good for at least a couple of years was :Butts and stem from butting machines and hand stemmers was
put through the Stem cleaning machine once only.
The coarse scrap thus obtained was cut at 64 cuts to the inch
on a Legg iron drum machine and added to th~ cut rag of the
parent operation.
The cleaned stems/butts were then conditioned to 45 % with
water to which had been added a mould inhibitor and bulked for
16-20 hours. After bulking they were sent to the "stem r olling"
machines. These machines were those previously described as
" stem-crushers " but now with sufficient clearance between the
rollers to allow of rolling without pulping.
The rolled product was either plugged into cake form and
cut on a Legg wood drum machine or fed into a Legg iron drum
machine in a firm" cheese " and cut at 160 c.p.i. (both methods).
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The C.R.S. (cut rolled stem) was then dried in a Gas roaster or
oven gas pans to 13!% moisture content and after sieving stored
in 50 lb skips for feeding separately on the Cigarette machines.
When it was not intended to "feed the C.R.S. separately on the
S.C.M's it was dried down to approximately the same moisture
content of the Rag tobacco and added to this at the front of the
rag cutting machine before passing to the Drier.
The amount of C.R.S. added back to the operations varied
between blends and was as little as 10% and as much as 35 %.
The excess C.R.S. required to make up the " add back " for
the cheaper blends was obtained from the better class blends.
In June 1925 shipments to China were suspended due to the
" troubles " there. Although these shipments were quite sizable,
demand for other territories more than compensated for the
temporary loss of the China trade.
In fact, serious thought was being given to working a 55 hour
week, five days 07.00 to 18.00, with Saturday 07.00 to 12.00
hours. This would have given 7 hours overtime.
In the event, this was not resorted to; further machinery was
installed and additional labour engaged.
With the advent of the Rose/Brecknell carton packers, several
of the better class brands changed from 1Os packets to 10s shell
and slid~ cartons. Several amongst these were wrapped in glascine for certain markets. This glascine wrapping was done on
Red Indian glasciners which were imported from U.S.A. No
details of the method of operation or speed of these machines can
be found, nor indeed can anyone remember them. It is, however,
on record that we had three of these machines in use at Liverpool
in mid 1925. There is also a note that we had one or more Molins'
glasciners in use around this time. Apparently these machines
were not as serviceable or as efficient as the American machines.
A later note records a decision not to order any more but rather
to try and obtain further Red ~ndian glasciners.
Around the middle of 1925 a "burial fund" was introduced.
The rules were very simple; on the death of a member, a levy of
6d was made on all members of the scheme. This resulted in a
payment to the nominee of the deceased member, of around £70,
which was of considerable help in those often difficult times.
Tentative discussions also took place about the possibility of
installing a dental clinic at the factory.

However, nothing came out of these discussions; the matter
was shelved to await the outcome of a new Factories bill which
was about to be placed before Parliament.
In July 1925 Liverpool received it's first Thermokept machine.
This machine was designed to seal 50s vacuum tins of cigarettes
without recourse to soldering and heater vacuumising/testing.
The tin bodies packed by hand in the normal way had a flanged
bottom end. The bottoms, which had a ring of rubber like sealing
compound in a channel around their periphery were fitted to
the bodies and the two rolled and crimped together in a vacuumised chamber of a filter press seaming machine. This operation
left a residual vacuum in the sealed tin of some 2-3"; this was
some"hat lower than that obtained by the older method which
which was usually around 4-5".
Thermokept sealed tins were examined for " leakers " after
24 hours and again after 48 hours. Any leakers found had, of
course, to be opened up as it was not possible to resolder and
revacuumise as with the soldered tin.
There are no records or memories of the comparative incidence ' 1t
of " leakers " between Thermokept and conventional soldered
tins. It would seem from the fact that the former never formed
more than a small proportion of the output that it was not a
worthwhile substitute for soldered tins. Eventually, the Thermokept principle was reserved for certain tobacco tins only and these
were later superseded by Tingey testing, which will be referred to
later.
In July 1925 is recorded what must be one of the earliest
instances of Liverpool giving technical assistance to foreign
factories, a forerunner of that Service which many years later
became known as O.T.A.S.
Miss Esther Hunter, an experienced Standard cigarette machine
operator was temporarily transferred to Geneva to assist that
factory in the training of female S.C.M. operators.
Despite the temporary loss of China orders, the output in
1925 amounted to 3,752 millions with 2.7 million pounds of
tobaccos. Indeed demand was increasing and for the last few
months of 1925 was running at around 18 million per day but
this was to continue for only a few months.
In October 1925 was perfected an idea for driving the print
rollers on S.C.M's. This produced a marked improvement in
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regularity of the cigarette prints. Orders were placed on Engineering Department for 25 sets of this modification to be made.
Some of these were sent to Southampton and to Gt. Alie Street.
Around the same time a new divided feed for Standard makers
was perfected. This had two partitions in the filler box, making
three compartments, the centre one being half the width of the
others. Each compartment had an agitator to feed the rag or
C.R.S. against the carding roller. The C.R.S. was fed into the
centre compartment. This divided feed produced a marked
improvement in C.R.S. distribution and gave more regular
filling.
With the increased demand, space for expansion was at a
premium. Half-decks were built in the tobacco stores to allow for
holding increased stocks of rag tobaccos; also in Despatch
Department to allow for keeping larger packed stocks. This latter
was necessitated by the very large number of small mixed brand/
packing orders being received.
Two rooms in the Roberts Street factory were given over to
storage of materials, space being found for 1000 tons. This had
the side-effect of being able to relinquish hired ~arehouse space
with consequent saving in rental expenses.
Enquiries were put out for labelling machines for 50s round
tins which at that time were being labelled by hand. A Purdy
labeller was obtained but this was not very successful and after
several months' trial, was returned to the supplier. Beth labelling
machines which were much more efficient came along much later.
With the greatly increased demand for cases, the Western
Packing Case Co. found that they had to increase their production
capacity. In fact they had, for a time, to resort to outside contractors for many small call, odd size lines.
The pressure of orders was felt at Southampton and Gt. Alie
Street just as much as at Liverpool and for some months Millbank
ran a priority list allocating the output from the three factories
to the various markets.
This period of prosperity was short-lived; by February 1926,
Liverpool was on short time, as no doubt also were Southampton
and Gt. Alie Street.
The reasons for this recession cannot, after such a lapse of
time, be discovered. It is suggested by one or two who were around
at that time that it might have been due to the continuing antiBritish feelings in China. Also, at that time there were swingeing
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increases in import duties in Argentine and other South American
countries which made British manufactured goods very expensive
indeed. These increases were circumvented to some extent by
resorting to the " packed separately " method .of shipment,
where the wrapping materials were shipped separately from the
cigarettes (in foil and tissue packets). Duty was thus levied only
on the " immediate container " weight.
In view of this short time working, consideration was given to
the feasibility of closing the factory completely for the annual
one week holiday, the first week in August being suggested. Very
wisely, as it turned out, it was decided to await events before
coming to a firm decision.
As many readers will know, the Aintree Grand National held
on a Friday towards the end of March was a great event in
Liverpool. Everyone who could manage to attend this event did
so. At that time, and indeed for some years afterwards, Liverpool
Management used to hire a barge, temporarily converted to a
grandstand, moored in the Leeds and Liverpool canal right
alongside the Grand National course. From this vantage point,
visiting directors and other important personages, members df'
management and other invited guests used to watch the racing.
In 1926 a suggestion was made to the Board that in view of the
short time working, the factory should be closed for the whole
day on Grand National Friday, the lost time being made up by
working full time on the other four days of that week.
This suggestion was approved by the Board.
It was about this time that Accounting Dept. reported that
their Comptometer calculating machine which they had obtained
in a used condition from Head Office some years ago was now
beyond further economical repair. After some argument, and
despite the opinions of the anti-mechanisation old brigade, the
old machine was " traded in " for a new one. The note of this
transaction does not record how much was allowed for the old
machine, but in view of it's reported condition, it could hardly
have been very much. This little anecdote perhaps served to show
how very carefully money was spent in those days.
In April 1926, after much experimentation, Liverpool produced
cork tipped cigarettes on a Standard maker.
This was done with an A.M.& F . attachment purchased from
Messrs. Hignett's, Whitechapel, Liverpool, one of several tobacco
manufacturers, established in Liverpool long before the " inva49
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sion " of James B. Duke which led to the formation of B.A.T.Co.
and the I.T.C. in 1902.
The tipping material used was Spanish natural cork which had
been used for some years in tipping of hand made cigarettes.
Around this time an enlarged telephone exchange was built
with up to 100 extensions throughout the factory, which prior to
this had had only a few band generator type telephones and voice
tubes. Some of the band generator phones were retained for many
years, particularly between departments which bad to keep a
close and constant liaison with each other e.g. Blending and
Stemmery departments, Material Stores and Workroom material
"dumps".
By May 1926 short time working was ended and the factory
was once more in full production; indeed at around 19 million
a day when the General Strike was called.
This made things extremely difficult as all the docks and
warehouses were picketed. Materials and supplies could only be
got out of Warehouse by subterfuge and imported leaf and
manufactured goods could only be unloaded from ships and
brought to the factory by the company's own men and vehicles.
A Sf!lall band of manufacturing apprentices and pupils were
" pressed " to this service and during the week 1Otb to 15th May
made several trips to the docks and warehouses to collect urgently
required goods and materials. This was naturally resented by the
strikers, so much so that the name of the " leader " of this band
(perhaps because he was the oldest), one J . .'{. Badger, was posted
on several dock gates as a " black leg ". It is, perhaps, no coincidence that Badger was temporarily transferred to Amsterdam on
20th May, returning to Liverpool some 8/9 months later.
These skirmishes were facilitated by the use of a new large
4 ton lorry which Traffic Dept. bad recently purchased. Whilst it
was often possible to get one lorry through the pickets, this could
seldom be done with two or three of the smaller lorries and never
with the slow moving steamers. .
During the period of the General Strike, office men were
encouraged to join the Special Constabulary and several of them
did so, being based at Westminster Road Police Station, in which
area the factory was situated.
Due to the provisions of a 1926 Road Traffic Act, steamers
Nos. 4, 5, 6, & 7 (of 1919 vintage) had to be fitted with a new
foot-operated wheel braking system. Previously, the method of
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braking had been by " reversing " the engine, or rather the drive
to the wheels.
It was not considered worthwhile to fit these new brakes to
the three old steamers which had been " pensioned off" to
Engineering Dept.'s use when the other four had be~n purchased.
These three old steamers were sold off, it is suggested at £30,
£60, and £100 respectively.
In mid 1926 a prototype clean stemming machine was brought
to Liverpool from U.S.A. for experimental purposes. A great deal
of work was done on this by Engineering Dept. until, after
endless modifications and improvements, a satisfactory substitute
for hand stemming was evolved.
At the opening of the 1926 cricket season, the Liverpool cricket
section was fortunate enough to rent a pitch for a junior team at
Liverpool Boys' Playing Fields Association grounds at Long Lane
Aintree. The rental was £10 for the season which was allocated
from the Branch Sports fund together with a further £5 for
running expenses. A junior team was formed under the auspices
of Bert Tucker who also continued to run the senior team.
~he junior .team thus had the advantage of a home ground', 1f
unlike the seruor team who had to play on public park pitches or
a lot of " away " matches.
It had been the practise for a couple of years for various
departments in the factory to run their own "holiday funds".
The respective foremen used to collect each Friday small sums
from the workpeople and keep these until they were repaid when
the person took their annual holiday. This put the foremen to a
lot of trouble in collecting and recording these contributions and
again in repaying the accumulations. A suggestion was made that
given the necessary authorisation, a fixed sum could be deducted
each week from the employee's wages and repaid, with interest
at 3% added, when the employee took his/her annual holiday.
This system met with approval and was started immediately,
the first " pay-out " to be pay day prior to the first week in
August 1927 when the whole factory would be closed for the
annual holiday.
It was about this time it was realised by Traffic Dept. that the
steamer crews spent half an hour each morning in kindling the
fires and raising steam in their vehicles. Also, each night a further
half hour was spent in raking out and cleaning and chopping
firewood for the next day.
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Alternative methods of transporting the 50/60 tons of goods
which had to be moved each day were considered. Augmenting
the lorry fleet was discounted as sufficiently large lorries were not
available and they would have been immobile whilst being
loaded and unloaded.
The idea of using agricultural type tractors, suitably modified
for road use, was put forward. These would draw trailers in the
same way as the steamers did.
Accordingly, Messrs. Blakes, the Fordson agents and the
Liverpool depot of International Harvester Co. were contacted
and a Fordson and a McCormick Deering tractor and trailer
obtained on trial loan. Both vehicles were fitted with solid rubber
tyres for road use and with more powerful braking &ystems than
when used for agricultural work.
These vehicles were put on test side by side in transporting
goods on 10 ton trailers across the Mersey ferries to Birkenhead
docks from which most of the output was shipped. In the event
the McCormick Deering tractor from International Harvester
drawing 10 ton Dyson trailers, proved the better proposition.
No one pretends that this trial period was without it's troubles;
one early difficulty experienced was in negotiating the floating
roadway at Birkenhead Woodside ferry at certain tide conditions.
At low tide this assumed quite a steep angle, particularly at the
landward end.
One day the Fordson and McCormick tractors each drawing a
10 ton load were first off the ferry on a falling tide. They safely
negotiated the first couple of increasingly steep sections but came
to a halt on the next with the wheels spinning helplessly around
on the steel roadway, made steeper by their own weight and a
continuing falling tide.
Things ground to a halt; the ferry could not be unloaded for
return to the Liverpool side and an irate Ferries Manager
contacted Traffic Dept. After checking that all obvious steps
such as gritting or putting down sacking had been tried, the
problem was discussed with the tractor drivers.
It was suggested to them that they back sufficiently down the
runway to allow the second tractor to be uncoupled from it's
trailer, and recoupled to the front of the first tractor. The tractors
in tandem were able easily to climb the roadway with each
trailer in turn.
In fact this operation was so successful that a by now apologetic

ferries manager begged that the tractors might be used to help
the rest of the traffic up the, by this time, very steep slope. This
was done very efficiently but the ferry was delayed by about
90 minutes.
As a result of this difficulty, it was decided to limit trailer
loading to 7 tons only. No similar trouble occurred.
Six International tractors were purchased; these were fitted
with pneumatic tyres and with lengthened front axles to give a
4' 6" track. This was necessary for the front wheels to clear the
barred centre of the ferry approach road and gangways which
were originally made this way for horse drawn vehicles.
The pneumatic tyred wheels were very much lighter than the
solid tyred steel wheels and it was soon found that loading of
the axles to improve traction was required. In wet conditions
any sudden change in level such as between the centre courtyard
and the slope leading to Commercial Road or between sections
of the floating roadways brought the tractors to a halt with
wheels spinning helplessly around.
At first weights were added over the axles but later heavy iron
bars were bolted around the inner periphery of each wheelj
increasing the traction quite considerably.
When the tractors were first received, there was no form of
protection from the elements for the drivers but mudguards,
windshields and cabins were soon built on.
On 25th October 1926 a new floating roadway ferry landing was
opened at Seacombe giving an alternative outlet with Woodside
to the Birkenhead docks.
The first vehicles off the ferry after the official tape cutting
ceremony were the six International tractors resplendent in the
then B.A.T. livery of Maroon and Gold, drawing loaded trailers
with the loads covered with new tarpaulins specially issued for
the occasion. These were followed by hired cars carrying members
of the Liverpool management and Traffic Dept. and other visitors
whose names cannot be recalled. It is suggested that the passenger
cars were hired because the branch passenger car at that time
was a Ford sedan which was rather past it's best. Indeed, it was
replaced shortly afterwards by an Austin 12, albeit secondhand
from Millbank, known affectionately as " FLO " from it's
registration mark.
The dear colleague who recalls this occasion insists that a
member of the Royal Family performed the opening ceremony
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but examination of Wallasey Ferries records of the time shows
that it was the then Earl of Derby who did this .
These six tractors and six Fordson• 20/30 cwt flat bed lorries
took over the bulk of the Traffic work; the steamers were used
mainly for haulage of leaf hogsheads and vanished at least from
memory if not in fact. The tractors were still in use up to, through
and after World War II. Indeed it was not until pneumatic tyres
were made obligatory for trailers by a Road Traffic Act of 1947
that the tractors were disposed of; all the Dyson Carrimore
trailers were fitted with solid tyres. In any event Bedford Scammel
articulated vehicles capable of carrying 8/9 tons were then
becoming available. They had the same facility as the tractors of
leaving the trailer to be loaded whilst the prime mover was away
with another load, were very much faster and could carry a
heavier load.
The output in 1926 was 4,574 million cigarettes with 2.7 million
pounds of tobacco; this despite the short time working in
February, March and April and the General Strike in May. This
latter did not materially effect output but only delayed actual
shipments.
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CHAPTER 9
In October 1926 a school for training Accounting and Selling
pupils was started at Liverpool. S. C. Wilcocks who had moved
from Wages Department was in charge. He was a most thorough
instructor and only the most inattentive of pupils could fail to
benefit from a course at this school. It is interesting to recall that
the salaries paid to Accounting & Selling pupils at that time were
£65 for the first year, £80 after 1 year, then in £20 increments
each year thereafter. These salaries, assuming entry at 16 years of
age, were slightly less than Board of Trade wages paid to factory
workers and most of these had allocation and bonus payments on
top of their B.O.T. rates and also overtime earnings.
October 1926 also saw the start of gift coupon schemes. This
was for Scissors 10s for Aden, India and Zanzibar. The" coupon"
was printed inside the slide. These were in use until the end of
1927. Loose coupons were inserted in the cartons from January
'H
1928.
Packing of coupons was extended to other brands and other
markets, notably Gibraltar and Malta and continued right up to
the outbreak of World War II.
The end of 1926 saw the advent of the" Bedaux" system. This
was a system of job evaluation and work measurement devised by
one Charles Bedaux which had been tried in the American
factories. Names remembered in connection with the introduction
are Messrs Mead, Plenning and Mueleck, the last named, at least,
was a Time Study Engineer. W. Blackmore, transferred from
Wages Dept. to take charge of an Efficiency Pay Dept.-a position
which he was to hold until his retirement in June 1950.
The basis of the scheme was to accurately measure each
operative's output, to examine methods of working and arrive
at the most efficient way of doing each job by eliminating any
wasted effort. It was thus possible to arrive at a level of output
which could reasonably be expected from an operative or group
of operatives, and "norms" were fixed for each. This level of
output, so many tins, pounds or mille per hour was known as the
" B " hour and bonus payment was made for production in excess
of the set standard. The few operatives who could not reach or
exceed the " B " hour of their particular group were transferred
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to other jobs more suitable to their capabilities. Also in one or
two instances where greater application or manual dexterity
enabled an operator to greatly and regularly exceed the " B "
hour, these operatives were transferred to other higher paid work
or sometimes to supervision.
At first, application of the Bedaux system was confined to the
Hand packing Department at Commercial Road but later, on the
opening up of Roberts Street and Old Hall Street, was extended
to cover the Primary side.
Initially, the operatives found the presence of the man with
the stop watch a little disconcerting. He watched their every
movement and dogged their every footstep, or so it seemed.
However, most soon became accustomed to his presence and
listened attentively whenever he made suggestions as to methods
of working.
Early results showed that very little alteration was needed to
the " overpay bonus " rates which had been evolved over the
years by the supervision concerned.
With the extension of the Bedaux system to the primary
departments, the veil of secrecy which hitherto had been held
over manufacturing methods had to be lifted. Express board
permission had to be sought to allow access to process and other
ancillary records, by the Bedaux engineers. Whilst they could, by
observation see how various processing was carried out, they
were now told why these methods were used.
For several years, prior to 1927, it had been the practise to
collect voluntary contributions on behalf of a Benevolent fund,
Hospitals and other charitable organisations. One third of these
collections was earmarked for Hospitals, but to be used for
benevolence if necessary. The fund was administered by a committee consisting of some half dozen members of senior and
junior management, some foremen and forewomen and half a
dozen non supervisory departmental representatives.
Contributions were on a purely voluntary basis and fluctuated
according to demands upon the fund. Periods of heavy demand
such as at Christmas time sometimes coincided with periods of
less than full time working so that income to the fund did not
suffice to meet demands upon it and " special " collections had
sometimes to be made.
Such a situation arose at the end of 1926 when the Benevolent
fund, despite a special Christmas collection, was in debt to the

extent of some £43 which had to be taken from the amount
intended for donation to hospitals.
A scheme was put forward that if the workpeople would agree
to have a fixed sum according to their earnings deducted each
week, approximating to ld per £1, this would have certain
advantages.
The contributions would be regularised and in the event of
their having to put in short time during any period such as at
Christmas when collections in connection with charitable objects
were numerous, they would not feel the strain, they would have
made their contributions when their earnings were at a higher
level.
. They would also always know what their liability was in regard
to charitable contributions.
The scale of contributions proposed was :Up to 30/- (per week)
ld
Between 30/- and 50/2d
,
50/- and 70/3d
,
70/- and 90/4d
'1t
,
90/- and 110/5d with a maximum contribution of 6d.
The company was also to contribute £100 per annum.
It was estimated that the yield from such a scheme would be
approximately £1400 per annum with 33.~% of this definitely and
irrevocably earmarked for Hospitals, the balance to be used
exclusively for benefit of the Benevolent fund.
It was proposed to administer the Benevolent fund by sections.
The factory was divided into 9 sections, some of the smaller
departments being amalgamated. The work-force including
factory clerical was 646 males and 2,156 females with an approximate weekly wage of £6,100.
Each section was to be represented by a small committee of
two males and two females with a senior member ofthe department
to act as their chairman. These small committees to make themselves responsible for recommendations in the nature of loans or
grants.
In the event the scheme was wholeheartedly approved by the
girls but in the case of the men there was a sizeable minority
against it. Their chief grievance was the personal enquiries etc.
which must necessarily be made in cases of loans or grants.
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The Directors having ruled that the scheme must be willingly
adopted as a whole, the men were excluded from the scheme.
Slips were issued to the girls to authorise the deductions from
pay and the first deductions were made in the week-ending 7th
January 1927.
The Management Committee for the new scheme consisted of
two members of senior management in rotation and the chairman
or other representative from each departmental committee with
special members from the Welfare Department.
In February 1927 the responsibility for the recruitment and
provision of labour for outside warehouses was transferred from
Traffic Dept. to the Supply Department.
This, in a small way, saw the beginning of the end to the
invidious system of day to day engagement of casual labour,
although this system still applied to Traffic Department and
mainly unskilled grades in the Engineering Dept.
In March 1927 Engineering Dept. developed a double width
feed for the S.C.M. which enabled the machine to run at 1000
c.p.m. with ease and showed that even greater speeds were within
reach.
By this time, too, Engineering Dept. had improved and perfected
the stemming machines on which they had been working for
almost a year. The machine by now was capable of stemming
50 lbs per hour against the hand stemming rate of 15lbs per hour.
Some 20 of these machines had been built, of which 6 had been
exported and an order for a further 50 was placed.
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CHAPTER 10
Following the opening in January 1927 of the first Millbrook
factory at Southampton, operating under duty paid conditions,
thought was given to changing the Liverpool factory to operate
under the same conditions.
Material and other stocks were cleared from the Roberts
Street factory and work began to prepare it for the third time as a
manufacturing unit.
Machinery and equipment in the Primary Dept. included two
stemming tables, each with seven of the new individual clean
stemming machines, five or six Legg cutters, a hot air dryer
(H.A.D.) and cooler, a stem roller and a rotary sieve.
Making machinery was 9 Standard makers and one of the new
Molins MKIV makers which were now becoming available. This
last was to run at 1200 c.p.m. and later to be increased to 1350
c.p.m.
,
,
Packing was to be by hand in 50s tins so a Gilkes solderingH
machine, steam heater/tester and a Beth labelling machine were
installed in the Hand Packing section.
. The primary process was to blend the various grades in layers
on a platform spraying with hot water layer by layer to bring the
leaf into stemming/ cutting condition of around 16% moisture
content. The stacks of blended conditioned leaf were then covered
with blankets and allowed to bulk for 72 hours.
The leaf was then sent to the stemming machines, clean stemmed, stored into trollies and stored in a hot humid room for up
to four days.
Mter this it was sent to the cutters and cut on Legg wood drum
machines at 50 c.p.i.
The cut rag was dried using minimum heat and left the coolers
at 12./13% M. C. and was stored in skips in tobacco stores for
three days before use.
Stems taken from the leaf were taken uncleaned and brought
to 45% M.C. by means of sprays; they were then bulked in
trollies for 16/20 hours.
After bulking they were put through the stem rolling machine,
taking care that they were not pulped.
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The rolle_d stems were then cut at 160 cuts per inch on a Legg
iron drum machine and dried to 13.5% moisture.
The dried C.R.S. was passed through a rotary 24 to inch
mesh sieve, skipped off and held in tobacco stores until required
in the cigarette room.
The C.R.S. was added to the cut rag in the centre section of the
divided feed on the cigarette making machines.
Any scrap leaf which was produced at any stage of the processing was mixed with the strips at the back of the cutting machine.
The brands manufactured to this process were Golden Butterfly, Mayblossom, Three Castles Mild Mag., Three Castles Gold
Tipped, Embassy No. 77, Kellner's Monopoly, Chess, Chess C.T.
Varsity, Three Castles Medium, Players Medium Mags. and all
were packed in 50s vacuum tins.
As it was most essential under duty paid conditions not to
waste any part of the tobacco on which duty had been paid,
extra-ordinary precautions were taken to collect all dust and other
offal arising from manufacture. A duty drawback rate of at least
6/6d per lb was received for this offal.
The making machines were fitted with ducting at all points
where dust could accumulate and these ducts were connected to a
Cyclone suction chamber .. The machines were also dusted down
each evening and cleaned out thoroughly at the end of each week.
This dust collection although primarily for the purpose of
reducing duty loss had the signal effect of improving working
conditions around the machines. The atmosphere was now almost
dust free and very much less unpleasant.
Previously the making machines had had small fans which
blew the dust away from the paster and cut off, simply to settle
somewhere else on the machine or on the shoulders of the
operators.
The Roberts Street factory was in operation in May 1927 with
A. J. Parslew as Factory Manager, Sid Grew as Engineer, Arthur
Roberts in charge of making assisted by Bill Holden and Jack
Marr. Bill Johnson was in charge of Despatch Dept. with Frank
Sheard looking after shipping arrangements. Jim O'Neill was in
charge of the primary manufacturing side and continued with
experiments with the stemming machines and production of
C.R.S.
The output was around 4 million cigarettes per day.
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Meanwhile at Commercial Road plans were being laid for
changing that Factory over as far as was possible to duty paid
conditions. It was realised that there would be a serious curtailment
in output during the transitional period from 100.% Bond to
approximately 66% Duty Paid 34% Bond so additional manufacturing capacity was sought.
Premises 112-116 Old Hall Street at the corner of Leeds Street
were leased. These premises had last been occupied by a clock
maker, but previously had been used as a manufactory by the
Richmond Cavendish Co. the previous owners of the Roberts
Street factory just across the road.
These premises were equipped with much the same primary
and making equipment as had been put into Roberts Street but
this time the packing was to be 1Os cartons.
Therefore Rose/Brecknell 10s carton packers were installed
instead of packing tables, soldering machines, testers and labellers
as would be required for hand-packing.
Old Hall Street, also often known as Leeds Street became
operational in September 1927. The management and senior
supervision from Roberts St. looked after both factories whicB.II
were only a short distance apart.
It was around this time that Liverpool turned out what would
appear to be the first " King size " cigarette.
This was Ogden's Shakespeare packed in 50s vacuum tins,
made 88mm long, which was thought at that time to be the longest
cigarette it was possible to make on Standard machines or the
new Molins MKIV.
This, however, was eclipsed by the successful production on a
Molins MKN, despite Molins doubts, of Wills' Strand at 100 mm
length. This must surely be the first " superkingsize " cigarette.
These were also packed in 50s vacuum tins.
The output in 1927 from Commercial Road, Roberts Street
and Old Hall Street was 4,336 million cigarettes and 2.65 million
pounds oftobacco.
Following the challenge of producing 88 m/m and 100 m/m
cigarettes, Liverpool produced an oval crimped cigarette. These
were Waverley and were hand packed into 10s fiat shell and
slide cartons.
At Christmas 1927, Liverpool in conjunction with the Goodfellow scheme was able to take care of 197 families comprising
1,220 persons in all-a very creditable effort indeed.
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At the end of 1927 the question of providing a dental surgery
at the Liverpool factory was reopened. This had been first mooted
over two years previously but had been shelved. Now the matter
was approved by the directors and steps were taken to provide
suitable accommodation in the Welfare Department and engage
a dental surgeon.
Mr. A. E. Watson was appointed and the surgery was opened
on the 21st January 1928, proving an immediate success.
Over the past year there had been some changes in the management structure. Stanley Bowman was still Branch Manager but
the Factory Manager was now Ernest Wilkinson who had come
from Thomas Bear's Mint Street factory via Gt. Alie Street when
the former factory closed. Assistant factory managers were G. L.
Grant who also had come from Mint Street a couple of years
earlier when manufacture of Bear's tobacco brands had been
transferred to Liverpool, and L. S. Jemmett. He had been branch
manager at the Albert Road, Southampton factory prior to his
transfer to India in 1924.
As a first step towards changing the bulk of the Commercial
Road factory to duty paid conditions, it was decided to run a
small pilot factory for tobacco manufacture only, to gain
experience.
Part of Room 206 abutting on 63 Warehouse was partitioned
off. A conditioning machine, based on the Proctor machine but
consisting of two chambers with an opening space between them,
was built. A similar conditioning machine had already been built
and tried out at Roberts St. In the first chamber the blended leaf
received an application of steam to warm and soften it to allow
for opening up; this being done on the band in the opening space
between the two chambers. In the second chamber the leaf
received further condition, if required, for butting and hand
stemming. A butting machine, a plugger, two hand operated
retaining presses, two Legg cutters and two gas heated pans (for
drying) completed the primary equipment.
The packing side was covered by a Rose 2 oz packet packer, a
Gilke's soldering machine, a tin heater/tester and a Beth labelling
machine and necessary packing tables and scales.
This small unit designated Factory I (Annexe) went into
production in February 1928.
No records exist of the output from this unit nor of the brands

which were put out, but memory has it that certainly Moss Rose
and possibly Players NJC Medium were amongst them.
·
The whole of basement rooms 001, 002, 004, and 005 and
ground and first floor rooms 101, 104, 201, 204 and 205 in the
South wing of the Factory were designated to remain as No. 1.
Bonded Factory. Arrangements were made for access to these
rooms to be under the control of H. M. Customs and Excise at all
times. Doors and stairways between these rooms and the rest of
the Factory were kept locked or opened only by H.M.C. & E.
officials.
The tin making department situated in Room 406 was transferred to premises of Ernest Taylor & Co. Breeze Lane, Walton,
and this company's title was changed to The British Can Co.
It later became part of the Metal Box Co. Ltd. with premises at
Parkfield A venue, Aintree.
The paint and joiner's shops were moved from the single
storey buildings in the north end of the centre yard to new
temporary buildings erected on the Wigan Coal and Iron Co.
site at the South end of the factory.
This enabled the installation of additional cutting machines, H
and stem rollers in the space vacated. It also removed the possibility of any sawdust or scrap wood getting mixed up with the
offal from tobacco manufacture.
The making, machine packing, hand packing, tobacco packing
and soldering and labelling departments were moved around.
Sufficient making capacity was installed in Rooms 401 and 402 to
cover requirements for packing machines in Room 403. Sufficient
makers were installed in Room 302 to meet the requirements
of the packing machines in Room 303 and of the hand packing
department in Rooms 301 and 304. The soldering and labelling
department was placed in Room 202, the packed and lidded
50s tins passing through the north wall of Room 301 , through the
Ceiling of Room 202 and down spiral tracks to the soldering
machines situated in that room.
The tobacco packing department was located along one side
of Room 203 and at the south end of Room 206 (the lA pilot
factory). The square tin soldering department occupied the west
side of Room 203.
The primary equipment which had been placed in Room 206
for the pilot lA factory was moved to Room 106 and extra
pluggers and presses added to it. Several tables each with 7
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individual stemming machines were placed in Room 206 and only
the Rose tobacco packet packer was left in 63 warehouse.
Whilst this movement was taking place, manufacture was
curtailed and a lot of the workpeople had to be suspended. At
first they were paid half time but as they were . unable to draw
unemployment benefit, their wages were made up to 3/4 time ;
this was after representations had been made to the Board by the
Liverpool management.
Roberts Street and Old Hall Street factories were, of course,
running full out during this transitional period but a lot of orders
had to be transferred to Gt. Alie Street and· Southampton.
Thus, after this major upheaval, the reconstituted No. 4 Duty
Paid Factory went into full production in April 1928.
It would seem from the records of the tiq:te, which for some
unaccountable reason are very meagre, that output at Gt. Alie
Street was greatly reduced on the opening of the No. 4 Factory
at Liverpool.
'
Manufacture of B.A.T. and Thomas Bear's Cigarette items was.
transferred to Liverpool, whilst the Turkish and Westminster
Tobacco Co. items were transferred to Southampton.
In March 1928 a new combined Hospital/siclcness scheme was
introduced for female employees.
Under this scheme payments were made .to members during
sickness or hospitalisation. About a year or so later, in June
1929, the scheme was extended to male employees.
The new Molins MKIV making machines were now coming
forward in greater numbers; Liverpool now had 5 of these
machines; one of these had been running at Roberts Street for
almost a year.
These machines were fitted with a spiral shorts feed which
collected shorts from the lower drum and returned them to the
hopper. These machines were also fitted with individual dust
collecting systems but these were not at all efficient and the
machines were linked up with the Cyclone system of dust collection previously' referred to.
·
One of the earliest experiments carried out with these machines
was to try and produce bronze prints.
This was accomplished by adapting a bronzer from the
Standard machine.
Liverpool also developed with Molins the first " C " type

printer, to produce cork tipped cigarettes, at first at 450 cigarettes
per minute and later at 600 c.p.m.
Later development produced straw, real ivory, real gold (paper
backed gold leaf) and rose (paper mounted compressed petals)
tipping.
There is no record of the last mentioned ever being put out on
a commercial basis, but brands using the other kinds of tipping
included Richmond Gem Straw tipped, Three Castles Ivory
tipped, Gentleman G. T., Krystal Gold Flake G.T., Trumpeter
G.T.
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CHAPTER 11
With four factories now operating in Liverpool the Western
Packing Case Co., although able to produce the required cases,
found difficulty in delivering them to the various factories. Two
Ford longwheelbase flat bed lorries were purchased and these
helped the W.P.C.Co. to at least keep abreast of requirements.
In Aprill928 orders were placed with Engineering Department,
Liverpool to build two Proctor conditioning machines for installation at Ardath Tobacco Co. Ltd's Worship Street factory. This
was followed a month later with an order for one machine for
Southampton and another for Amsterdam.
News was also received that Liverpool was to be called upon
to produce Ruby Queen Magnums 10s packets and Pirate
Magnums 10s packets, previously manufactured at Richmond
Va., U.S.A. for shipment to China. The necessary packing
machinery was to be transferred from Richmond to Liverpool.
Also, some Magnum 1Os packet packers were to come from Rose
Bros. at Gainsborough. The first shipment of Ruby Queen
Magnums to Shanghai was made in June 1928.
It very quickly became obvious that No. 4 Factory was bursting
at the seams and something drastic would need to be done to
fit in the machinery coming from Richmond and to increase
despatch facilities when this machinery was in production.
As a first step, the Ships Stores Bond 173 was removed to
Stanley Warehouse where it was to remain until 1931. This
vacated Room 101 was" debonded" and increased the Despatch
Dept. space by at least 50 %.
The machines from U.S.A. were installed in the only space
available which was in Rooms 405/6. This was in the east wing of
the factory on the opposite side to the Despatch Dept. on the
ground floor in the West Wing.
The packed goods had to be trucked across from the East wing
via the corridor connecting it with the West Wing, through the
congested packing room to the lifts, thence down to the Despatch
Department.
As output increased, conditions became chaotic; the lifts could
not handle the volume of traffic they were being called upon to
carry.
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A covered conveyor was built out from the South West corner
of Room 405 descending at a fairly steep angle across the centre
yard through the south east wall of Room 102, discharging on to
a below ceiling horizontal conveyor which carried the work
through the wall between rooms 101/2, down a chute to the
rollers. Here it was packed in 50,000 wood cases which were
sampled, nailed, banded and shipped via the quay in South yard.
This was perhaps the earliest example of " flow line " production?
The increased production highlighted the great difficulties
which Western Packing Case Co., despite their augmented
transport, were finding in maintaining an adequate flow of cases.
There was not enough space to hold a stock of cases at any of the
four factories so it was decided to build a case store on the canal
side of the land recently purchased from the Wigan Coal and
Iron Co. A large single storey steel framed corrugated iron and
asbestos clad building was erected, to store cases brought from
W.P.C.Co. From this building a long covered conveyor ran along
the canal bank and into the Despatch Dept. at the north end of
Room 102.
'
'H
Engineering Department were also finding things very difficult
in their workshops in the centre yard. With their orders for
Proctor machines for other factories, continuing demands for
individual stemming machines, the running up of the new Molins
makers and other machinery and an order to build two new type
conditioning machines to replace the 10 chamber Proctor, they
urgently needed much larger premises. The Engineers stores,
too, was in Cranmer Street, away from the factory, which did
not help matters.
Plans were laid for building new workshops and stores on the
vacant land alongside the W.P.C.Co. new case store. Whilst this
was being finalised the Engineering Dept. was to be allowed the
use of a small section of the case stores. Also, some dozen or so
tradesmen were to be engaged on a temporary basis so that a
night shift could be operated.
These arrangements went some way towards helping Engineering
Dept. keep abreast of their many committments for conditioning
machines, individual stemming machines, case machines, shorts
feeds, crimper parts and numerous other items.
They were now producing the Liverpool type 4A Stemming
machine at a cost of just under £30. These machines were
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demonstrably superior to any other machines available at that
time; this is not surprising as they incorporated all the best
features of their contemporaries.
More Molins making machines were now coming along; in
June 1929 Liverpool received five.
One of these was installed in Roberts Street and after only a
few days' use, seized up.
This caused a great deal of extra work for Engineering Dept;
They had now to first run up all Molins makers before installing
them in the workrooms. Molins Machine Co. eventually undertook
the running in under production conditions of all their machines
before despatch from their works.
The new Molins makers were the MKV variety. These were
fitted with the " C " type printer which had been developed for
the MKIV, but now capable of producing prints in two colours
and bronze. These machines did not have individual dust
extraction as this system still needed a lot of development work,
so were linked into the Cyclone collective system. The spiral
shorts feed of the MKIV had also been replaced by a three
plate shorts feed similar to that fitted to the Standard maker.
Meanwhile plans for the erection of the new Engineering
workshops had been approved and building commenced about
mid June 1929. This was completed and very soon after the
Engineering establishment was moved from the position in the
centre yard which it had occupied since 1913. This move allowed
installation of further stem rollers and cutting machines in the
vacant space.
Early in 1929 an operating Committee had been set up at
Millbank. This consisted of W. P. Stericker, J. D. Gilliam and
possibly other directors, N. T. Brown the then head of Manufacturing Dept. and W. Boucher, his office manager.
Mr. Stanley Bowman, the Liverpool Branch Manager, used to
attend these meetings each week, usually on Wednesdays.
On 12th April 1929, a similar committee was inaugurated at
Liverpool. This was to meet each morning except Saturdays ·at
9-45 a.m. The committee consisted of S. Bowman, E. Wilkinson
(Factory Manager) G. L. Grant (Assistant Factory Manager)
Geo. Lawson (Branch Accountant) Messrs. Marsh ·and Marriott
(Engineering) and Mr. T. F. Winmill (who in some 6/7 months'
time was to be appointed to the Board).
After some three months of daily meetings, in July 1929 the

frequency was changed to Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
At about the same time C. E. Marriott left the branch to join
Molins, and J. H. Franklin took his place on the committee.
Amongst the first iteins emanating from this committee was
the inauguration of the " Adhesive list-methods of preparation
and uses". This listed all adhesives, pastes and gums in use at
that time, showing their constituents and methods of preparation
and their applications.
This list was updated (a term not in use at that time) as new
adhesives were introduced or new uses arose and quickly became
a reference book .throughout the company.
Indeed, this list is still maintained to this day.
This operating committee discussed the preliminary details
of all experimental work which had to be carried out and
examined all suggestions for improvements or modifications to
machinery or methods, which were offered with great frequency.
Any such suggestjons found to be worthwhile were implemented
immediately and in many cases the person making the suggestion
was suitably rewarded.
One of the earliest instances of such a reward is the payment11
of £10 in May 1929 to Teddy Hughes, a fitter who invented a
" take off" for the case making machines which allowed them to
be run at 175 packets per minute with a very marked reduction in
waste labels. Previously, the case making machines had run at
80/90 packets per minute.
In 1929 several bowling enthusiasts got together and formed
the Bramtoco Bowling Club. A green was rented at the " Sefton
Arms" Hotel, Aintree adjoining the Racecourse.
The green was ,officially opened on April 6th 1929 by Mr. S.
Bowman who wish(fd the Club every success and many victories.
To mark the occasion, the Club presented to Mr. Bowman a set
of woods, which it's worthy President put to action right away by
playing the first •game on the green against Dr. Flood, who
eventually retired, .beaten.
The Club entered a team in the Liverpool and District" Works"
Amateur Bowling League and in it's first League game on
Saturday, May 4th, beat Liverpool Corporation Lamps " A "
team by 47. ·
Mr. J. A. Anderson, a director, very kindly presented a handsome Silver Challenge. Cup to be played for annually on a handicap
basis.
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This note of the start of the Bramtoco Bowling Club is taken
from the B.A.T. Bulletin of the time and the same source yields
an account of the Crippled Childrens' outing to Southport 1929.
"This was an annual event organized by Mr. J. Graham
Reece, a Liverpool business man and City Councillor and
generously supported by business firms throughout the city. It
was a cause which held a very warm corner in the hearts of the
employees of the Liverpool factories and Mr. J. H. Franklin's
annual appeal never failed to meet with a ready response. Also,
the scheme had many generous supporters from Head Office in
London and many overseas visitors contributed in no small
measure. The result of the 1929 appeal for the outing which took
place on July 3rd was that Mr. Franklin was able to hand over to
Mr. Reece £128 and also to persuade no less than 36 car owners
to lend their cars, and in most cases, place their services at the
disposal of the outing.
In a letter of thanks, Mr. Reece refers to " the wonderful
services you and the members of your Company have rendered
towards making the great success we have had this year with our
Crippled Childrens' Outing. I am sure the fact that 1,100 cripples
thoroughly enjoyed themselves for one day will amply compensate
you for all the hard work you have put in " .
Meantime, the demand for Ruby Queen and Pirate Magnums
for China was increasing and the Commercial Road No. 4 Factory
had to be put on to a 56 hour week (8.0 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mondays
to Thursdays) in April and May.
It was realised that this could not be endured for too long and
the hours were reduced to 52 in June.
This was possible by the installation of yet more machinery
by moving the tobacco packing section from Room 203 into
202 and putting the new machines in the space vacated. The extra
labour was obtained by transfers from Old Hall Street No. 2
factory. This factory which had been opened as a duty paid
factory in July 1927 had been changed to a Bonded Factory in
June 1928 to handle those Bonded cigarette items_remaining
when No. 4 D.P.F. was created. Call for these cased; flavoured
cigarettes had dropped off with the consequence that there was
surplus labour available at Old Hall Street.
The extra packing machines were obtained new from Rose
Bros. with some further Pirate packet attachments and case making
machines from U.S.A.

Whilst on the subject of Ruby Queen Magnums, mention
ought to be made of the advertising material which was enclosed
in the 50 mille wood cases.
This took the form of" hangers", the then equi¥alent of the
modem "girlie" calendar. These, printed in Chinese showed
pictures of beautiful girls, very circumspectly and decorously
clad and bore such titles as 'Two girls smoking ', 'Two girls on
a jetty', 'Girl wearing red rose', 'Girl meditating', 'Modem
Chinese Girls '.
The combined Hospital/Benevolent scheme which had been
running for females since January 1927, was now put to the male
employees. It will be remembered that they had had a large
number against the scheme when it was first put to them.
Now, having has some 2-! years experience of the scheme as
applied to the girls, the men were almost unanimously in favour
of it. The scheme was thus extended to male employees in June
1929.
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In June 1929 news was received that the directors had graciously
agreed to purchase, for use as a Social and Sports Club, the
premises of the Kirkdale Citizens Institute in Boundary Street.
These premises, situated not very far from the factory, had
been regularly used by the B.A.T. division of the St. John's
Ambulance Brigade and for occasional dances by various departments in the factory.
The price to be paid for these premises was £1,600 and the
directors had agreed to allow a further £400 to renovate and
redecorate the hall and instal extra lavatory and other facilities.
This news was received with great pleasure by everyone,
particularly by the Girls' Gymnastic & Social Section who had,
up to now, used rented accommodation at the St. Annes Citizens
Institute in Richmond Row, very much further from the factory.
Also, the Billiards Section who had had to be content with
playing on tables in public houses, which excluded the younger
players, could now look forward to having tables of their own.
Badminton and table tennis enthusiasts got together and made
plans for running these activities as soon as the premises were
ready. A Men's Gymnastic Club was formed under the leadership
of C. F. Ingram with M. Mullen an ex Royal Navy P.T.I. as
instructor.
Cricket and football protagonists, however, felt a little disgruntled that their activities had not been catered for. Indeed
they asked, had not the Southampton Branch been presented
with a magnificent sports ground at Totton with cricket and
football pitches, tennis courts and facilities for billiards and social
functions, which was officially opened by Sir Hugo Cunliffe-Owen,
Bart., the Chairman, on the 8th June 1929.
The football section redoubled their efforts to obtain a ground
they could call their own but more than 43 years were to pass
before they were successful.
An executive committee was formed to manage the social
club's affairs with separate committees for the various sections.
The first executive committee was Mr. J. S. Rowlands (Chairman), W. H. Sawyer (Secretary) and Messrs. H. Fry, C. F.
Ingram, D. B. B. Lansdowne, Sam Roberts, J. Viggor, D. E.

Reuben, A. Reid, Len Goodrum and Misses Ascroft, Alderson
and Cannon.
The club was to be self supporting and a membership subscription was set at 2d per week.
Thus, after much renovation and redecoration, the Bramtoco
Social Club was opened by Mr. Stanley Bowman on Saturday,
October 19th 1929.
The large hall was filled to capacity, about 700 people being
present.
The opening ceremony was followed by an excellent entertainment provided by the "Jester" concert party under the
direction of Len Goodrum of Engineering Dept. Most of the
members of this concert party were B.A.T. employees and included
W. J. (Bill) Turner and his wife "Ronnie," George O'Brien,
George Cutler, G. Edmundson, Mamie Taylor and Peggy
Campbell.
The evening terminated with an enjoyable dance to the music
of Eric Warren's band, although conditions on the dance floor
were rather crowded.
On the following Monday evening, October 21st, the Biiliarck
section of the Social Club was opened by Mr. E. Wilkinson, in
the absence of Mr. Bowman. Mr. Wilkinson played the first game
with Mr. Jim Viggor, the Chairman of the Billiard section, in a
Flying Handicap of 40 up, but was beaten 40-9. The other heats
then followed until the final game saw George Cannell (owes 45)
playing Billy J ohnson (owes 40). George was eventually the
winner by 40-36.
The charge for the use of the very excellent billiard tables was
only 2d per half hour per player. The tables were looked after
most expertly and maintained in tip-top condition by the club
caretaker/warden, Ernie Ashort.
The Badminton Section charged an annual subscription of
5/- purely to defray the expense of racquets and shuttles.
Dances were held weekly during the summer months at a
charge usually of 3d per person and there were many social
functions and concerts.
The income from subscriptions, billiard table receipts, canteen
profits and profit from entertainments was between £450 and
£500 per year. This usually resulted in a surplus of income over
expenditure of between £25 and £30.
The advent of the Bramtoco Social and Sports Club had
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CHAPTER 12

certainly given an impetus to the sportsmen and sportswomen of
the branch. Many of these who had previously been members of
outside organisations now began to think in terms of pursuing
their sports interests with their colleagues.
One of the first new sections to be formed was the males
swimming club. This was formed in 1930 under the presidency of
Mr. S. Bowman and with W. H. Sawyer as Chairman, Len
Goodrum as hon. coach. C. E. Ingram was the team captain and
the first committee included W. Broomhead, G. H. Ellis and
M. Mullin.
The club met at Westminster Road baths and was affiliated to
the Northern Counties Amateur Swimming Association.
The Girls' swimming section had, of course, been in being for
many years and also used the Westminster Road baths.
Miss Ascroft, Welfare Dept. and Miss M. V. Walker of Traffic
Dept. took a prominent part in the organisation of the girls'
swimming club which, like all other sections of the social and
sports club, was entirely self supporting and there were many
fine swimmers amongst it's members.
Ability to swim three lengths of the Westminster Road baths
was marked by the award of an embroidered club badge for wear
on the swimming costume.
It is related that, as the cost of these badges, if professionally
produced, was too expensive, they were hand embroidered by
Miss Walker herself.
The Club continued in use despite damage in September and
December 1940 caused by high explosive bombs falling near-by,
until 1966, when it was compulsorily acquired.
Although the Social Club was transferred to an old canteen in
the Commercial Road premises, space was very limited and
activities declined, most sections finding it more satisfactory to
hire facilities elsewhere for their dances and indoor sporting
activities. Some activities ceased altogether.
However interest in social and sporting activities was reawakened when late in 1972 it was learned that a local company
was placing it's social club and sports ground on the market and
that the I.E.D. :Board of Management was recommending it's
acquisition. This ground had been on the market some 20 years
earlier and B.A.T. had been interested in purchasing it then, but
rumours, quite without foundation, of possible compulsory
requisition by the local authority had warned them off. By the
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time it became clear that the ground was not to be compulsorily
acquired, it had already been purchased by the company who
now wished to dispose of it.
A successful tender was submitted in late 1972 a~d the Orrell
Lane sports ground became Company property on 2nd January
1973.
Now at long last, after nearly 50 years of it's existence, the
football section had a ground it could call it's own. The name
Bramtoco was not, however, new to the Orrell Sports ground;
the company used to borrow the ground quite regularly in the
1920s to play important matches; this is the subject of another
chapter.
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CHAPTER 13
In May 1929 an enquiry came from Head Office as to whether
we could release to India one of the three chamber Proctor
machines which we were supposed to be holding. This caused
some consternation for a time as we did not have any 3 chamber
Proctors.
Enquiry revealed that although we had purchased two 3
chamber (10' x 10') Proctors in 1915 for around £500 each, these
had been canibalised in 1923 and made into a single 5 chamber
(10' x 12') machine. This machine had been taken out and stored
when the 10 chamber (6' x 7' 6'') Proctor based machine had been
constructed in 1924.
The 5 chamber machine was examined and overhauled and
crated up ready for despatch to India but it would seem that it
was never shipped. As Worship Street at that time were looking
for a third Proctor, two already being in course of construction
at Liverpool, it is possible that this 5 chamber machine was
shipped to Worship St.
An event which passed almost unnoticed at the time was the
opening of new factories at Jinja and Kampala.
In consequence, the manufacture for these territories previously
done at Liverpool ceased. The loss of this quite appreciable amount
of work was not noticed during the drive to produce as much
Ruby Queen and Pirate as was possible, but a year or so later it
was indeed missed.
In 1929 also, some 15 skilled cutting machine operators,
Standard machine mechanics and Rose packing machine
mechanics were transferred to China. A further dozen began
training as foremen in cutting, making and packing departments,
their training to be completed in time for them to take up
appointments in China early in 1930.
It was about this time, too, that the packing of razor blades in
50s vacuum tins was introduced.
At first Gillette pattern blades were introduced in Gold Flake
50s vacuum tins destined for H.M. Ships, Gibraltar and H.M.
Ships, Malta. Later, the pattern was changed to "Valet Autostrop" and the markets extended to include Straits Settlements
and Bangkok and some other small markets.
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Later still a Gillette pattern blade was introduced in 50s
vacuum tins of Capstan N/C Medium for Demerara and some
other Caribbean area markets and eventually for Ships Stores and
H.M. Ships.
Eventually the Capstan and Gold Flake brand name blades
changed to a " Wills's " wording blade for both and packing
was extended to 50s pocket tins and 25s laube boxes and to other
markets including N.A.A.F.I. The packing of razor blades
continued right up to a couple of months after the outbreak of
World War II.
Meanwhile Traffic Department had been increasing their
vehicles. They had now acquired a new London type taxicab
thus doubling their passenger fleet and purchased a further
McCormick Deering International tractor and two 30 cwt
six-wheel Ford lorries.
The note about the purchase of the three last mentioned
vehicles mentions the disposal of " the steamer and three 1 ton
Fords on hand ". This could have been the final demise of the
four Sentinel steamers which had been purchased in 1919.
Along with the Molins MKV makers that were now coming' 1}
along, Engineering Dept. received twenty Molins MKl C makers.
These were basically a utilitarian version of the Mark V and
were destined for China. They had plain bearings against the ball
bearings of the Mark V; the castings were also simpler and
cheaper; the bed was also lower to suit the smaller in stature,
Chinese operative.
Running in of these MKI C and MKV makers was amongst
the first tasks performed in the new Engineering Department's
workshops which had now been erected.
Another job was the building of a large number of " Marsh
double-catchers " for the Moline MKV. This catcher had been
designed at Liverpool and could be produced for less than £40.
The output in 1929 from the Roberts Street, Old Hall Street
and Commercial Road factories was 5,212 million cigarettes,·
2.2 million lbs of tobaccos and 11,000 lbs of plug tobaccos.
These last were an item which had been introduced in order to,
it was hoped, take the place of imported plug tobaccos, such as
Fair Maid and Faithful Lover, both ex U.S.A. They consisted of
clean-stemmed leaf rolled into a "lump of 4 ozs ", then compressed into a hard cake approximately 3t'' x 2!" x £". The brand
names were " Wills " Cake, " Heather " cake and McDonald's
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" Kiltie " Cake. Sales never amounted to very much and by the
time the manufacture was discontinued at the end of 1946, had
dwindled to 3600 lbs per annum.
In September 1929 H. H. (Bert) Tucker retired after 45 years
service with B.A.T. Co. and it's predecessors Messrs. W.D. &
H.O. Wills, Ltd. Mr. Tucker was the last link between the old
Virginia Cavendish Co. and the British-American Tobacco Co.
Ltd. The premises of the former were situated in Baldwin Street,
Bristol and Bert Tucker started there in September 1884, moving
to a new factory at East St. Bristol, in 1887. It was in this factory
in the same year that the Bonsack cigarette machine made it's
appearance and Bert Tucker recalled his participation in early
experiments during the development stage of this machine.
Following a presentation at the factory, Mr. Tucker was
entertained to dinner at the Adelphi Hotel by the Liverpool
management. This function was graced by Messrs. J. D. Gilliam,
W. P. Stericker and J. A. Anderson representing the directors,
Mr. J. A. Palethorpe representing Head Office staff and Mr. F. S.
Thatcher representing Southampton and Gt. Alie Street branches.
Messrs. R. J. A. Massie D.S.O. and Mr. C. W. Stericker, visitors
from overseas were also present.
Letters and telegrams from Sir Hugo Cunliffe-Owen and Mr.
M. M. Whedbee and others expressing their high esteem for
Bert Tucker, were also read at the function.
H. H. Tucker, an expert in primary manufacture, was succeeded
by Mr. Jack Gray, an American leaf man and later by A. J. (Alf)
Bishop.
In October 1929 Liverpool was called upon to execute orders
for Hwan Ying Magnums 10s packets for Shanghai. These were
a similar packing to Ruby Queen Magnums.
In order to make room for this manufacture something had to
be displaced. The item chosen was Players Navy Cut Medium
Cork Tipped 10s cartons and manufacture of these for Straits
Settlements, India, Burma and Australia was transferred to
Gt. Alie Street.
Eight Standard cigarette makers and four Rose/Brecknell
cartonners were transferred from Liverpool to Gt. Alie Street.
At that time Gt. Alie Street was manufacturing Ardath C.T.
10s cartons, possibly for the U.K. market.
Besides the Players C.T. orders, Liverpool also transferred
orders for " Scissors" to Gt. Alie Street.

CHAPTER 14
The beginning of 1930 saw Liverpool in an exceptionally busy
period with much overtime working; there were certainly no
signs of the slump which was to come about in the not too distant
future.
In January 1930, the Board sanctioned the issue of a 20
cigarette a week smoking allowance to boys aged 16-18. The older
men were already receiving a smoking allowance.
In February 1930 the idea was conceived of conveying C.R.S.
from tobacco stores to the making machines by means of pneumatic feeds. An examination of the matter showed that although
the idea was perfectly feasible and capable of achievement, the
cost of supplying and installing the necessary ducting was prohibitive and would not have been recovered within a reasonable
period.
Also in February 1930 Liverpool was called on to produce on
behalf of Singapore large quantities of Chaiyo 10s packets, ' 11
Hwan Ying Magnums 10s packets and Kingfisher Magnums
10s packets. All of these had wrapping materials and stiffeners
printed entirely in Chinese-only the outer end labels were
printed in English. It is understood that Liverpool was called on
to execute these orders as Singapore was not yet ready to do so.
In fact, in March 1930, L. S. Jemmett an A.F.M. at Liverpool
was transferred temporarily to Singapore to assist them in
opening up their factories.
Up to this time the method of Customs sealing of wood cases
was by the wire and wax seal method. Each plank of the sides,
bottom and lid of the case had two small holes bored centrally in
the length and about !" from each of it's edges. A length of soft
iron wire was threaded through these holes, the ends meeting in
the centre of the lid. The centre of the lid had a hole surrounded
by a shallow recess of about 1t" diameter. The ends of the wire
came up through this hole, were pulled tight with pliers, twisted
together and the excess wire cut off. The recess was then filled
with melted wax and a Crown seal impressed into it before it set.
For fibreboard cases, used only for Ships Stores, the method of
sealing was by tying with string four ways, finishing with a final
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knot in the centre of the top panel; this was sealed with a lead
plombe which received a Crown impression.
For wood cases, the suggestion was made and agreed by H.M.
Customs to have a central hoop iron band, the ends of which
would be secured by a printed metal Crown seal.
The hoop iron was fastened to the case by the Western Packing
Case Co. with sufficient length left loose at each .end to cover
just over half of the width of the lid.
After the cases were packed and nailed down, the ends of the
hoop iron were placed one on the other and crimped together
with a Crown seal, any excess hoop iron being cut off at the seal.
No change was made to the methods of Customs sealing of
fibreboard cases until much later. The objection to the hoop iron
method was that as the bands could not be pulled tight enough
or fastened to the case, bands could be removed from the cases
with the seal intact and be replaced.
Despite their pre-occupation with turning out vast quantities
of cigarettes to meet heavy demands, at the same time running up
new machines for themselves and other factories, Liverpool still
found time to give advice and technical assistance wherever this
was needed.
In March 1930 a request was received from Antwerp for
assistance in producing a 29mm circumference crimped oval
cigarette.
Guided by their experience in producing Waverley crimped
ovals a year or so earlier, Liverpool made and proved suitable
parts for a Standard crimper and sent these to Antwerp with a
skilled mechanic to assist them in their production.
A very large proportion of non-airtight packings of these days
was in 500s tins which after packing were soldered. The soldered
lid had a ring pull which allowed for the majority of the lid to
be torn open to allow access to the contents. These tins were
known as "T.O.T."- tear off top. Tom Scollay, head of Western
Packing Case Co. who were already making large tin . linings
decided that he could also produce these smaller 500s tins. He
accordingly put in a tender to produce these tins at a price which
would give him between 10-12!% profit. As this price was some
10% less than the price charged by the Container Box and
Printing Co. who up to now had made these tins, his tender was
successful and Western Packing Case Co. extended their tin
making activities.

Around June 1930 someone conceived the idea that it might be
possible to salvage the better part of the timber from which the
leaf casks or hogsheads were made and return it to the U.S.A.
for re-use.
Accordingly the circular ends or heads from hogsheads were
collected and stowed one on another into empty hogsheads.
When full these were made secure and shipped back to the U.S.A.
This was found to be worthwhile, was later extended to the
reclamation and return of the side timber or " staves " and was
practised for some time.
The demand for cased and flavoured cigarettes was diminishing
and the output from the Bonded Factory (No. 2) at Old Hall
Street was now confined to Capstan Navy Cut Medium and
Capstan Navy Cut Medium Magnums, both in 50s vacuum tins
for China, Bangkok, Java, Colombo and Straits Settlements.
It was decided to transfer this manufacture to the Singapore
or Kuala Lumpur factories and as the lease of the Old Hall
Street premises was shortly to expire, the factory was closed in
.
,
August 1930.
The output from the Liverpool factories in 1930 was 7,87(
million cigarettes and 2 million lbs of tobacco.
This was the highest production figure ever achieved and was
not surpassed or even approached until 1945 during World
War II.
Christmas 1930 saw the Liverpool branch in conjunction with
the Goodfellow scheme providing 500 " parcels "-a figure which
they maintained for some years and despite the many " lean "
years which were to follow.
Whilst talking about Christmas time, it is, perhaps, as well to
recall the " chocolates and cigarettes scheme " run by the Mail
Department in those days.
The Mail Department was in the care of Mr. J. S. Rowlands, a
deputy Accountant who was responsible for the Canteen accounts
and was staffed by a Miss Kennedy and a Mr. Cross and various
office "juniors " .
In those days purchases in the canteen were made with tickets
purchased from ticket vending machines and despite lowest
possible prices the canteen made a profit.
This profit was distributed to the canteen users by an occasional
issue of " free " tickets.
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Whilst one was able, on Fridays throughout the year, to
purchase cigarettes at trade prices, orders could be placed some
weeks before Christmas for special Christmas packings of
cigarettes or boxes of chocolates.
These were priced to the nearest penny when ordered, but if
it turned out that the large purchases yielded further discounts,
these were passed on to the customers.
With the normal mail, weekly issue of smoking allowances and
these cash sales, conditions in the Mail Department on Fridays
were often chaotic.
A story is told that a member of the Mail Department who
shall remain anonymous, once parcelled up and despatched Sells'
Business Directory to Mr. N. T. Brown at Millbank. This gentleman is reported to have telephoned on the following Monday to
say" thank you very much, but we already have a copy".
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CHAPTER 15
1931 saw the extension of the Bedaux system to most departments throughout the factory. Some months previously, three or
four men had been engaged for this purpose, as the original Bedaux
engineers were desirous of moving on to pastures new.
These men were all skilled engineers who had received their
training in Scotland. The Bedaux ·people had recommended
that this type of man was the most likely to be suitable. The
advertisement for the posts invited applications for positions as
" Industrial Psychologists ".
Henry Innes and Ivor Deakin, two manufacturing apprentices
who had earlier been assisting the Bedaux engineers were taken
off this work, Innes to start an 0. & M. Department, Deakin
going into Engineering Department.
The new time-study engineers who were to become an incoaspicious but ever present feature for some years were:R. McCall-Soldering, labelling and making departments. 'o
D. G. Malcolm-Machine packing department.
W. P. Hawks-Bonded factory, hand packing and despatch
Depts.
David Hume who was recruited at the same time joined Mr.
Blackmore in the Bedaux office or Efficiency Pay Department as it
eventually became known.
This was perhaps the start of " job evaluation" as we know it
today, although a simplified form must have been practised since
earliest days in the system of " allocation overpay " payments.
Meanwhile in the world outside, conditions were very gloomy
indeed; the slump which had started in the U.S.A. was spreading;
there was also trouble in some of our overseas markets.
The Molins MKlC Makers which had been destined for China
were not now required and were installed at Liverpool in place of
Standard makers. The men who were being specially trained as
foremen for China were not sent forward. A few of them were
diverted to India or Singapore but the rest res'umed their normal
factory duties.
By the end of Spring 1931, the demand for Ruby Queen
Magnums and Pirate Magnums for China had slowed to a trickle;
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the manufacture of various brands for India was transferred to
that territory. The daily output fell over a matter of a few weeks
from 28 million to only 15 million. As this could easily be handled
at Commercial Road, the Roberts Street No. 3 factory was run
down and finally closed on 29th May 1931.
Thus started a very lean period which was to endure for 6/7
years. As the demands upon it had been almost halved, the
Liverpool factory was grossly over-staffed and there were massive
dismissals as soon as it was apparent that an improvement was
not coming along. These dismissals affected all grades right up
to Senior Management level. Some of the older long service
employees were " retired early ", amongst these were Messrs.
E. Wilkinson, J. H. Franklin, J. S. Rowlands, H. J. Marsh, J. E.
Thomas and A. J. Parslew, all senior management.
Every possible avenue for economies was explored so that
costs might be reduced. One of the first was the stopping of
stiffeners in goods sold on the continent of Europe. This was a
step which may have been taken in conjunction with the U.K.
domestic suppliers, as stiffeners continued to be used for several
overseas markets right up until the outbreak of World War 11.
Another economy was for B.A.T. to take over the import/export
clearing previously handled by R. H . Morgan & Co. The use of
dock " runners " was discontinued. These " runners " were four
men, three in the Liverpool Docks and one at Birkenhead whose
duties were to keep abreast of the loading situation at the various
docks. Relaying this information back to Traffic Department
ensured that fruitless trips were not made to ships which had not
commenced to load or had completed loading. They were also
able to arrange special "late deliveries " to ships which had
stopped receiving. This was often a very useful facility during very
busy times when demand was heavy but not necessary now that
busint<SS was so slack.
Other economies were to replace the 5 mille soldered tin outers
with heavy lead foil outers also soldered, for certain markets.
These were not at all successful and were abandoned in favour
of 5 mille fibreboard outers. These were not favourably received
in the territories concerned as they could not be used, when
emptied, as containers for water and other liquids. The use of 5
mille tins was therefore resumed.
Thus the summer of 1931 saw the Liverpool factory running on
short time, a condition which was to endure for well over a year

until the labour force was reduced to a level required to cope
with around 15 millions per day.
Various new items were introduced but not in any great
quantities and in any case were offset by the loss of other business.
New items were Cycle 20s packets for Java which had previously
been manufactured at Louisville and Red Lion 20s Kraft paper
packets also for Java. Initially, the latter brand had hand made,
hand filled packets, but after about a year one of the case making
machines was modified to produce these packets. They continued
to be hand filled.
Another new item was Mascot, a cigarette 66mm long x 2lmm
circumference at 45 cigarettes to the ounce.
Liverpool succeeded in producing cigarettes of such small
circumference despite Molins doubts that it was feasible. These
Mascot cigarettes were packed in 20s paper packets in 500s
bundles and in lOOs vacuum tins and were taken by John Holt
& Co. for their West Africa trade.
There was a loss of certain items to Jamaica who had started
manufacture on their own behalf and of other items to India
whose domestic output was expanding.
'
' 11
So, after starting at full production with much overtime
working in the first half and finishing with only t time working
in the second half, the output for 1931 was 6,122 million cigarettes
and 1.6 million lbs of tobacco.
Another minor economy in 1931 was the ceasing to put out
Three Castles Mild P.H.M. a hand made cigarette. Sales were now
so small as to make it cheaper to fulfil these orders by buying in
from the I.T.Co. However, Gold Flake P.H.M. continued to be
put out, indeed until about August 1938.
A further new introduction but in small quantities only, was
the special Christmas packing. These were Gold Flake and
Players C.T. in 50s and lOOs cedarwood caskets, lOOs oak cabinet!.
and lOOs oxidised silver caskets. These were sent to Channel
Islands and South Mrica. The Ships Stores Bond 173 was moved
from Stanley Warehouse back to it's original location in Room
101 at Commercial Road.
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CHAPTER 16
The dismissals in 1931 had caused some changes in the management structure. Stanley Bowman was still Branch Manager with
G. L. Grant as Factory Manager. George Lawson still held the
post of Branch Accountant; his deputy was now F. C. Good. The
work of Traffic Manager was now added to that of the Head of
Shipping Department, Mr. W. A. Callaghan. After a short spell
by-Smith and Ivor Deakin, the posts of Branch Engineer and
deputy Engineer were filled by A. D. Pyke and Ian Adair.
A. D. Pyke had joined the Company in Liverpool in July 1929
and spent some three months here before transferring to Southampton from which place he had now returned to Liverpool.
Soon after his arrival at' Liverpool, Ian Adair went off on a
tour of the Canadian and U.S.A. factories to look at new
machinery and for methods of manufacture which might be
suitable for the U.K. factories.
In January 1932 Alf Bishop, a leaf supervisor, went to India
to advise and help them in the greater use of indigenous leaf and
also to investigate the possibilities of shipping Indian leaf to the
U.K. for use here.
David Malcolm, one of the B.A.T. trained Bedaux time study
engineers was temporarily transferred to Antwerp to help that
factory to instal a time study system similar to the Liverpool one.
Also in January 1932 chrome-plating of cigarette machine dies
was introduced. This plating extended the useful life of a new die
to 150 million cigarettes and cost 1/9d per die. Deplating and
replating cost 3/9d per die and was good for a further 120/150
million before the die required recutting. Cigarette machine dies
in those days and indeed for some years after were hand cut and
very often could be recut or refaced if this was undertaken before
they became too worn.
A note of the time records that a small electro plating plant was
installed in the Engineering Department, Millbank, to undertake
this chrome plating of C.M. dies. However, the note also states
that the plating on dies treated at Millbank did not survive more
than a couple of days running on the making machines.
It was also in January 1932 that Liverpool heard that the
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Company proposed to reduce the output at the Singapore
factories and transfer the manufacture to Liverpool. This was
heartening news for Liverpool at least; it is not recorded what
Singapore thought about it.
There might, of course, have been another reason for this
move, other than wanting to help out Liverpool.
The brands concerned were Chye-Choo-Siew, Cowboy, Elephant
(Green), Teal and Twenty-one all in 10s cartons and Golden
Eagle and Three Gold Cash 10s packets, also Double Eagle 20s
round packets. The last named replaced the same brand in 20s
square packets which Liverpool was already sending to Singapore.
All these brands contained stiffeners printed in Chinese.
In March 1932 the still extant Westminster Tobacco Co's
Brands, Westminster Regent and Westminster Regal were
transferred from Southampton. A new brand was also introduced,
this was Dos Amigos (Arroz) and Dos Amigos (Pectoral) both in
12s packets. The "Arroz" variety had normal white cigarette
paper, the " Pectoral" used a Brown licorice flavoured paper.
These 12s packets were packed on a Rose 10s packet packer
converted by Engineering Dept. to pack 12 cigarettes.
·
'tl
These small additions to the manufacture were more than
offset by the loss of Three Castles Medium (familiarly known as
Three Castles Yellow) the manufacture of which was transferred
to New Zealand.
On 27th April 1932 a teleprinter machine was installed at
Liverpool. This was found to be a great convenience especially
by Ships Stores Dept.
Previously urgent orders had been telephoned in from H .O.
and had had to be laboriously taken down.
The teleprinter cut out all this. Also, certain members of
senior management when they could persuade their opposite
numbers to attend the teleprinter, would carry on quite lengthy
discussions via the respective operators.
But times indeed were bad with little prospect of improvement
and dismissals continued. The payment to foremen and supervisors for Sunday visits to the factory was reduced from 7/6d to
2/6d. It was argued that whilst the factory was working a lot of
overtime the larger amount was a not unreasonable payment
for encroaching on one's only rest day. However, now that the
factory was working so much short time 2/6d was considered to
he sufficient remuneration. In any case, it was argued, this sum
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was more than enough to defray any travelling expenses that
might be incurred.
So production of cigarettes continued at the rate of about
13.5 millions per day, around which level it was to remain for
6/7 years. Demands for tobaccos also declined but these were
later to improve by the advent of shipments of cigarette rag to
overseas factory.
The output in 1932 was 3,915 million cigarettes and 1.2 million
lbs of tobacco. This was just about half of what it has been only
two years earlier.
It was about this time that Liverpool commenced the practise
of despatching samples to various overseas territories. These
samples were taken from current manufacture and despatched,
usually at monthly intervals, to Bangalore, Calcutta and Monghyr
and New Zealand. All these markets had in the past year or so
taken over the manufacture of the several brands from Liverpool.
The regular samples from Liverpool were to illustrate the standard
of manufacture required in the territories. At the same time,
Australia and New Zealand used to exchange samples of Capstan
smoking tobaccos with Liverpool and these were compared and
reported upon.
The Engineering Department, unlike the manufacturing side
continued to be kept busy, mainly, it is true, on behalf of overseas
factories.
One small but important invention they brought forward was
the " three row forme with interlocking end slides "-the " fishtail " end slide which is attributed to Teddy Hughes. This saved
an appreciable amount of board and time.
Another result of experimentation at the request of a director
was the production of cigarettes 144mm long with a circumference of 26mm.
It is understood that these cigarettes were eventually put out
early in 1933 from Southampton in 20s laube boxes under the
brand name" LONGA ".
By the end of 1932 Liverpool had changed to the machine
packing of Capstan, Gold Flake, Country Life, Players, Woodbines, Waverley and Krystal Gold Flake (Ogden's) 50s fiat boxes
and tins. These machines were driven by their own motors, the
first break from the long lines of machines driven by belting
from overhead shafting driven by a central motor.
This further reduced the number of hand fancy pack packers
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required as now only Players No. 3 50s fiat tins and Churchman
No. 1 50s fiat boxes and tins continued to be hand packed. These
continued as the tins/boxes were very much larger than the others
and the packing machines could not be adjusted. .
Up to this time pre-embossed foil and tissue had been used for
several brands in 10s shell and slide cartons, the embossed design
varying between brands.
Now, probably as a result of the experience with the 50s
packers, all of which had embossing heads, it was decided to fit
embossing heads to the Rose 10s foil packet packers.
Rather indifferent results were obtained until Teddy Hughes
put forward the idea of using impression rollers made from
lignum vitae; these were an immediate success. Soft tempered
bright aluminium foil was used at first.
Several new introductions just about offset the loss of manufacture to overseas factories which were starting up or expanding
throughout the world.
The brands introduced were Mitchell's Sovereign Gold Flake
10s cartons for Aden, Glacier Menthol for several markets and
Melachrino Super Blend No. 50 also for several markets. Giaciet''
was manufactured in the Bonded factory, using flavoured rag and
was put out in 10s cartons and 50s vacuum tins. The Melachrino
were oval cigarettes, Virginian blend and were hand packed in
10s cartons and 50s curved pocket tins. The tins were curved to
fit snugly into a jacket pocket.
The beginning of 1933 also saw the start of shipments of cut
cigarette tobacco in bulk containers of between 10/12 lbs. At
the outset these were in tins but were soon changed to waterproof
paper bags.
Initial shipments were to Java but later other territories, e.g.
Argentina took quantities of this cigarette rag tobacco.
There was one item, whose passing was not lamented. This
was the mouthpiece or holder which had been packed for many
years in 50s vacuum tins and 20s. packets for certain markets.
These had originally been made from rolled paper and had
changed over the years to quill, bamboo, variously coloured
plastics, cherrywood, briar and finally erinoid, another plastic.
Now in July 1933 they were discontinued altogether.
In August 1933 a report was received from East Africa that
Bear's Honeydew cigarettes had been found on the market
bearing two different brand prints.
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Consumers were asserting that one of the prints was spurious
and a copy of the other and that the cigarettes were inferior.
The report referred to the Elephant trade mark which was a
feature of most of Bear's brands, appearing on the cigarette and
on the wrapping material.
Examination of the various cigarette machine dies showed
that there was indeed a marked variation in the representation
of the elephant, ·not only between brands but also within a brand.
Some showed the animal with a fiat back, some with a steeply
sloping back. Some showed the animal standing firmly on all
four feet, others depicted the animal with the left hind leg thrown
forward, others showed this leg to the rear. There were also
discrepancies in the size and shape of the animal's ears.
After much discussion a " standard " print was approved,
perhaps because we happened to have six 72mm dies which
produced an identical print, or at least as identical as was possible
in those days of hand cut dies. This print showed the elephant
with a fiat back standing firmly on all four feet. The dies producing
this print were reserved for use only with East African orders,
the others were used for orders for India and other territories.
For some years afterwards any Bear's cigarette machine dies
could only be issued to the making machines on the direct
authority of the supervisor who took good care to see that the
correct ones were being issued.
The output in 1933 was 3,862 million cigarettes and 2.9 million
lbs of tobacco. Of the latter, more than half was cut rag tobacco,
known in those days as "shag tobacco for separate packing".
It was in 1933 that the Valley Occupational Centre for unemployed men (Valley Service Club) was conceived.
In May 1933 a meeting was called by the Reverend K. G.
Gates, Vicar of St. Chad's Everton, with a view to forming an
advisory committee for the purpose of establishing a centre for
unemployed men in the area-unfortunatdy there were indeed a
very great number of these.
Mr. Gates was supported by the Manager of the local Walton
Labour Exchange and by officials of the Liverpool Council of
Social Service, and B.A.T. expressed interest in furthering this
worthwhile project.
Premises consisting of old disused stables and a house at
118/120 Lambeth Road were secured from Liverpool Corporation
at a nominal rental of 10/- per annum.
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These premises were those which had been used to stable the
horses used in the era of the Liverpool horse drawn trams.
Plans were prepared for the reconstruction of the buildings,
the work was commenced in September 1933 and .was carried
out by unemployed men from the W alton Labour Exchange.
Good progress was made and in March 1934 the venture was
adopted by B.A.T. Liverpool Branch.
The Company had been induced, along with other large
concerns, to take an interest in the establishment of recreational
centres for the unemployed by an appeal from the Liverpool
Council of Social Service following a broadcast appeal from
H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
The majority of employees at Liverpool factory agreed to
support the centre by subscribing Id per week, to be deducted
from wages and the Company also agreed to give financial support.
Work on the premises went ahead rapidly and the centre was
officially opened on 19th March 1935 by Sir Hugo Cunliffe-Owen
Bart., Chairman of B.A.T. supported by the Lord Mayor of
Liverpool.
A. J. Parslew was brought back from retirement to serve as 1t
Warden of the Club, which provided various forms of indoor
recreation as well as outdoor activities such as football and
baseball.
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Early 1934 saw the Western Packing Case Co. using 4/plywood
for making certain cases. These were 20 Mille cases for East
Africa. These were plywood all round with 1" timber end battens
only, for nailing purposes.
There was a saving in freight charges due to the much thinner
material and they were very well received in the territory. The
empty cases, having much larger sections than a conventional
timber case made up from tongued and grooved boards and
although lighter, were much stronger, probably attracted a better
price when disposed of.
Plywood cases, however, were soon discontinued as, being
produced from stock size sheets, there were a lot of wasteful
" offcuts " and production became uneconomical.
In April 1934, due to a change in the import duty structure in
Straits Settlements, Capstan Navy Cut Medium cigarettes changed
from crimped seams to pasted seams. Previously, duty had been
charged on the tobacco weight only, now it was to be levied on
the weight of the complete cigarette including paper. As the
crimped cigarettes had a paper overlap of around 3tmm, change
to pasted seams of only 1!mm overlap effected some saving in
weight. The circumference and the weight of the tobacco were
also reduced with the result that the weight of tobacco and paper
of the new cigarette was now the same as the tobacco weight only
of the old. The possible objection on religious grounds to the use
of animal products, such as casein, in the seam paste was met by
using a starch based paste.
So crimped cigarettes disappeared from the scene.
Before leaving the subject of Capstan Navy Cut Medium for
Straits Settlement it might be appropriate to mention the packing.
This was in Ss cartons, packed on a converted 1Os Rose/Brecknell
cartoner using machine embossed aluminium foil. Each carton
was sealed at the top with a Capstan seal. Each 6 cartons were
packed into 48s waterproof M.G. Kraft paper bundles leaving
one carton over per 200. This one carton was placed into a 50s
Capstan screw top decorated tin which was wrapped in glascine.
The 4 x 48s bundles and the 50s screw top tin were then packed
into a 200s decorated tin with a soldered tagger top. A loose

cutter (for opening the tagger) was placed on top of the tagger
and a slip cover was placed over this. The slip covered tin was
then body wrapped in glascine.
Altogether, quite an ehtborate packing most e)l:pensive and
labour intensive even in those days, just imagine what it would
cost to reproduce today.
The reason for this packing was possibly to assist " stick
sales ", the idea being to sell loose cigarettes from the 50s tin
replenishing this, carton by carton, from the 48s bundles until
exhausted. In this way the cigarettes would receive maximum
protection from the very humid conditions in the territory. It has
been said that a package of cigarettes opened in a morning and
left lying around, would have picked up so much moisture by
the afternoon as to become unsmokable.
In 1934 supplies of natural cork tipping from Mundets and
Estever and Messer in Spain began to become difficult, rather
indifferent in quality and most expensive. Extensive experiments
were carried out with imitation cork tipping and this was eventually introduced, at first on cheaper brands.
Later, on the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in 1936 supplies•!
of natural cork became unobtainable and imitation cork tipping
was used for all brands.
About this time the Molins MKV makers were fitted with
" Autoweighers " which automatically controlled the weight of
the cigarettes by regulating the speed of the feed. These machines
were now running at around 1,250 cigarettes per minute.
-It was noticed that the use of alternate 1¥' and 3" wide carding
on the fine carding drum gave irregular clearances between this
and the coarse carding drum. This was due to " warping " of the
3" wide strips. The whole of the fine carding drum was covered
with 1¥' wide strips allowing for very much more regular
clearances across the width of the drums and very much improved
cigarette weights.
The Molins MKV also suffered from very bad registration of
prints and Liverpool considered that this was due to whip in the
shaft of the tape drive drum. This drum was segmented for
adjustment of diameter and weighed some 32 lbs.
This heavy drum caused some " ovality " in rotation with
" snatching " of the paper and thus bad registration.
B. R. (Ben) Morphet, an expert on making machines suggested
that this drum be lightened. A non adjustable drum was made
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in aluminium with a weight of only 11 lbs. This ran smoothly
without causing whip in the drive shaft, the " snatch " was
eliminated and with it the bad registration.
June 1934 saw the opening of the road tunnel under the Mersey
connecting Liverpool with Birkenhead. This would ease the
congestion at the ferries and should materially reduce the journey
time from the factory to Birkenhead docks. Traffic Department
were eager to use this tunnel and wasted no time in sending loads
through as soon as it was opened to vehicular traffic. But, alas,
the International tractors pulling the trailers loaded with 7 tons
of goods could not manage to maintain the minimum permitted
speed, particularly up the slope at the Birkenhead end. The loads
were progressively reduced until it was found that, carrying
4! tons, the tractors could manage to keep over the minimum speed
and avoid infringing the Tunnel regulations.
The Company having acquired an interest in Crompton
Stubbins, paper makers of Ramsbottom, the Cost Accounts
section at Liverpool under the care of Mr. F. C. Good spent a
couple of months installing and proving a system of cost accounting at the Mills.
The necessary staff was transferred from Liverpool to run this
system once it was installed.
About the same time the Mill bank pension scheme was extended
to include female staff ~mployees, it had been extended to male
non-staff employees in 1930.
During the summer months of 1934 there was an outbreak of
" tobacco spotting " a phenomenon where the cigarette paper
becomes discoloured by juices from the tobacco. This is something which is likely to occur at any time and many grades can be
affected.
A series of single grade samples were made; this experimenting
went on for nearly a year until all grades were classified as to the
degree of spotting which could be expected. Any really bad
" spotters " were eliminated as far as was possible.
·
August 1934 saw the introduction of moisture proof viscose
film in place of glascine for wrapping of cartons, tins and boxes
by machine, also 50s vacuum tins or tobacco vacuum tins with
varnished labels these being wrapped by hand.
This M.P. Viscose, besides having better protective qualities,
than glascine, also had a more attractive appearance.

The output in 1934 was 3,862 million cigarettes and 5.46
million lbs of tobacco, of this latter some 3l million lbs was cut
rag tobacco shipped in bulk.
1935 marked the advent of the Molins foil packet packing
machine which cost £413, ran at 125 packets per minute and
given appropriate parts could be linked to the old Brecknell type
carton packing machines.
The cost of converting the Brecknell type cartoners was £250
which, added to the average value of the Brecknell cartoners
(£420) and the cost of the new Molins foiler gave a new complex
price of £1,083.
These new Molins machines used hard tempered highly
polished foil and tissue, which could, if required, be machine
embossed. This foil was wrapped along the length of the cigarettes
with the final fold at the top. The previous method had been to
wrap the foil around the cigarettes with final folds both top and
bottom.
A programme was started and went on for nearly a year, to
' convert from Rose/Brecknell packers to Molins/Modified Breck,
,
nell packers.
11
Some of the Rose foilers were retained with Pirate attachments.
for packet work and as foilers only for table packing of 20s
cartons.
A new brand and packing was introduced; this was Belle of
China 20s cup packets packed on a Neipmann machine. Unfortunately, sales of this brand to Bangkok, the only market, never
amounted to very much and petered out within a year.
In the primary department too, some changes were taking
place. A new cutting machine had made it's appearance, this was
the Molins Rotary Tobacco Cutting machine which had a
throughput of about 1,000 lbs per hour, more than twice the output of the Legg cutters which had served so faithfully for so many
years. A programme was started to replace those Legg machines
which were used for cigarette rag production with new Molins
R.T.C's and the floor of Rooms 103 and 106 had to be strengthened to support the heavier faster machines. This programme
was completed by mid 1936.
The leaf imported from U.S.A. was now beginning to come in
in cases containing between 450/500 lbs instead of the usual
hogsheads. These cases measured 4 ' x 2' 6" x 2' 6" and were lined
with waterproof paper. Points in favour of these cases were,
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protection against infestation, better moisture control, cheaper
freight and warehousing and less scrap.
An additional advantage which was quickly noticed was that
a great deal of the timber could be reclaimed and used in casemaking by the W.P.C.Co.
Arrangements were made to open these cases as carefully as
possible so that the maximum amount of timber could be salvaged. This was quite unlike the method previously used with
hogsheads which often used to be hacked open with an axe.
The sales of scrapwood at between £2/3 per ton, to a local
firewood dealer dropped off dramatically.
The treatment of stems to produce C.R.S, after many experiments had now settled down to the following method:The stem was taken uncleaned and put through a Rotary casing
cylinder where water and/or steam was applied to bring them to a
moisture content of 30/35%. The cased stems were then bulked
in canvas "tubs" for 16/20 hours. The canvas was then stripped
off and the stems were sprayed with steam and water before being
passed to the stem rollers. The tables in front of the stem rollers
were fitted with perforated zinc tops through which steam percolated to warm the stems before passing through the rollers. The
clearance between the rollers was 8/1000" and sufficient water was
sprayed on the rollers to keep them clean. After rolling, the stems
were cut at 175 c.p.i. on a Legg machine or at 200 c.p.i. on a
Molins R.T.C. this being considered to be the same as cutting at
175 c.p.i. on the Legg machine.
After cutting, the C.R.S. was dried on a Gas roaster to a
moisture content approximately 1 % higher than the rag to which
it was to be added, or if it was to go back into the operation by
means of the divided feed on the cigarette machines, it was
brought off at the same moisture as the rag and stored in skips
until required by the Making Dept.
The Liverpool type stemming machines had also by this time
been fitted with Thresher boxes for cleaning the butt ends of the
stem. This enabled the pull through rollers to grip them more
firmly and produced appreciably cleaner stems.
These Thresher boxes, however, created more scrap, this
mounting to 7/8% and the problem arose of separating the
lamina from the stem without breaking it up.
This was at first achieved by placing a partition in the box
under the machine and by passing a current of air across this the
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lighter scrap was separated and blown over the partition. This was
fairly successful, some 20% of clean scrap being separated. However, eventually a Formator was installed which by means of
controlled air currents preseparated some 50% of Glean scrap,
the balance was passed through a Thresher unit, a further air
current separating the smaller pieces of scrap. This Formator was
installed in 1937, it is understood, after a great deal of preliminary
work and liaison with the makers by Ian Adair, the Liverpool
assistant engineer.
Also by this time the so called " hot strips " method of processing was being used for Players and 3 or 4 other blends. Briefly,
this consisted of passing the leaf through a conditioning machine
at 160°F and adding approximately 1% of moisture. It was then
tossed into a rough bed, about 1 foot deep on the floor and left
for 45 minutes before hand stemming. The strips were then bulked
for 24 hours. After this, some 20% of the strips were put through
a Conditioning machine or Casing cylinder and brought up to a
temperature of 160°F. These "hot strips" were then mixed back
with the rest in a further bed on the floor and bulked for 24 hC!urs. ,
The bulked strips were then cut in the normal way and passed lt
through the dryers and coolers. C.R.S. processed as described
earlier was added to the cut rag at the feed end to the drier. The
tobacco left the coolers at a temperature of 120°F, was skipped
off and held for at least 2 days.
The output in 1935 was 3,667 million cigarettes and 4.9 million
lbs of tobacco of which approximately 60% was cut rag tobacco
shipped in bulk.
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CHAPTER 18
Before going on to recount the events of 1936, it might be of
interest to the reader to know that our great Company's present
Chairman, Mr. R. P. Dobson, spent January to March 1936 at
Liverpool on a course as a selling pupil.
The year 1936 saw the manufacture of B.A.T's first filter
tipped cigarettes. The first brand to be put out was Lambert &
Butler's Varsity Filter tips put out in 10s boxes, 20s boxes, 50s
pocket boxes and 50s vacuum tins. These were followed by
Players Filter Tips in 20s cartons and 50s vacuum tins.
The filter rods which were 66mm long were made from 5 Ply
crepe paper on a Molins rod maker, the cigarette rods were
double length at 126 mm. The cigarettes were assembled on a
Molins P.A.l into 74mm filter tipped cigarettes, (llmm tip, 63mm
tobacco rod).
·
A third brand, Ardath Filter Tipped was introduced about a
year later. Manufacture of filter tipped cigarettes carried on until
about mid 1944. Sales had then to be discontinued as supplies
of 5 Ply creped paper were unobtainable. Manufacture did not
resume at Liverpool until late 1957 when Rex K. S. Filter was
introduced.
In these early days of filter manufacture no mention was made
of " pressure drops " or filtration efficiences-these came along
very much later.
In May 1936 it was discovered that by shipping Java leaf to
Liverpool for manufacture into cigarette rag and return to Java,
a profit of approximately 2d per lb could be made. This was
immediately put into practise and went on until after the outbreak
of World War 11.
July 1936 saw experimental shipments of tobaccos in round
screw top 2 oz tins to Singapore. These had been in use in the U.K.
market for some time but nothing was known about their performance under the extreme tropical conditions met with in some
overseas markets. Singapore returned the consignment intact for
the Research Department's examination.
There were no developments from this experimental shipment,
except perhaps the changing of a couple of State Express tobacco
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items in 1938 to snap lid round tins, not quite the same as screwtop
tins.
For reasons which are not specified, it was decided that Capstan,
Gold Flake and Players cigarettes put out to Europe, Mediterranean and Middle Eastern territories should come into line with
the I.T.Co. products as far as was possible. This standardisation
covered the cigarette specifications as to size, weight and prints
and wrapping material designs and sizes. The purpose behind
this standardisation was possibly to reduce costs of B.A.T.
wrapping materials by taking advantage of the very much larger
runs of I.T.Co. materials by simple changes in printing plates
by means of " gluts " .
Changes were not made for markets other than those mentioned
until some years later. Even very minor changes were viewed with
suspicion in some markets, particularly, perhaps, in the Far East
and East Africa. Design layout changes which were not very well
publicised could cause the sales of a brand to plummet as the
consumers got the impression that they were getting an inferior
copy of the product to which they were accustomed. Any changes
which were contemplated had first to be negotiated with: and 1 t
agreed by the Selling Department concerned before being put
into effect.
The output in 1936 was 3,503 million cigarettes, the lowest
level of output for some years. In fact if one disregards the year
1928 when the factory was being changed to duty paid conditions,
it was barely more than in the grim depression period of the early
1920's. Happily, however, world conditions were showing signs
of improvement and demands were to increase in the next couple
of years. Output of tobacco in 1936 was 4.3 million lbs approximately 60% of this being cut rag tobacco.
Reference has been made in an earlier chapter to the Thermokept method of sealing certain tobacco tins.
At the end of 1936 the Thermokept bottom seamer and sealer
was replaced by a Tingey cabinet.
This was a steel cabinet with a hinged front and a glass panelled
top. The hinged front had a rubber sealing gland. An electrically
heated soldering iron was mounted in a swivelling socket in the
roof of the chamber. Conventionally soldered bottom tins with
the taggers " punctured " by a needle were placed in the cabinet.
The front was closed and locked and the chamber was exhausted
by a vacuum pump. The holes in the tin taggers were then dot
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soldered, the operator being able to control the movement of the
iron by looking through the glass porthole in the top of the
cabinet. This was ' cold vacuumising ' like the Thermokept
method, unlike the conventional " heater process " method used
for most other tobaccos.
Tins which had been ' cold vacuumised ' were tested after
24 hours over a "Winmill" Cup tester. This consisted of a
suction pipe with the end surrounded by a rubber pad over which
the tagger dot soldering was pressed. If any deflection occurred in
the bottom of the tin then the tin was a " leaker ". The tagger was
repunctured, the tin returned to the cabinet, the new hole soldered
and the first one resoldered. The tin was then retested over the
" Winmill " Cup tester.
This might be a convenient moment to describe the heater
tester used for all cigarettes and tobacco tins not put through the
Thermokept or Tingey cold vacuumising machines.
These testers were large cylinders 7' long x 3' diameter, fitted
with 23 tubes each 3!" diameter which were surrounded with
steam heater coils. The cylinder rotated slowly on it's axis,
making one revolution every 40 seconds. Steam was applied to
the coils at 30-35 lbs in 2 which produced a temperature inside the
tubes of about 280°F.
Tins were placed into the tubes as the cylinder rotated pushing
preceding tins through the tubes until they fell out down a chute
at the other end. At the exit end, the thin tagger plate which had
become distended by the heat in the tester was " pricked " with
a gramophone needle held in a stick of solder. The heated air
inside the tin pushed out and the puncture was immediately
soldered. The application of the hot iron burned up most of the
air remaining in the tin, leaving a partial vacuum of around
4! inches.
The time taken for a tin of cigarettes to pass through the heater
was about 6! minutes.
For tobaccos, however, the heating feature of the testers was
in effect used to extend the processing of the tobacco.
The number of tins fed into each tube and the number of tubes
used was varied according to a very carefully calculated formula
for each and every brand and packing so that some passed through
the heater in 9 minutes whereas others took 22! minutes.
Some brands, especially the darker flakes or navy cuts were

put through a second time after a 48 hour interval so that the
total time in the heater was often as much as 50 minutes.
This treatment of tobaccos had been practised since the earliest
days and was considered to be an essential part of tJ:ie processing.
It was only abandoned when tobacco packings changed to snap
vac or skruseal packings some time after World War II.
In 1937 No. 2 Leaf Warehouse was completed and brought into
use. This was situated in Commercial Road south of the main
factory and separated from it by the company garage yard and the
Engineers' workshops and the Western Packing Case Co's case
stores.
The new warehouse allowed for the stocks of leaf held in the
factory to be reduced to a minimum with a consequent saving in
interest charges.
The appropriate number of cases by grades were assembled in
No. 2 warehouse and brought along to the main factory as
required for operations. Any splitting of cases which might be
required for small operations was also done in No. 2 warehouse.
In the spring of 1937 an offshoot of the Girls' Gymnastic Club
was the formation of a Rambling Section. This was organi~ed by
Miss M. V. Walker of Traffic Department with Misses F. Murphy,
W. Shepherd and P. Swann as leaders.
As a general rule, rambling was restricted to the spring and
summer months and then only when weather conditions were
favourable. However, some stalwarts did go out regularly throughout the winter, such was their enthusiasm.
The walks were taken in conjunction with the Liverpool
Ramblers Association, who provided a leader, a botanist and a
geologist. These walks were thus often interesting and instructive.
Trips were taken to the Peak and Lake District at a cost of
5/- or less for the day excursion fare.
One or two of the lady ramblers recall the trips made at Easter
to Llangollen when they spent the whole of the Easter week-end
at Plas Newydd, the centre run by the Liverpool Union of Girls'
Clubs.
The party used to catch the 7.10 p.m. train from Woodside on
the Thursday evening. This was rather a rush for those girls who
happened to be working until 6 p.m. on this evening and evokes
memories of Miss Walker standing outside the factory, daring the
driver of the Pier Head tram to leave before the last of her girls
were aboard.
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Arriving at the Pier Head there was then a pell mell dash on to
the ferry to Birkenhead, then another scramble for the 'train at
Woodside. Miss Walker had, of course, booked tickets in advance
so there was no delay here.
The party used to stay from the Thursday evening to the
Monday evening at a cost of approximately 13/- per head; this
with about 7/- for fares made a wonderful long week-end for
around £1, very good value indeed.
It is suggested that very little walking was done on the Friday.
Whether this was as a result of the girls' efforts during the week or
to recover their breath after their strenuous dash on Thursday
night is not known,-perhaps a little of both.
In 1937 sales began to pick up a little, prospects did seem
brighter and it looked as if the depressing times of the past 2 or
3 years were now behind us. Production increased over the year
from around 14 million a day to around 17 million a day.
The output in 1937 was 3,894 millions of cigarettes and 5.45
million lbs of tobacco, about two thirds of the latter being cut
rag tobacco.
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CHAPTER 19

1

1938 would seem to have been a quiet year with neither the
record nor memories yielding much to recall.
There was, however, the trip to the Empire Exhibition at
Glasgow.
Notices, at first rather unattractive, began to appear on the
factory and office boards announcing that " Bramtoco " proposed
going en bloc to Glasgow on September 3rd for the greatest
exhibition since Wembley.
Quickly we ask our friends if they are going; they, too, read
the notices and in go our names as probable starters.
Immediately doubts rise in our minds-will it be worth seeing?
-can I afford the cash?-Who's ·going? but we are already
committed.
Months go by and we hear conflicing reports. Some people
have been and thought it marvellous, others thought it a waste
of time.
'
'/}
Week by week we make our contribution, thinking all the time
how much better we could have used the money.
More notices appear, then coloured posters, and it seems as
if every effort is being made to publicise the event. We must
confess it raises our enthusiasm; more names are handed in and
we learn that our party will fill a complete train.
The day draws nearer, the tickets are given out- a rail ticket
-admission to Exhibition Ticket-a Lunch ticket and a Supper
ticket. Also a final circular with train times and a note that we
return from Buchanan Street Station, wherever that might be.
Saturday September 3rd 1938, a greyish morning, perhaps for
heat, perhaps for rain. A hasty breakfast and off to Exchange
Station. Groups of B.A.T's everywhere, inside (by the bookstall)
outside (under the clock) the station seemed part of B.A.T. this
morning.
At 8.l0 a.m., only five minutes late, the engine whistles, heads
pop out of windows in the hope of seeing someone miss the train,
a sudden jerk and we are off.
A cheer is raised as " Sandhills " is passed and we think where
we might have been. A dining car attendant appears from nowhere
with the question" Hot Toddies?" Ugh! at 8-15 in the morning.
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Familiar names, Preston, Lancaster, Carlisle appear and
disappear and only one thing is constant-rain!
Over the Border-Gretna Green-Motherwell, rain stopping
and finally, Glasgow-in sunshine.
We emerge at Ibrox Park and got our first impression of
Glasgow, namely antiquated trams travelling at at least 50 miles
per hour.
Entering the Exhibition gates, plans immediately went awry.
For months maps, itineraries and other hand-outs had been
studied until we knew the Exhibition by heart or thought we did.
Once inside the vast enclosure, maps were as much use as divining
rods in the Atlantic Ocean.
We parted company, the party and I, and I found myself at
the Exhibition Tower. Here a queue some half an hour long (for
the queues were conveniently marked) waited to ascend this
engineering miracle. Having heard that it was usually an hour's
wait, I decided to save half an hour by wasting half an hour, if
you see what I mean. I firmly believe I only achieved the latter.
I was then taken with the architecture of the Government
Pavilions, buildings which looked solid enough for fifty years,
but which were not to be there another fifty days.
In and out, here and there I wandered until suddenly it occurred
to me that I had not seen another B.A.T. tripper for two hours.
Walking through the Palace of Industry, a familiar smell led
me to a C.W.S. exhibit-Cigarette making, and lo and behold at
least half the B.A.T. Picking up hints? Not likely, just watching
other people work for a change and offering helpful hints by the
way.
I do not know how many people the Exhibition cafes were
supposed to hold but I do know that trying to get in one was one
of the most "trying" features of the day. Eventually, in the
Empire Tea Pavilion, on the pretext of learning how to " make a
cup of tea" I succeeded in getting a "Lakeside Tea" for l/6d.
Feeling so much better I went in search of the Amusement
Park and lost count of time on Dippers, Haunted Houses, Trips
to the Moon etc. etc. until I really had " done the place ".
It was now approaching midnight and I realised that I had to
discover Buchanan St. Station before 12-30 so back to the
Exhibition terraces, where floodlit fountains, swing music and
open air dancing delayed my departure.
But midnight struck and like Cinderella I must pass on.

Arriving at the main gate, I counted my pennies and took a taxi
to Buchanan Street.
Here were assembled the Clan Bramtoco-Och hi.ing all over
the place. Several were assisted to their carriages, a rough check
found all present, a blowing of whistles and we were homeward
bound.
The foregoing account of the trip to the Glasgow Exhibition
appeared in the 1938 Report of the Bramtoco Social and Sports
Club over the name " Snow White " and thanks are due to that
unknown writer for so clearly describing what was to many a
very enjoyable trip.
In September 1938 a new brand appeared on the Liverpool
scene. This was J. H. Pattreiouex's " Senior Service " cigarettes.
This brand was first put out in 50s vacuum tins only but later
20s shells and slides were introduced. These were" table packed"
using twin 10s foil and tissue bundles.
Output in 1938 was 4,752 million cigarettes and 4.85 million
lbs of tobacco, again about 60% being cut rag tobacco shipped
in bulk.
Early in 1939 another new brand made a brief appearancdf
This was Miss Blanche Speciales Filter Tipped, at 82mm overall.
This, for want of suitable machinery to do otherwise, was packed
in 50s vacuum tins. Orders were never large and the brand lasted
only a year or so.
Around this time too, Liverpool received a Molins W.U.S.A.
20s cup packet packer. This produced an American style open
cup packet and was used for Mayblossom and Empire 20s cup
packets.
After Munich, thought was given to implementing Government
recommendations for Air Raid Precautions (A.R.P.)
Bill Searle, the divisional officer of the B.A.T. division of the
St. John's Ambulance Brigade who had recently been appointed
a Government Instructor was given the task with Bill Shore,
Timekeeper, of setting up an A.R.P. system.
Fire fighting and rescue teams were formed and their necessary
training was arranged. The Ambulance division was expanded
and integrated into the sector A.R.P. arrangements. Men were
also encouraged to join the Auxiliary Fire Service (A.F.S.).
Permission was obtained from the Leeds and Liverpool Canal
Co. to instal sand bins along the yard wide strip of land between
the factory wall and the edge of the canal.
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Strongly constructed look-out posts were built o'n the roof of
the factory. Bins of sand, scoops, shovels, stirrup pumps and
water buckets were placed at strategic points on the top floors of
the building.
A 9 inch bore steel suction pipe was laid from the canal
across the west wing into the centre yard. This was to draw water
in an emergency from the canal. A mobile Meadows fire pump
was obtained, crews were formed from volunteers and necessary
instruction given to them. Field telephones were installed in the
look-out posts and other strategic points, all connected with a
report centre and control room set up in a basement room at the
foot of No. 2 staircase. An emergency lighting system was also
installed in passage ways and staircases and near entrances to
work-rooms. Current for this was supplied by a petrol engined
generator located in South yard.
Meanwhile production was proceeding at a daily rate of
around 17! million cigarettes and 24/25000 lbs of tobacco.
Some 16/17000 lbs of the latter was cut rag tobacco shipped in
12/13 lbs Waterproof paper bags. The packing of this had by this
time been streamlined. Packing tables had been set up in Room
203. Holes had been cut in the floor of 203 and in the north wall
of Room 102 and a conveyor connecting the two rooms had been
installed. The packed bags were placed on this conveyor, carried
down to the Despatch Dept. below and discharged on to a table
for packing into 12 bag cases in that department.
Total production in 1939 was 4,817 million cigarettes and
6.8 million lbs of tobacco.
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CHAPTER 20
The outbreak of World War II found B.A.T. Liverpool with a
reasonably well equipped, trained and organised A.R.P. set up.
Fire watch rotas were speedily arranged; happily, though, these
services were not called into action until December 1940.
A system of warning for evacuation in case of daytime airraids was instituted. At first, on the broadcast warning, all
personnel used to evacuate to the shelters in the cellars of the
building, clerks and other designated people taking essential
papers and records with them.
However, after the experiences of the summer of 1940 when
during and after the Battle of Britain, periods of alert were
frequent and prolonged without any signs of hostile aircraft, the
evacuation system was altered.
Now on receipt of warning "Air-raid yellow" from sector
A.R.P. the duty " watchers" repaired to the look-out posts OP,
1
the roof. Here they were in contact with the control room. When
the distant anti-aircraft activities or other signs suggested that
enemy aircraft were indeed approaching, " Air-raid red " was
broadcast and all personnel other than the fire, rescue and
ambulance squads would be speedily evacuated. The fire and
rescue squads would go to their stations and await developments.
In September 1939, the manufacture of certain tobaccos for
U.K. and U.S.A. previously carried out at I.T.Co. bonded
factories at Ogden's, Liverpool and Bucknall St. London, was
transferred to Liverpool No. 1 Bonded factory.
The Ogden items were Gold Block, Lucky Strike, Old English
Curve Cut, Old Gold Cut Plug, Old Judge Mild and Full and
Richmond Smoking Mixture.
The Bucknall Street items were Wills Sweet Chestnut, Lambert
& Butlers Log Cabin, Rhodian de Luxe, Frontier Mixture and
Waverley Mixture Coarse, Fine and Special Cut.
The items for U.S.A. included St. Bruno, Capstan Medium and
Full, Players Mild and Medium, Three Castles Mild, Sweet
Chestnut, Waverley Mixture, Warlock and Three Nuns, most of
which we were already manufacturing for other markets.
Manufacture of several Gallaher brands of cigarettes and
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tobaccos was also transferred from York Street, Belfast to
Liverpool.
The packing of coupons was immediately discontimied for all
markets except Gibraltar. For this market, coupons were continued until March 1942.
Two new market classifications now made their appearance;
these were " Expeditionary Forces " and " NAAFI " (Expeditionary Forces).
The packing of stiffeners started to be discontinued in October
1939. gradually at first until by November 1940 they had ceased
altogether.
November 1939 saw the start of Field Force Sales, a system
whereby members of the public could place orders at certain
large tobacconists or stores for standard parcels of cigarettes or
tobacco to be sent to members of the armed forces overseas.
These cigarettes were made at Southampton and supplies for
mixed parcels were obtained from them.
Unhappily, this trade virtually ceased with the Dunkirk
evacuation and was replaced by Prisoner of War parcels on behalf
of British Red Cross and St. John about the end of 1940.
The beginning of 1940 saw the start of Old English Curve Cut
tobacco at Liverpool. Previously this had been imported from
U.S.A. but shipping difficulties now made it necessary to manufacture here. At the same time manufacture of Raleigh cigarettes
was started here; these, too, had previously been imported from
U.S.A. At first Raleigh were packed on a R9se 20s cup packet
machine; after a year or so this was changed to a Molins W.
U.S.A. 20s cup packet packer.
At the beginning of 1940 Stanley Bowman, the Liverpool
branch manager moved to Head Office, taking over Manufacturing Department in place of Mr. N. T. Brown who had gone back
to Leaf Dept.
G. L. Grant assumed the duties of Branch Manager at
Liverpool, a position he held until his retirement in 1958. ·
T. L. Pike assumed the position of Factory Manager with
L. S. Jemmett as A.F.M.
With the nation at war and consequent licensing of materials,
great economy in their use had to be exercised. Enemy action
was also beginning to affect shipping of goods to several territories,
and manufacture of some items was transferred to these territories.
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The last shipments of King Stork, Elephant and Honeydew
were made to Mombasa in May 1940 and from that time onwards
these brands were manufactured there.
Some of the economies brought into effect very quickly were
to change from aluminium foil and tissue to artificial foil or
viscose, reduction in board caliper for shells, slides and boxes,
reduction in size of labels for tobacco and cigarette tins. Also
end labels were reduced in size and the number of colours used in
printing them was also reduced. For instance, end labels for
Players normally printed in 5 colours were reduced to 3 colours.
Wingless slides were introduced for a large number of brands;
this resulted in a saving of 30/40 % of slide board.
Most 20s, 25s, 30s, 50s and lOOs pocket tins were discontinued
and 20s, 25s and 50s flat boxes introduced in their place.
The curled edge feature of 50s vacuum tin cutter covers was
discontinued thus saving some tinplate.
These straight edge covers were later changed to lacquered
black plate instead of tin-plate and eventually the Myers " cutter "
blade was dropped and the " V " cut cover introduced. With this
last cover a triangular portion was punched near the edge, 'two 'tt
sides forming the apex being punched right through the metal.
When this triangular portion was bent through 90° it formed a
" cutter point " for cutting around the periphery of the thin
tagger plate top of the tin. These " V " covers were not always
efficient but had nevertheless to be accepted. No time was lost,
immediately after the war ended, in reverting to the " Myers
cutter " covers.
In the Western Packing Case Company, efforts were redoubled
to salvage and use as much leaf case timber as was possible, even
to splitting in the thickness.
This split leaf case timber was used for end battens and for
very small cases, also for making trays for use in the workrooms.
Cupboards, platforms, pallets, tables and desks were also made
from reclaimed leaf case timber. Indeed, a number of desks used
at Egham, the temporary headquarters of the company, were
from leaf case timber.
A change was made, for all cases grossing not more than
100 lbs, to timber of 7/16" thickness. The tongue and groove
method of joining the long boards of cases was discontinued and
instead the boards were held together with corrugated fasteners
to the inside of the case.
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It was about this time that Tom Scollay, director of the
Western Packing Case Co. retired. His sawdust covered bowler
batted figure was no longer to be observed moving about the case
factory and the Despatch Departments.
He was succeeded by H. Robinson, alas for a short time only,
as he died within a year. After his death, Reg. Smith took over
the administrative side of W.P.C.Co. and J. P. Crilley assumed
charge of the production side of the Mill.
Production of hand made cigarettes was finally discontinued,
apart from their being very costly to produce; sales had declined
to a mere trickle. The hand makers transferred to other work.
The art of hand making was not entirely lost-some of the younger
girls particularly in the Sample Office were trained in hand
making methods and practised this art until comparatively
recent times.
Soon after the outbreak of War, the Company was awarded
contracts for supplies to the War Office of Capstan Medium 1Os
Cartons and Wild Woodbine (Large) 20s cartons and 25s boxes.
Contracts were also placed by the Admiralty for the supply of
cigarette tobacco in, at first 11 lb bags and later in l lb tins.
The process used for this cigarette tobacco followed the usual
one except that the leaf was butted 17! % and not stemmed.
After bulking for 24 hours in a hot humid room, the butted leaf
was then cut on a Legg (wood drum) machine, dried in the usual
way and held in tobacco stores for 3 days before packing.
It was in September 1940 that the first " war damage " occurred
to company property. On the 16th there was extensive damage to
roof and guttering of Hornby St. warehouse, caused by a " near
miss" high explosive bomb. On the 27th-28th the roof and
windows of the Social Club were damaged by H. E. bombs falling
nearby; this was repeated on the 21st December.
From the 14th-28th September almost nightly damage was
received to the roofs of the Joiners shop, Fitting shop, Case
Store and Leaf Warehouse in Commercial Road, the Western
Packing Case Co. at Irlam Road and the Roberts Street premises.
This damage, however, was caused entirely by anti-aircraft
shells and was easily and speedily patched up.
The War Office and Admiralty contracts had more than made
up for the loss of other markets so that the output in 1940 ':as
5,381 million cigarettes and 5.75 million lbs of tobacco, of which
more than 60 % was cut rag tobacco.

CHAPTER 21
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By December 1940 enemy activity had increased quite considerably. On the evening of the 21st December 1940 fairly
extensive damage was caused by high explosive and incendiary
bombs to the main factory and also at Western Packing Case
Co., Irlam Road.
At Commercial Road the roof of 63 Warehouse and of the
main factory building were extensively damaged. The fire-fighting
squads dealt with the incendiary bombs so expeditiously however
that minimal damage was sustained to the office floor and the
top floor of 63 warehouse.
The Boiler House and Steam generating installation, the
switch house, Engineers and joiners shops all sustained damage
to the roofs, walls and windows.
The case store, however, despite sterling efforts by the Fire
Brigade was completely burnt out.
Meanwhile along at the Western Packing Case Co. prem'ises ' 11
at Irlam Road there was extensive damage to the roofs, walls
and windows of the main building, the saw mills and the power
house.
Thus with the loss of the case store at Commercial Road and
of the production capacity at Irlam Road, cases were indeed in
short supply.
The help of outside contractors had to be sought in providing
cases to keep the factory going until Irlam Road was once more
in full production. A part of the Leaf Warehouse was used for
storage of empty cases.
George Lawson who had been Branch Accountant for over
two decades retired and was succeeded by F. C. Good with G. E.
Beavis as his deputy.
By this time the Company had been awarded contracts for the
supply to the War Office of most brands of pipe tobaccos which
were already on sale on the home market and the factory was
kept very busy.
The demand for Senior Service 20s cartons had now increased
so much that it was decided to pack these wholly by machine
instead of by " table packing ", the method used since it's introduction to Liverpool nearly two years earlier.
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Now these were to be packed by machine in either "strip
foil" or in " twin 10s." The option had to be exercised as there
were not enough machines to execute entirely in one type of
foiling.
Liverpool at this time was manufacturing several brands on
behalf of Ardath Tobacco Co. It is not certain if this was due to
a temporary over-call at Worship Street or to a reduction in
capacity due to war damage. It is more than likely it was due to
the latter reason.
By the beginning of 1941, the return of processed stem (C.R.S.)
to the blends was now, in most instances by adding it to the cut
rag at the dryers.
The exceptions to this practise were Churchman No. 1, Guinea
Gold Mags, Players No. 3 and Three Castles Mild. For these,
C.R.S. was added back in divided feeds on the cigarette machines,
a practise which continued until about 1946.
On the 15th February 1941 company property was again
damaged by enemy action. The roof of Hornby St. warehouse
was extensively damaged by H.E. Bombs and A.A. Shells; the
Leaf Warehouse had extensive damage to roofing, steel principals,
walls, lighting and sprinkler installations caused by H.E. bombs
falling, very closely indeed. At the main factory the steam main
between the boiler house and the factory was damaged, fortunately, not beyond repair and the fitting shop roof was again
damaged.
The roof of this building had been repaired and patched so
often that very little of the original roofing remained.
It is probably this damage and the destruction some three
months earlier of " M " and " N " leaf warehouses at Southampton that caused the company to think about dispersal of manufacture and storage facilities.
With the co-operation of H.M. Customs and Excise authorities,
storage space was leased at several cotton spinning mills throughout Lancashire. These mills which had been forced to close for
the duration due to lack of raw materials were situated at Darwen,
Preston, Lancaster, Ramsbottom, Rochdale and Blackburn.
They were all within a reasonable distance from Liverpool but
far enough away to reduce the risk of damage by enemy action.
At first these mills were used as "scatter" warehouses for
storage of leaf; later machinery and materials were also stored
in them.

Still later when shipping difficulties worsened, packed goods
were stored in these " scatter " warehouses.
Each evening all cased work ready for shipment used to be
loaded on to lorries run by Harry Haigh of Lathom and taken
to that firm's depot at Lathom, some 16/17 miles north of
Liverpool. Here it stayed overnight and was taken to one or other
of the mill warehouses the following morning or brought back
if a vessel was due to sail the following day. Lorries delivering
goods to the warehouses brought back other goods scheduled for
shipment that same day. Jones (Haulage) of Bootle and Collier
Daniel Transport of Manchester were also engaged in moving
these goods to and from the warehouse.
On 12th March 1941 the Atherton St. Warehouse used for
material storage was completely demolished by a H.E. bomb.
The Roberts St. factory also sustained damage to the roof, floors,
windows, lighting and sprinkler installations but the main
factory and W.P.C. Co. this time were untouched.
However, their turn was to come, for during the period 3rd7th May 1941, when Liverpool endured it's worst bombing raids
of the war and large areas of the city were reduced to ru'bble> t
extensive damage was done to Commercial Road and rather less
at Irlam Road.
A rain of high explosive and incendiary bombs caused extensive
damage to roofs, walls and windows of the main building, the
boiler house and steam generating installation and the garage.
The fitting shop and joiners shop were completely demolished.
Again the duty fire squads did sterling work in dealing promptly
with incendiary bombs and prevented any major outbreak of
fires in the main building.
The fitting shop and joiners shop were a different story; these
were hit with a large oil bomb and incendiaries, and fire-fighting
efforts were concentrated on preventing the fire spreading to
the main building.
A H.E. bomb hit the parapet of the flat roof at the south west
corner of the main building, slicing down through the wall of
the workroom below before exploding on the spare ground
between the boiler house and the main factory building.
It says much for the soundness of construction of the main
factory building when one considers how well it stood up to the
bombing all around. In fact, considering the damage to surrounding property and in spite of losing most of it's windows at one
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time or another, Commercial Road was comparatively unscathed.
Almost one of the last jobs carried out in the fitting shop before
it's destruction was the conversion of a Neipmann 20s cup packet
packer to pack Albert size cigarettes.
This converted packer was transferred to Southampton for
them to pack an order for 5 million " LIBERTE " cigarettes for
the Free French (Naval) Forces using an Albert type blend.
At the same time as emergency storage facilities were being
sought, dispersal of manufacturing facilities was also being
arranged.
In April 1941 a small satellite factory was opened at Bonnybridge, Scotland, under the managership of Mr. Sandys. This
produced Rough Rider, Pirate and Double Ace 10s cartons for
the Far East; were shipped through Glasgow. It also provided
Flag and Wild Woodbine 10s cartons for NAAFI.
In June 1941 manufacture of Capstan Medium tobacco for
certain markets was transferred to the Gallaher factory at York
St. Belfast.
In September 1941 a second factory was opened in Scotland
at Tillicoutry a dozen or so miles from Stirling. John Granger
was in charge until it's closure in 1946 when he moved to
Southampton.
Tillicoutry at first produced Admiralty Cigarette tobacco in
t lb tins and later various Westminster Tobacco Co. brands.
Later still it produced Players 10s cartons for NAAFI.
Some months later a tl;lird factory was opened at Forthbank,
Stirling to produce Players 10s for NAAFI and later for Field
Forces Sales as this trade began to pick up. W. J. Greggor was in
charge at Forthbank from it's inception until it's closing when
he joined Sandys at Bonnybridge, moving to Southampton in
December 1958 on the death of John Granger.
The three Scottish factories were under the general care of
Liverpool and necessary key personnel were transferred from
Liverpool.
A few weeks after the May "blitz" of Liverpool a Pig Club
to help the war effort was formed. Stys were erected on the
blitzed site of the fitting shop and pigs were reared using " swill "
from the canteen. Some 350/400 animals were " processed "
through this farm. 50 % of these went to the Ministry and 50 %
to the members of the Pig-Club. It is indeed an " ill wind " . .. .
The Engineers Stores which had been destroyed with the
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fitting and joiners shops was set up again at premises in Old Town
Lane, Formby and remained there until the end of the war.
The output from the Liverpool factory in 1941 was 5,269
million cigarettes and 3 million lbs of tobacco.
This was less than for the previous year owing to shipping
difficulties and loss of several markets, particularly in the Far
East and shipments of cut rag tobacco ceased early in the year.
No records can be-found of the output for the three factories
in Scotland.
With the constant departure of men and girls to the Forces,
Land Army, Nursing and other auxiliary services and by Ministry
of Supply directions to more essential industries, manning
became a problem.
Girls were called upon to do many jobs, previously done by
men, which were within their physical capabilities.
Many people reaching retiring age were encouraged to stay
on for the duration.
Whatever labour was available had to be accepted and nobody
could afford to be selective.
It was found that manning standards evolved by the Bedaux' d
system could no longer be maintained- the new labour, sometimes untrained, sometimes reluctant, could not keep up the
pace or output, set by those they replaced.
In many cases departmental labour forces had to be almost
doubled.
The many difficulties created by wartime regulations and licensing and shipping difficulties necessitated increase in office staff.
Here, the standard of available personnel was much higher and
with recruitment restricted to older men to minimise risk of call up,
many accomplished office men were engaged" for the duration".
A story is told of one office man who shall be nameless who,
due to the proliferation of his job by war time conditions had to
have an assistant.
A very capable temporary office worker was given this position
and all went well until one day the principal, noticing the complexion of his assistant enjoined him to attend the Welfare Dept.
for a check-up to confirm " that he did not have jaundice " .
· The report from the Welfare Dept. was very reassuring, if
somewhat laconic ; the saffron hue of the assistant's complexion
was entirely due to the fact that he was Chinese, a circumstance
which had escaped the ' notice of our former colleague.
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Towards the end of 1941, due to growing Field Force Sales,
it was necessary to make separate arrangements for the handling,
packing and despatching of these parcels. A parcelling department
was set up in Room 203 in place of the now defunct" Java shag"
packing tables. A Nissen type corrugated iron hut was erected
on the flat roof of the east wing alonf,side the Canteen; this was
to house the office staff needed for handling and processing the
multitude of orders now being received.
At the end of 1941, for some three months, Liverpool was
called upon to manufacture most of Southampton's lines, that
factory being engaged on manufacturing on behalf of Wills and
Players for the home market.
Stocks of cigarettes for Home consumption had been so
seriously depleted by enemy destruction of factories and warehouses that the Government had decreed that every effort must
be made to replenish them.
The end of 1941 also saw the arrival from the Dutch East
Indies of W. M. Kemmis-Betty who assumed the position of
Factory Manager. " K.B. " or " Mr. Betty " as he was variously
referred to was not everyone's favourite as a manager- his
manner was rather despotic and quite different from the perhaps
rather paternal attitudes .of the past. He was a skilled " manufacturer", knew his job and expected everyone else also to know
theirs.
He was intolerant of inefficiency, and woe betide anyone who
tried to " cover up " anything from him.
Yet, he was very fair and gave credit whenever this was due.
In " off duty " moments he could be as charming and as friendly
as anyone could wish.
Early in 1942 War Office contracts were amended to 60s
airtight tins and 38s flat tins of Players N/C Medium.
Later Capstan N/C Medium, Gold Flake and Wild Woodbine
were introduced in 50s airtight tins. Very soon afterwa rds a
change was made to slip lid tins. These were seamed bottom tins
without taggers, fitted with a tightly fitting, cover without a
cutter point. In August 1943 all slip lid tins were changed to
untinned black plate, painted in battleship grey.

In July 1942 an order was received for the despatch to Tokyo,
on behalf of the British Red Cross, of 4,000 parcels for Prisoners
of War.
These parcels contained 1,860 Players cigarettes and 8 oz of
Players tobacco.
Orders were now being received for many P.O.W. parcels,
donated by readers of national and provincial newspapers,
charitable organisations, municipalities and others considerate
for the comfort of their less fortunate brothers in enemy hands.
Also in July 1942, W. E. (Bill) Searle, joint A.R.P. controller
and Corps Officer with the B.A.T. Division-St. John's Ambulance Brigade was appointed as Officer (Brother) of the order of
St. John of Jerusalem and duly invested by H.M. the King.
Supplies of materials were now becoming difficult; although
plenty of licences to purchase were available, it was not always
easy to get hold of the materials themselves.
J. P. Crilly of Western Packing Case Co. scoured the country
for timber supplies but was not always successful in his searches.
He had perforce to accept 600 standards of French Maritime
Pine which was not very suitable for case making and which was,1
rather badly infested with wood wasp.
Fortunately this insect was "partial" only to timber and did
not attack any other materials, and the Liverpool laboratory was
able to provide a suitable chemical spray solution which effectively
controlled it.
Board supplies were also short and to eke out supplies, obsolete
or obsolescent supplies of shells were used up from time to time.
An example is the use of Rough Rider and Flag shells with
specially printed emergency slides to pack Wild Woodbine
cigarettes for War Office, NAAFI., H.M. Ships and Ships'
Stores. The slide drew attention to the fact that the cigarettes
were indeed Wild Woodbine and not Rough Rider or Flag as
the shell would suggest.
Rough Rider and Flag had not been put out since the cessation
of shipments to Singapore and large quantities were available.
It was about this time that a new quicker " steam box " process
was introduced for Admiralty Cigarette tobacco. The leaf was
now blended direct into crates holding 50 lbs and approximately
2 % of water added by means of a spray. The crates were then
placed into a steaming cupboard and steam at 30 lbs p.s.i. applied
for 4 minutes and then allowed to bulk in the crates for 10 minutes.
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CHAPTER 22

The crates were then taken to a Legg cutting machine behind
which the tie leaves were removed. The leaf was then straight laid,
butts leading and terraced and cut at 70 cuts per inch whilst still
hot. The cut rag was then thoroughly shaken up at the front of
the cutting machine, spread on to a cooling tray and allowed
to cool for 10 minutes. It was picked up from the cooling tray,
made up into " cobs " of approximately 4 lbs each and placed
into 50 lb skips which were bulked for at least 24 hours before
packing.
Bulking after conditioning had been reduced from 24 hours
to 10 minutes; there was no butting/stemming and time in tobacco
stores bad been reduced from 3 days.
"Music while you work " broadcast over the factory loudspeaker system had by now become a regular feature of working
hours and also occasional concerts were given during lunch hour
in the canteen by visiting artists and by our very own " Works
Wonders Show". This concert party was composed of those
members of the original "Jesters" troupe who were still with
B.A.T., augmented by newer talents from the factory and office.
The "Works Wonders Show" used also to entertain at A.A.
sites, drill halls, A.R.P. headquarters and like places, circumstances permitting. W. H. Sawyer, the Welfare Officer, managed
the show; some at least of the members were Gladwys Murphy
(accordian) Irene Jones (Soprano) Peggy Campbell (piano) W. J.
Turner, George O'Brien, George Butler, Sam Richardson, Charles
Williams and Gordon Mclntosh, with George Ellis as compere.
One memorable lunch time concert under the auspices of the
Department of National Service Entertainment (E.N.S.A.) was
that given by YEHUDI MENUHIN accompanied by Marcelle
Gazelle (of Belgium) at the piano. This was in April 1943. The
programme included selections from KREISLER, DVORAK, DE
F ALLA, RIMSKY KoRSIKOV, SERASETI and concluded with
ScHUBERT's "AVE MARIA ".
Some of the sceptics who had gone to listen to " a fiddler "
came away enthralled and this performance was a talking point
for long afterwards.
For some little time now meetings had been taking place
between officials of the Tobacco Workers' Union and some of
the more responsible members of the Liverpool factory payroll.
Many of these joined the Union and representations were made to
form a branch of the Union at Commercial Road. The Company
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resisted these efforts despite the reports, coming from the several
meetings called and addressed by local Union officials, of the
very large measure of support they could expect to get from
B.A.T. employees.
.
Matters, however were brought to a head when the leaders
gave 21 days' notice of the intention to call a strike against
"refusal to recognise rights to form a trade union". These were
the only grounds on which any form of strike could be called
during war time.
The strike took place in June 1943, during a spell of very warm
weather when it was much more pleasant to be outdoors than
working long hours indoors.
Several open air meetings were held on the bombed site opposite
the factory, addressed by Percy Belcber, Duggie Bowry and other
officials ofthe Tobacco Workers' Union.
After a week of protracted discussions led by Stanley Bowman
for the company, the company finally agreed to recognise the
rights of the employees to form a union but with the option of
volunteer membership.
Thus the B.A.T. Liverpool branch of the Tobacco Workers' ',}
Union was formed. Alf Blundell, Fred Pennington, Tom Franklin,
George Hughes, Jack Alien and Bill Anderson, all long service
employees were amongst it's first officials.
In July 1943 packing tables were set up at Liverpool for packing
Albert 20s cup packets using packets made up on a case making
machine. Output was 10 million per month for shipment to the
Belgian Congo. On Government instructions, space was reserved
for these shipments on Elder Dempster vessels; it is understood
that they were made in exchange for rubber, the Congo at that
time being the only source available to us.
It was now becoming apparent that some drastic action would
have to be taken to handle the greatly increased demands for
Field Force Sales. The organisation at Commercial Road just
could not cope.
On 15th November 1943 a Field Force Dept. was opened on
two floors of T. J. Hughes's store at 105-113 London Road,
Liverpool, in the capable hands of S. G. Wilcocks.
The back-log of orders was so large-about 45,000 parcels
(approximately 90 million cigarettes) that help had to be sought
to prepare the necessary documents. Messrs. Littlewoods Pools
printing section was asked to help, so that with the assistance of
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a Bold Street typing pool, documentation was speedily brought
up to date.
Some 300 women and girls, mainly working part time, were
employed at London Road.
No precise records of throughput can be found but several of
our older colleagues who remember these times suggest that it
was as much as 15 million cigarettes per day and several thousand
pounds of tobacco.
The tobacco and most of the cigarettes were supplied by
Commercial Road but Tillicoutry, York St. Belfast and Players,
Nottingham also supplied Players 10s, Senior Service 20s and
Players 20s respectively.
With the quickening pace of war activities and increasing
demand for cigarettes output had somehow to be increased.
In February 1944 the Roberts Street factory was re-opened
producing Admiralty cigarette tobacco at first, but soon followed
by 50s vacuum and slip lid tins of cigarettes for War Office
contracts.
The combined efforts of Bonnybridge, Stirling, Tillicoutry,
Roberts Street and Commercial Road,---the last two working a
60 hour week- and the contributions from Belfast and Nottingham
were still not enough to meet requirements.
Night shift working was, therefore arranged at Commercial
Road. This was an all male shift and ran from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m.
Mondays to Fridays, that is 5 x 12 hour shifts or 60 hours per
week.
This night shift working continued until 1946.
As supplies of crepe paper for filter rods were nearing exhaustion, filter tipped cigarette manufacture was discontinued in
April 1944. The cigarette making machine for producing the
double length rods was converted to Raleigh size and moved into
the Bonded factory.
The output from Commercial Road and Roberts Street
factories in 1944 was 6,779 million cigarettes and 2.7 million lbs
of tobacco, the highest cigarette output since 1930, when the
factory was so busy on Ruby Queen and Pirate for China. ,
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CHAPTER 23
With increasing orders and despite running a night shift, it
was necessary to run every available machine and some of the
old A 19 packers which had been put into store were brought
back into use. These were used in table packing of 20s shell and
slide cartons. Making and packing machines were set up in odd
corners of the factory and by the middle of 1945 production was
running at around 30 millions a day.
The output from Commercial Road and Roberts Street
factories in 1945 was 8,443 million cigarettes and 2.1 million 1bs
of smoking tobaccos.
The cessation of hostilities brought no reduction in the demand
for cigarettes-to the contrary, every effoit must now be made
to supply those markets which due to shipping difficulties had
been without supplies for so long or had been in enemy hands.
There was, however, a steady stream of skilled men now being
released from the armed forces and from essential industries to,t
which they had been directed.
The effect of this influx of skilled labour was that the evening
shift could be increased and also by augmenting the " old faithfuls " who had been running the machines for so long often with
unskilled labour, the efficiences of all machines were increased.
The output was soon up to around 34 million per day.
There was also a Hfting of restrictions on the use of many
materials ; one of the earliest was on aluminium foil. Thus in
June 1945, all non-airtight packings of cigarettes reverted to
aluminium foil and tissue instead of the coated paper or viscose
which had been in use for over 5 years. This in itself brought a
small improvement in machine efficiency.
Training of manufacturing pupils had been discontinued at the
outbreak of the War; D. L. Rowatt who was later to figure so
largely in the introduction of manufacture of acetate filters at
Liverpool was the last pupil to complete training before the war,
sailing for Chile in September 1939.
Training was now resumed both of pupils and of men for
supervisory positions abroad.
At this time Belfast were producing about 100 million per
month of Senior Service 20s cartons and between 50/80 million
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Double Ace, Torchlight, Gunboat, Scissors and Rough Rider
10s cartons for Malaya.
Negotiations were started in August 1946 with Birkenhead
Corporation for the purchase of a site to build a small factory
capable of turning out 5/6 million cigarettes a day.
This, however, came to naught and the machinery which had
been collected for this factory was dispersed about a year later.
Apparently, although a site was available, the necessary building
license was not forthcoming.
A start was made on the overhaul and modernising of machinery, something which had necessarily to be neglected over the
past few years.
Whenever and wherever opportunity permitted, machinery was
converted to self drive and although the days of long lines of
machinery driven by belts from overhead shafting became
numbered, some 6-7 years were to pass before this method was
finally eliminated.
Due to wartime conditions and shortages of materials, several
" odd" sizes of materials had come into use and in 1946 a general
standardisation of carton · sizes and material specifications was
undertaken. When finalised, these became known as " 1946
Standard sizes" and the expressions "B.A.T. size" or I.T.Co.
size " disappeared from formulae records.
It was noticed that immediate post war imports of American
cigarettes e.g. Lucky Strike were packed in very strong three
piece cases. These consisted of a bitumen bonded corrugated
board inner case enclosed in an impregnated creped paper bag,
the whole enclosed in a waterproofed fibreboard outer, sealed
with waterproof cement. This packing, evolved for active service
conditions, gave very good protection to the contents and it was
thought could be used in place of wood cases.
Experimental shipments were made to Ships Stores and H.M.
Ships and were very well received.
However, introduction was a little premature; manufacturing
facilities were quite inadequate and wood cases continued to be
used.
Nevertheless, it is to this early fibreboard case that the modern
D.R.B.C. owes its origin.
It was early in 1946 that A.M. & F. 20s cup packet packers
were made available from U.S.A. Two of these machines were
obtained and installed in the No. 1 Bonded Factory to produce

Raleigh 20s packets which at that time were being packed on a
Molins W.U.S.A. machine.
At the same time, the Dipped Leaf Drier was installed in the
Bond and radical changes made in the processing of Raleigh and
those tobaccos which were cased by dipping into troughs, such as
Old English Curve Cut and Sweet Chestnut.
The Dipped leaf drier was a large heated chamber through
which the cased strips were carried on a series of conveyor bands,
the temperature at the top band was 230°F and at the lower band
300°F. The time through the machine was about 8 minutes and
the strips were dried down to 3-4% moisture content. The strips
were then reordered for blending in the case of Raleigh or for
plugging in the case of the tobacco items.
With some signs of an easing off in demands in the summer
of 1946 the night shift was brought to an end although it was still
necessa;y to continue some overtime working on the day shift.
The output from the two Liverpool factories, Roberts Street
and Commercial Road, in 1946 was 9,310 million cigarettes. This
was an overall daily average of 33! million cigarettes but ~hen ,
the night shift and overtime working was running, output exceeded , t
40 million per day. A total of 2.37 million pounds of smoking
tobaccos was also produced.
The end of 1946 saw the introduction of Bowen conditioning
machines and changes in the primary processing.
The leaf was now blended into crates each holding 55 lbs and
passed through the conditioning machine where steam was
applied adding some 5% moisture and heating the tobacco to a
temperature of l30/140°F.
.
After standing for 30 minutes in the crates the leaf was machme
stemmed. The resultant strips were then passed through a rotary
Liquoring cyli~der in which water was applied to bring them to
cutting condition.
After bulking for 24 hours in trollies in a hot humid room the
strips were taken out of the trollies and fed into the conveyor
to the automatic feed of the Molins cutting machine and cut at
60 cuts per inch.
The stems were treated in much the same way as has been
described in an earlier chapter but were now par-dried to 19/20%
after cutting and stored in trollies until required for mixing with
cut rag tobacco. The C.R.S. was added to the cut rag by means
of an automatic feed so geared to give the required amount of
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C.R.S. for the rag being cut and was delivered on top of the cut
rag as this passed to the dryers. The practise of adding C.R.S.
by divided feed on cigarette making machines was thus entirely
discontinued.
Some time later an Automatic strip feed was constructed to
deliver strips to Automatic conveyors feeding a line of 7 Molins
Rotary Cutting machines.
Also PANDA conveyors were installed to replace canvas
conveyors in the front of rag and C.R.S. cutting machines. These
were spring mounted metal troughs which by a very rapid oscillating motion conveyed the product forward and were developed
by the Liverpool engineers A. D. Pyke and Ian Adair (hence the
name P and A) and were built at Liverpool.
With the end of hostilities, repatriation of prisoners of war and
demobilisation, the demands on the Field Force Department had
dropped considerably and the premises in London Road were
closed and returned to their use as a department store by Messrs.
T. J. Hughes. Field Force sales could now be handled without the
need of special facilities although orders did continue to come
along until well into 1948.
S. C. Wilcocks who had been in charge of the F.F.S. section at
London Road assumed charge of a Training Department which
had been set up in connection with the Ministry' of Labour's
Training Within Industry (T.W.I.) scheme.
At the end of 1946, much thought was given to the introduction of a brand in American style soft cup packets but with a
Virginia type blend.
The brand name chosen was Embassy No. 77. Cigarette
machine dies and large supplies of wrapping materials were
obtained and one of the A.M. & F. packers was transferred
from the Bonded to the Duty Paid factory.
Large sales were confidently forecast but orders never materialised. Apart from a few preliminary samples, no manufacture
took place and the material eventually was scrapped.
The winter of 1946/7 was indeed a hard one; most parts of the
country suffered serious flooding, followed by severe frosts and
heavy snow. Fuel stocks at generating stations, depleted by the
war, could not be maintained and the Government of the day had
to order a shut down of all but essential services.
Thus for three weeks from lOth to 28th February 1947 the

Liverpool factories were closed due to a complete ban on the
use of electricity for machinery or lifts.
No manufacture took place during this period, except, perhaps,
some small stocks of 50s flat boxes or tins which bei)lg already
packed were wrapped by hand, then parcelled and end labelled
by the supervision and factory clerical staff.
It is estimated that some 400/450 million output was lost over
this period.
Around this time the Factory Manager, W. M. Kemmis-Betty
began the task of" job evaluation ", setting up a committee of
himself, Harold Lowe, T. L. Pike, R. F. Chapman and N. E.
Brown, the then Senior Pupil.
The work of this committee went on for some years, indeed
it was only just before " K.B." moved to Southampton in
January 1952 that their work neared its conclusion.
By this time S. C. Wilcocks had moved from T.W.I. to "job
evaluation" and a Works Study Department had been created
under W. P. Hawks.
Job evaluation and classification rates of pay were discussed
with P. G. H. Lewison of Personnel Department by "K.B." at •,,
Southampton and by D. S. F. Hobson who had succeeded him
at Liverpool. After discussions with the Union and the LT. Co.
" classification rates of pay " became operative from 29th
September 1952 replacing all previous " allocation " or " overpay" rates then in force.
In the first half of 1947 the working week was reduced to
45 hours from the 48 hours which had endured since 1907.
The first half of 1947 also saw the introduction of the BedfordScammel articulated trailer vehicle which was capable of carrying
8/9 tons. These were also considerably faster and much more
manoeuvreab1e than the tractor/trailer combinations which had
served so faithfully for over 20 years. The death blow was struck
to these by legislation which made pneumatic tyres obligatory on
all trailers. The tractors and trailers were disposed of and largely
replaced by Bedford-Scammel units.
At this time too training was started of 15 men as foremen in
primary, making and packing departments, also 5 manufacturing
pupils, all of these were destined for India over the course of
the next year or so.
New machinery was now becoming available from the makers
and in May 1947 Liverpool received 6 Molins M2 Double bundle
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(Twin 10s) 20s packers and 8 Rose R.U. 10s carton packers. The
first allowed the removal of the old Al9 machines which had been
pressed into service as "table packers", the others allowed for
some of the older Rose/Brecknell packers to be taken out of line.
In June 1947 contracts were placed with the I.T.Co. to produce
Capstan, Gold Flake and Players Medium for India, and for
Capstan Full, Cut Golden Bar, Players Medium, St. Bruno Flake
and Three Nuns tobaccos for N.A.A.F.I.
.
The reason for this is forgotten; it may have been that Live~
pool's capacity was overcalled, Belfast also was continuing to
turn out 50/80 ~lion per month of various brands for Malaya.
In July 1947 m an attempt to defeat pilfering from cases both
at the docks and in transit, which had increased since the end of
the war, a .change was made in the method of nailing and sealing.
At the time cases had hoop iron bands around each end nailed
at 3-4" intervals. Pilferers had first removed these bands from
across the lids, then withdrawn the nails holding the lids, allowing
these to be moved endwise without interfering with the Customs
band around the centre of the case.
Part of the contents were then extracted, sometimes being
replac~d by waste materials, half bricks or dunnage, sometimes
the thieves did not bother.
The lids were then slid back into position, renailed and the
hoop-iron replaced, thus covering any marks that had been made
in withdrawing the nails.
Cases were now to be "double nailed", wired, no hoop-iron.
Every board of the case was nailed to the ends by one nail into
t~e panel and one into the panel batten, the cases were strapped
With heavy gauge wire at each end and lighter gauge wire around
the centre: The ends of the wire were twisted together, using
tools provided by F. H. Power of Birmingham. The wires at the
ends of the cases were stapled to the case with t" staples. H .M.
Customs s~aling was by means of a short length of wire through
t~o holes m the centre of the lid being twisted together over the
wue band and sealed with a metal Crown seal. Any attempt to
move the centre wire band or to slide the lid under the band
destroyed the seal. The absence of the hoop iron at the ends
made it no longer possible to conceal marks made in removing
nails from the cases.
This change had a marked effect on the incidence of pilferage
and this was materially reduced for a few years, at least until

determined thieves discovered a new way of broaching cases.
From time to time instances occurred where access to cases
was obtained by prising slightly one of the boards in the side of
a case, inserting a thin blade or tool and cutting tht;ough the
nails.
The board was then knocked sideways enough to extract some
of the contents of the case, then knocked back again into its
original position.
This method of access left no traces and was only discovered
when cases were opened. However, it was rather time consuming
and mainly occurred in warehouses or during voyages when
cases were not under supervision and the thieves could work
undisturbed.
The output from Liverpool in 1947 was 6,930 million cigarettes
and 1. 77 million pounds of smoking tobacco, naturally much less
than in the previous year owing to the cessation of night shift
working, reduction in overtime working, reduction in working
week and the loss of three weeks output during the " freeze out "
in February.
Towards the end of 1947 the post of Factory Medical Officer ',.
held by Dr. Flood for over a quarter of a century, became vacant.
Dr. W. J. Chisnall was appointed and as he is still with us it
would seem that B.A.T. Liverpool does not often need to change
its Medical officers.
In December 1947 Roberts Street factory was closed and
changed over to a Bonded factory. The two A.M. & F. packers
were moved from Commercial Road, making machines were
converted to Raleigh size and manufacture of Raleigh started in
February 1948. The rag tobacco was prepared at Commercial
Road and transported to Roberts Street.
After about two years, manufacture of Raleigh was moved
back to No. 1 Bonded Factory in Commercial Road, Roberts
Street factory was closed and reverted to a store.
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CHAPTER 24
At the beginning of 1948 the War Office invited the Company
to make an offer to purchase large stocks of tobaccos supplied
to them under contract and now surplus to requirements.
These amounted to around 285,000 pounds of various brands
lying both in U.K. and overseas Bonded Warehouses. The packing
was in airtight tins, mainly 4 oz but with some 2 oz.
These stocks were purchased and brought back to Liverpool
over a period. All but a very tiny proportion was in excellent
condition and needed very little doing to bring it to saleable
condition. The work was reconditioned at the rate of 5/6000 lbs
per week and was cleared within a year.
In January 1948, Liverpool was called on to help out Southampton in the production of Albert 20s packets.
Orders were received for between 15 and 20 millions per month
for Belgian Congo. An old Red Lion packet which had no other
use was converted to pack these cigarettes and this business went
on for almost a year.
During this time a· complaint was received from the territory
that several millions of these cigarettes were unsaleable, smokers
would not have them, alleging that they were unsmokeable and
caused coughing.
This naturally caused consternation amongst everyone conconcerned. Every aspect of processing and manufacture was
investigated but the cause could not be found. Eventually it
emerged that it was the cigarette print that was responsible for
this sales resistance. Shortly after Liverpool took on this manufacture two cigarette printing dies were bought to replace dies
which had become worn. These were purchased from a new
firm which the Company had been using, as the established die
cutters Smale and Maddin were rather busy at that time.
The new dies, although excellent in themselves, had been cut
with a much less upright stance to the script lettering of the
brand name Albert and the extended flourish at the tail of the
" t " was less leavy than that on the old dies.
The smokers had noticed this difference in print and assumed
that these cigarettes were spurious. On the premise that an
imitation must necessarily be inferior they began to discover
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faults in the cigarettes which really did not exist and persuaded
themselves that the quality was so inferior as to cause coughing.
These cigarettes had to be transferred to another market and
steps were taken to see that these dies were not used again.
Another complaint received at that time which although
justified, caused more amusement than sorrow was about
" foreign matter " in a tin of tobacco.
This complaint came from Jersey and to paraphase the letter
" when the customer opened a 4 oz tin of Players Navy Mixture
a live frog jumped out".
The exhibit returned was the almost mummified remains of
a small frog.
The Laboratory report was that " although they would not
suggest that the customer was mistaken, the creature was certainly
very dead now and appeared to have expired some considerable
time ago ".
Although it was not uncommon for frogs and lizards to be
found amongst leaf, having been gathered up with it from the
growing area and prised into the cases, this specimen could not ·' ,t
have been one of these-it would not have passed through the
cutting machine without damage.
It was conjectured that the frog must have got into the empty
tin at the tin maker's premises at Aintree and remaine~ undetected
when the tobacco was placed into the tin on top of it. Once the
bottom had been placed on the tin and the tin stood upright, the
frog would be at the top of the tin under the tagger.
Supplies of most wrapping materials were now becoming more
plentiful and many new materials were now appearing. Selling
Department decided that it was time to have a change from the
rather drab brown waterproof parcels which had been used
during the war years. Thus in January 1948 all 500s parcelling
of non-airtight items was changed to laminated foil, kraft, foil
material, very much more attractive, especially when coupled
with brighter end labels, printed in one or more colours on white
instead of on brown kraft paper.
After some 8/9 months, the laminators, having gained experience, a change was made to kraft-foil, that is kraft paper with a
layer of foil bonded to one side with bitumen. This material was
used with the foil side outside.
Tin plate supplies were also now much better and the pre war
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curled edge cutter covers with Myers cutters were re-introduced
for cigarette and tobacco air-tight (or vacuum) tins.
In the summer of 1948, demands began to slacken off, partly
due to the completion of all outstanding War Office , contracts
for cigarettes and partly to the fact that Pakistan and India were
now producing all their requirements of Gold Flake I Os cartons
and 50s a.t.t. Also Hong Kong were now producing Capstan
Medium, Gold Flake, Players N/C Medium and Three Castles
Mild on their own behalf.
By this time the labour force had been suitably reduced. The
extra labour needed during the war years and for the running of
the night shift had been dispersed, very much less painfully than
in 1919-21 and 1930-31 when very great hardship was caused to
a lot of people.
The output from Liverpool in 1948 was 5,924 million cigarettes
and just under 2 million pounds of tobacco.
Pilferage from wood cases was once again on the increase,
so early in 1949 the Scollay patent device was re-introduced for
most markets. This device, as readers no doubt will recall, was
an inserted band of hoop iron in a groove cut along the ends of
all long boards making up the case sides, lids and bottoms. The
outer of the double row of nails at either end of the cases consisted
of headless nails, the inner rows were cone or " soldier headed "
nails and all were cement coated. These various features made
them difficult to remove without leaving considerable traces of
their removal.
The stapled Power wire feature was also continued, long boards
were also tongued and grooved and fitted with corrugated
fasteners. In short, cases were now as pilfer resistant as it was
possible to get them without making them impossibly expensive.
In the Spring of 1949, a start was made on the foundations of
a new single Storey building at the south end of the Commercial
Road factory on the site formerly occupied by the Engineers' and
Joiners' shops and the case stores which had been destroyed in
1940/41.
This building was of experimental design and construction
being a prototype for proposed factories in hot climates.
There were large cavity walls and ceilings, the roof beams
were cork insulated before affixing the roofing sheets, the roof
lights were north facing. All this was to allow maximum light
with minimum heat transfer.
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The height of the building had to be restricted as the occupants
of property on the east side of Commercial Road claimed
" Ancient Lights " rights.
The building was intended for use by the Western Packing Case
Co. and was completed and occupied by them in February 1951.
The conveyor which had carried cases from the pre-war case
stores to No. 4 Factory was reconstructed and once more cases
travelled from W.P.C.Co. direct to No. 4 Despatch Dept.
Up to this time dating of immediate containers was by " notch
coding " of slides, tin or packet labels or by " dot coding " of
25s and 50s pocket box or tin linings.
This was by a series of notches cut in the wings of slides or in
the edges of labels or by impressing a series of dots in the mainly
foil and tissue linings of the fancy packings. The spacing between
the notches or dots varied according to the month and year of
packing and could only be interpreted by using a chart or key.
The outer boxes or parcel end labels had a figure code, this
varied between territories, some had three figures, some four and
some had six figures.
,
Selling Department were anxious to have a figure code on-t
immediate containers so that their field representative could
readily see that retailers were properly rotating their stocks.
Teddy Hughes of the Liverpool engineering department devised
a code dater device to produce either 3 or 4 figure coding on the
bottom flaps of slides which could be fitted in place of the coupon
or insert feed on all Rose or Molins 10s and 20s carton packers.
These feeds had not been used since coupons or stiffeners had
discontinued at the outbreak of World War 11. For labels for
tobacco and cigarette tins a perforating machine wa:, obtained.
For 25s and 50s boxes or tins which were machine packed, a
figure punching device was fitted in place of the dot punching
device. For those items which were hand-packed, e.g. Churchman
No. I, Players No. 3, 50s boxes or tins or Embassy 20s and 25s
tins, the four figure code was applied by rubber stamps, once
inks suitable for the varnished surfaces had been found.
Decorated tobacco tins were also dated by means of rubber
stamps in a similar way to that used for hand fancy packed items.
As Selling Department had now agreed to a four figure code
for all markets for B.A.T. brands and to a three figure code for
all Gallaher brands, this method of coding immediate containers
was introduced in April 1949. A chart or key had still to be used
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to interpret the code dating but after a short time most people
were able to " read the code " without resource to these charts.
Soon after this a method was found of embossing a figure code
on machine packed 25s and 50s boxes and tins and thus a 11
immediate containers of tobacco and cigarettes were externally
coded.
June 1949 saw the retirement of Stanley Bowman whom readers
will recall had moved to Manufacturing Dept. Head Office at the
outbreak of War, though still remaining responsible for the
Liverpool Factory. N. T. Brown who had been in charge of
Manufacturing Dept. before 1940, then moving to Leaf Department, now resumed his former duties.
The middle of 1949 also saw an increased demand for cigarettes
in 20s cartons, so much so that our machine capacity was overcalled. Contracts were entered into with the I.T.Co. for their
Bristol and Nottingham branches to supply Capstan Medium,
Gold Flake and Players Medium in 20s cartons to N.A.A.F.I.
markets.
At the same time the Leeds factory of Ardath Tobacco Co. Ltd.
was turning out Pirate 1Os cartons and Players Medium and
Wild Woodbine 50s airtight tins.
The reason for the Leeds contract which lasted some 6 months
is not remembered. It may have been that orders temporarily
exceeded capacity and/or the ending of the 50/80 million per
month contracts at Belfast.
The question of providing a satisfactory alternative to wood
cases which were now becoming quite expensive, was resurrected.
This had been suggested in 1945 when experimental shipments
had been made of " American style " fibre-board cases, but
supplies had been insufficient to allow for a change to be made.
Bill Watson of Supply Dept. Liverpool, now produced samples
of a " double export " fibreboard case. This consisted of a one
piece fibreboard outer case with fully overlapping outer flaps
with a six piece inner " case " made from hardboard. This was
soon changed to a three piece inner made from heavy fibreboard.
Advantages claimed were savings in cost, in freight and reduction
in pilferages insofar that any attempt to broach the fibreboard
cases was immediately spotted-it could not be covered up as
with wood cases.
Experimental shipments were made to depots and associated

Companies in Malaya, Gold Coast, Nigeria and Egypt who
reported upon these shipments.
The string and plombe method of sealing used for the wood
battened panel end fibreboard case was not suitable for the new
cases. Permission was obtained from H.M. Customs and Excise
to band these cases with the high tensile steel strapping carrying
a Signode Crown seal which had been undergoing a trial period
at Southampton.
Reports from the markets were very favourable but once more,
adequate supplies could not be arranged and the new cases were
introduced only for Ships Stores, H.M. Ships and short sea
voyage markets in Europe and the Mediterranean area.
Indeed it was not until well into 1953 that these cases were
brought into more general use for all packings except tobaccos
and cigarettes in tins, these being rather more susceptible to
damage in transit. By this time too the fibreboard cases had been
named "double reinforced board containers", a description
given to them to gain acceptance by the various Shipping
, ,.
Conferences.
Once the Signode banding of the experimental fibreboard
cases was agreed to, a natural step forward was to extend this to
wood cases. Therefore, with H.M. Customs agreement Signode
bands/seals replaced the centr_al wire banding/wired seal on wood
cases from September 1949.•
Around this time, too, the packing of lifters in 50s air-tight tins
was resumed, after an absence of almost exactly ten years. These
had been amongst the first items to be discontinued in 1939/40
when it was so essential to economise in usages of materials.
This re-introduction had the immediate effect of a reduction
of 20-25% in output of the hand packers.
Selling Department also decreed that all 1Os and 20s cartons
should be wrapped in M.P. viscose; previously this wrapping had
been confined to only the medium and high class brands. This
put some considerable strain on the wrapping machine capacity
and 7 new W.M.I.A. wrapping machines were placed on order.
The output in 1949 was 5,740 million cigarettes with 2.2 million
pounds of tobaccos.
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In 1950 attention was given to modernising the Hand packing
and Soldering and Labelling Departments.
The packing tables were covered with more durable non scratch
surfaces, all cracks, crevices and pockets where shorts and dust
could accumulate were eliminated.
This was done as much to reduce the risk of infestation as to
save the duty value of the tobacco shorts themselves.
Four lidding-off machines were installed. These placed the
bottoms on packed 50s tins, a job previously done by hand, thus
affecting an appreciable saving in labour.
These machines had been developed by Engineering Department
from the ground work of Bob Parr and Alan Doig in designing a
machine to pack 50s vacuum tins. Such a machine never was
perfected, although many years later, in 1972, news was received
that the I.T.Co. were using a semi-automatic packing machine
to pack 25s and 50s round drums.
The soldering machines were fitted with immersion type
electrically heated solder baths, replacing the old gas heater
baths.
Conditions around these machines were much less hot and
unpleasant.
Electrically heated tin heater/testers were designed and built
by Engineering Dept. and installed in place of the cumbersome
steam heated rotary type heater/testers on the cigarette lines.
These new testers were large insulated cabinets with a series
of tracks inside, descending from the top rear of the cabinet to
the bottom front, between electrically heated elements. After
passing through the bottom-soldering machine the tins were
carried on a rising conveyor to the top of the cabinet and passed
down the tracks inside the cabinet and out through a chute at
the bottom. Time through the heater/tester was 2-3 minutes. At
the exit end tins were turned tagger up and passed under a roller
which automatically punctured the tagger, on to a band where
they were " dot soldered " in the usual way.
The 7 new WMIA Wrapping machines which had come in, had
parts to incorporate an " easy opening device " in the viscose
film wrapper. This device was at first a 3mm wide strip of viscose

printed with a coloured line of varying widths attached to the
inside of the wrapper and extending slightly beyond the end of it.
When the end of this strip was pulled, the wrapper tore along
the strip and was discarded. There was much experimentation in
the width and colour of the printed lines and in positioning them
on the wrapped carton so as not to interfere with the design of
the carton.
For instance, it was found in the case of Simba 10s cartons
which had a lion's head on the front, that placing of the strip
centrally round the car~on gave a strange squinting effect to the
animal's eyes. The strip was, therefore, placed off centre.
Sealing of the strips to the wrapper by heat alone was found
to be unsatisfactory and had to be augmented by a solvent
adhesive.
This opening device became more popularly known as " easy
tear off" further abbreviated to "E.T.O." and was in general
use by the summer of 1950. However, the demand for lOs and 20s
cartons increased so much as to overcall the output of the 7
machines producing E.T.O. and early in 1951 most of the cheaper
brands reverted to ordinary wrapping style. Indeed it was some't
three years later before a complete reversion to the E.T.O.
wrappers could be achieved.
In 1950, F. C. Good, the Branch Accountant retired and was
succeeded by G. E. Beavis.
" Goodie " had been at the Branch since its earliest days and
well remembers receiving and " booking in " machinery, plant
and equipment whilst the Commercial Road factory was under
construction.
He was one of the favoured half-dozen who used to partake
of Mrs. Hill's "catering" arrangements before the first World
War when no other facilities were available, which had been
referred to in an earlier chapter.
The output for 1950 amounted to 5,352 million cigarettes and
just over 2 million pounds of tobacco.
This was mainly from Commercial Road as the Roberts Street
factory had closed in February 1950, the Raleigh manufacture
reverting to Commercial Road No. 1 Bonded Factory.
In the Spring of 1951 Liverpool received its first Ayers and
Grimshaw rotary parceller.
This produced a 200s foil kraft paper parcel of 10s cartons and
was fitted to a Molins M2/WMIA Wrapper producing Rough
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Rider 10s cartons. After thorough trials this A. & G. rotary
parceller was sent to Bonnybridge.
That factory was at that time producing Rough Rider 10s
cartons for Malaya, the advent of the A. & G. machine caused a
slight. upheaval.
The A. & G. machine parcelled the cartons in four rows of
five cartons whereas the parcels produced at Bonnybridge had
been two rows of ten cartons. The dimensions of the two parcels
were thus slightly different and necessitated alterations in case
dimensions.
In June 1951 Liverpool acquired four Molins BF2 banderolers
capable of handling the majority of the stamps, stickers and
shorter banderoles then in use.
With some rationalisation between the sizes and positioning
.of the stamps etc., all except those banderoles which had to be
fixed along the edge of a carton could now be applied by machine,
effecting a considerable saving in labour.
For some months past, doubts had been expressed about the
adequacy of board supplies for shells and slides and alternative
materials for 10s packings were being considered.
Liverpool established that it would be a comparatively simple
matter to convert either Rose RUs or Mollins M2 10s packers
to pack cigarettes straight into printed viscose packets.
However, in the Spring of 1951, Neipmann 10s and 20s packet
packers became available. These packed cigarettes into printed
paper packets.
Liverpool and Southampton received both 1Os and 20s
Neipmann Machines and Bonnybridge, Lisnafillan and Forthbank received 10s packet packers. Ashton under Lyme received
20s packet machines.
Wrapping material and case sizes were worked out and
" Operation Cup " was ready for launching.
In the event, however, nothing very much happened, board
supplies did prove adequate. The only Neipmann packets put out
were a few millions of Capstan Medium 20s packets for Venezuela
from Southampton and a few million Rough Rider 10s from
Forthbank for Malaya.
Whilst it is understood that Southampton continued to put
out Capstan 20s packets for a year or so, the existence cf the
Rough Rider 10s packets was much shorter.
It is related that one of the prime reasons for the unpopularity
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and non-acceptance of the packing in Malaya was its fragility.
The pocket-less, lightly clad Malay, accustomed to carrying his
cigarettes tucked between his clothing and his hotly perspiring
body, found that the paper packet and the cigarettes soon
disintegrated.
However, Neipmann machines were sent to Mauritius, Jinja
and Kampala amongst others to turn out brands in many sizes.
All the wrapping materials and cases were supplied from the
U.K.
The Sample Office at Liverpool spent several weeks working
out material sizes, making up by hand sample packets and
determining case sizes so that Purchasing Dept. could provide
the materials.
There is no instance recorded that any of their recommendations
were incorrect.
In June 1951 the Ashton under Lyme factory of Pattreiouex
took over the manufacture of Senior Service and this brand
vanished from the Liverpool scene for nearly two years. In fact
three years were to pass before Liverpool recommenced produc- •,t
tion of Senior Service 20s in large quantities, even then sharing the
manufacture with Lisnafillan.
The Summer of 1951 saw the introduction of Wills and Players
embossed foil kraft Wrappers, the first having the name
"W.D.&H.O. Wills" and the "Star" trade mark embossed all
over, the other having the words " Player's Please" in multi
embossing.
These were introduced for 10s and 20s cartons in 500s parcels
but almost immediately all 10/500s and 20/500s for all brands
changed to 200s parcels wrapping in foil kraft paper with multicoloured end labels which soon became known as " gay " end
labels. This combination certainly was more eye-catching and
attractive.
For certain markets the 200s parcels were made up into 2000s
waterproof paper parcels.
Semi-automatic parcelling devices which came to be known as
"Liverpool Type jiggers" were designed by W. (Billie)
Williams, the then Packing Room Superintendent and the
Engineering Department for making up these 200s and 2000s
parcels.
A piece of foil-kraft paper was placed over a mould and the
cartons assembled on top were then plunged down into the
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mould with the paper. Fingers at each end of the mould at the
bottom made the first end folds of the parcel, the edges of the
wrapper were folded down and the long seam secured with
adhesive.
The second half of the first end folding was then made by the
operator pushing the ends of the long seam down into the mould.
The partly folded parcel was then picked up and placed into a
channel or box with the sides so shaped as to make the second
end folds as the parcels -were pushed through.
As the parcels emerged at the far end of the "jigger", ;nd
labels were applied and the parcels were complete.
These "Liverpool type jiggers ~ , were used in many factories
throughout the world and served until Ayers & Grimshaw rotary
parcellers and Molins B.T.I. parcellers became more readily
available.
The output from Commercial Road in 1951 was 5,529 millions
of cigarettes with 2.12 million pounds of tobacco.
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The beginning of 1952 saw the departure from the Liverpool
scene of W. M. Kemmis-Betty to take over the Branch Managership of Southampton.
This was in succession to J. M. Stewart who had been appointed
to the board.
As a matter of interest both Mr. Stewart and Mr. KemmisBetty had undergone their pupil training at Liverpool in the
1920s.
" K.B's " position of Factory Manager was taken by D. S. F.
Hobson who also had been a pupil at Liverpool before transferring to South America.
Around this time the Molins MK VI cigarette machine was
coming forward in greater numbers.
This was not as well liked as the Mark V, despite better filling
due to modifications in the tobacco feed to the paper, as it was
not nearly so versatile in the range of lengths/circumferences it~t
could handle.
The individual dust collection system fitted to the Mark VI
was, however, a vast improvement on earlier individual systems.
Work thus commenced in fitting this improved system to all
making machines and once all were equipped, the Cyclone system
of dust collection was dismantled.
A second attempt at " flow line " production was made.
Readers may recall the first attempt in the Ruby Queen/Pirate
Magnums era which has been referred to earlier.
Now all the 50s pocket box/tin packers were placed in a line
in Room 403 with a conveyor running the whole length of the
line.
Wrapping materials were serviced to the machines from this
conveyor and packed work was carried away from the machines
on the same conveyor and stacked into trollies for transport to
the Despatch Dept.
Whilst this system worked quite well on the fancy packed
machines which never had more than four quite disparite items
running at one time, it was not feasible on the 1Os or 20s machines.
Here it was unusual to have two or more machines running
on the same formula, so that the segregation of the packed work
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would have been most difficult and the servtcmg of wrapping
materials by conveyor to the correct machine well nigh impossible.
Over the past few years import into some South American
countries of U.K. manufactured cigarettes had become increasingly difficult owing to the swingeing import duties levied upon
them.
It had been possible to obviate these duties to some extent
by resorting to the " packed separately " method of shipping
cigarettes and wrapping materials separately, the cigarettes in foil
and tissue packets only attracting duty. This subterfuge also had
only been possible in the case of Venezuela.
Now goods could only be imported in the containers in which
they were retailed, that is, in the 10s or 20s cartons. Duty, however, was to be levied on the gross weight of the cases in which
they were to be shipped.
Thought was given as to how this might be circumvented.
Eventually it was decided to obtain a returnable steel container
large enough to hold 1t million cigarettes and an order was placed
with a South Wales steel company, to build such a container.
The idea was to pack the cigarettes in 20s cartons in 2000s
waterproof paper parcels directly into this container without any
other form of casing.
The container would be unloaded on the quayside at the
destination, opened and emptied into customers' vehicles for
transport to his stores.
The empty container would then be returned to the ship and
brought back for re-use to Liverpool.
This first container was sized to take 1t million Capstan N/C
Medium cigarettes in 20s shells and slides 2,000 parcels.
By the time it \\as ready and all arrangements had been made
for its transport to and from Venezuela, the packing had been
changed to 20s cup packets which only Southampton was producing at that time.
Therefore, the first couple of shipments of this " door to door "
container were made from Southampton, but eventually from
Liverpool when this factory later turned out cup-packets.
" Door to door " containers of 20' and 40' length are now
commonplace but the foregoing is the earliest recorded instance
of B.A.T's involvement in this method of transport of packed
goods.
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The output in 1952 was 5,563 million cigarettes and just over
2 million pounds of pipe tobaccos.
As has been mentioned earlier, " classification rates of pay"
as a result of "job evaluation" were introduced from 29th
September 1952.
Around this time, with the great increase in air travel, specially
printed inserts, labels and stickers were introduced for Air Stores
trade. These were similar to the " Ships labels" which were in
use before World War II and bore the words "Especially packed
for (name of airline)" and the insignia or crest of the airline.
The beginning of 1953 saw the introduction of" Coronation"
packings in readiness for the forthcoming coronation of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II which was to take place in May 1953.
These packings were lOOs hinged lid tins of Players N /C
Medium cigarettes with suitable commemorative design and
wording printed and embossed on the lids.
Also the viscose film wrappers used for Players N/C Medium
and Players No. 3 50s pocket tins were replaced by " Coronation ••
printed film. At first the introduction of this printed film gave
rise to problems of register on the wrapping machines but a '
speedy solution was soon found .
In April 1953 the Liverpool Management was shocked to
receive a teleprinter message from N. T. Brown, head of Manufacturing Department, Millbank, asking for details of the
Liverpool factory, its history and outputs since its earliest days,
damage which it had sustained during World War II and all
major rebuilding or alterations which had taken place over the
years.
The reason for this request was that the Board were considering
several schemes for improving output and reducing costs of
production. These included the possibility of enlarging and
modernising the present factory or closing it down and building
a new factory, not necessarily in Liverpool.
Recovering from the shock of the implications behind this
request, Fred Smith, George Emsley, Dave Reuben and other of
Accounting Dept. , W. L. Carpenter of Engineering Dept. and
Ted Cordwell and others of Manufacturing Dept. " worked
like Trojans " and the requisite information was on its way to
London within two days from receiving the request.
The writer, knowing of the existence of this record, found it
to be of inestimable value in compiling this narrative; it certainly
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saved a great deal of research and recalled information which
would otherwise have been lost due to destruction of relevant
records.
In the event, the outcome of the Board's deliberations was not
as cala.~;nitous to Liverpool as had been feared.
Eventually, it was decided that the building occupied by the
Western Packing Case Co. would be turned over to a Primary
Manufacturing Department. Owing to the increasing use of
D.R.B.C.'s for shipping manufactured goods, the manufacture
of wooden cases could very well be carried out in much smaller
premises. An extension to the existing building to house a smaller
W.P.C. Co. was started in 1955 and when this was completed the
W.P.C. Co. machinery was moved into it. Cases were made and
held in " shook " form, that is, in their component parts of tops
and bottoms, sides and ends and were taken along to be assembled
as required in Room 203 of the main factory, where a couple of
nailing machines had been installed.
Once the W.P.C. Co. had moved to their new premises, work
began to instal C. and C. (cleaning and classifying) lines in the
building they had vacated and to transfer primary manufacturing
facilities from No. 4 Factory.
A story is told of the time when the new W.P.C. Co. building
was under construction about a certain member of Management
happening upon a building worker taking" time out for a smoke".
Remonstrating with him and disclosing his identity, he was met
with the remark" you've a good job, mate, you want to keep it",
from the apparently unimpressed workman.
Opportunity was taken during the rebuilding of the W.P.C.Co.
premises to rebuild and modernise the boiler house in South
Yard. New oil-fired boilers were installed and commissioned in
1956.
The new P.M.D. was in full production by the middle of
1958. Cut rag tobacco was carried by a conveyor from the P.M.D.
across South Yard up to the tobacco stores situated in Room 401.
Arriving at the tobacco stores it discharged on to a chute and
was weighed off into 40 lb skips.
At first eight men were engaged in this weighing off and it
soon became obvious that this was far too many- they were
getting in each other's way.
Works Study Department suggested that this crew should be

reduced to five and these five should receive £1 per week extra
pay.
Unfortunately, amongst the five men selected there were some
recently engaged ex Merchant Navy men who decided they could
not keep up with the work.
Using the subterfuge that they had been promised £1 per day
(not £1 per week) for agreeing to reduced manning, they went
on strike.
The T.W.U. were in sympathy with these men so that the
management were forced to call on volunteer labour from office
and pupil staffs to keep the factory operating; without rag
tobacco no more cigarettes could be made once the stores stocks
had been used.
The five ·volunteer workers, even though unused to this kind
of work were able to keep up with the work and the T.W.U.
realizing this, withdrew their support for the strikers.
The strikers attempted picketing outside the entrance to the
factory but met with no success and eventually normal working
was resumed on the chute with a new crew. Four of the five
dissidents who were obvious trouble makers were dismissed.
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May 1953 saw the start of experimental shipments of tobaccos
in 2oz vacuumised decorated screw-top tins, (the names " ScRuVAC" and " SKRUSEAL" were introduced later) in place of
vacuumised snap-lid tins and airtight soldered bottom tins.
These shipments were made to most territories; reports were
made by the territories and in some instances samples were
returned for examination to see how the tins had stood up to
travel/handling conditions.
These tins were very well received and were brought into fairly
general use by the end of 1954. About the only exception was
Ships Stores, which market continued with 4 oz and 8 oz airtight tins for some years.
In July 1953 one of the two A.M. & F. 20s cup packet packers
in the No. 1 Bonded Factory was moved across to the No. 4
Duty Paid factory.
This was to pack Senior Service for Australia; large orders
were expected.
Doubts were expresl-.ed that the machine with its fixed packet
arbors would handle the Senior Service cigarettes, which, although
of a smaller circumference than Raleigh, were much more firmly
filled.
These fears were unfounded- the smaller cigarettes were just
small enough to escape the " 10% compression " which the
Raleigh cigarettes received in being forced through the arbor
and which, due to their lower density, they were able to accept
by " squaring off " instead of bursting.
Although large orders were forthcoming initially this packing
was short lived and dropped out after a few months.
The output from Liverpool in 1953 is estimated to have been
around 5,700 million cigarettes and around 2.2 million lbs of
tobaccos.
This figure is estimated from various ancillary records as, due
to the established practise of disposing of records after a certain
lapse of time, all records of output prior to October 1958 have
been destroyed.
Indeed, if the report to Head Office mentioned in the previous
chapter had not been preserved, it would not have been possible

to ascertain the outputs prior to October 1958, which is only as
far back as existing records go.
Such records as are available suggest that there was a steady
decline in demand for cigarettes from Liverpool from around
23 million a day in 1953 to only 15 million a day during 1958.
In October 1953 all brands being packed in LT. Co. size
cartons, that is, Capstan Mild, Medium and Full, Three Castles
Mild, Gold Flake and Players N /C Medium changed to the use
of " slip top " foil and tissue.
This feature .is of course the one where the top front of the foil
packet can be pulled away, allowing access to the cigarette.
This feature was not extended to other carton sizes, mainly
cheaper brands, until around 1956 when all machines were
converted.
It is reported that once all brands had been changed over,
some adverse comment was· received from consumers in Indonesia.
They, apparently, had been in the habit of using the unembossed
hard tempered, highly polished foil from their cigarette packets
as " lures " on their fishing lines. The embossed, soft tempered,
less bright appearing foil from the " slip top " packets was not't
nearly so effective, being dull, limp and lifeless by comparison.
In the Spring of 1954 the General Sales Committee gave some
consideration to the introduction to the U.K. factories of hinged
lid cartons which had made their appearance in U.S.A. and
Canada. These were the three row cartons with the cigarettes in
7.7.6 formation.
There were; however, no developments, possibly because
insufficient machines were available to allow changing an established brand over to this style of carton.
However, machinery was available to produce hinged lid
cartons in the 2 x 10s foil packet formation and in August 1954
Players No. 3 and Three Castles Mild 20s shell and slide canons
changed to the hinged lid variety, followed some time later by
Churchman No. 1.
As these three cigarettes were different circumferences and
lengths, changing the machine to pack them in slightly differing
size cartons was most time consuming.
In June 1954 the Company Pension scheme was extended to
female (non staff) employees.
There were inevitably many long service employees nearing
their retiring age who could hardly benefit from inclusion in the
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scheme, but several of them, whom the writer has contacted in
compiling this history, express gratification at the very satisfactory arrangements the Company made for them when they
retired.
About this time too there were reductions in demands on
Liverpool by the transfer to the LT. Co. of manufacture for the
U.K. domestic market of Gold Block, Log Cabin, Old Judge and
Lucky Strike tobaccos. These had been manufactured at Liverpool
since September 1939 and now reverted to the Ogden branch at
Liverpool.
With the closing of Pattreiouex's factory at Ashton under
Lyme and transfer of manufacture of Senior Service cigarettes to
Lisnafillan, Liverpool also ceased to put out Senior Service in
20s cartons.
Senior Service 25s boxes, 50s pocket tins and 50s air-tight
tins stayed at Liverpool for about a year longer, being transferred
to Lisnafillan in May 1955.
The Leeds branch of the Ardath Tobacco Co. were also
turning out Churchman's No. 1 in 20s pocket tins and Players NJC
Medium lOs cartons for Gold Coast, and continued with this work
until April 1955.
It was a long time before Senior Service returned to the
Liverpool scene1 in fact not until January 1959.
The end of 1954 saw the closure of the Forthbank factory
and the transfer of W. J. Greggor to Bonnybridge as Factory
Manager.
December 1954 also saw the retirement of two honoured
members of the " down homers " contingent from Ashton Gate
who had moved to Liverpool in 1919.
These were G. E. Beavis- Branch Accountant since 1950 and
E. R. Cordwell, founder and head of Manufacturing Dept. " F "
since 1924/5.
George Beavis was succeeded by G. B. Crawford and " Teddie "
Cordwell by the writer.
The writer is very conscious that any small success he may
have had during his service at Liverpool is largely due to the
thorough training he received from "E.R.C." admittedly, a
sometimes difficult task master.
To him, no problem was insuperable, difficult ones just took
a little longer.
Also, it is " E.R.C's " practise of carefully recording details

of all important correspondence on manufacturing matters and
the preservation of relevant records which has made the task of
writing this history so much easier.
Around the end of 1954, filter tipped cigarette manufacture
was resumed after a break of almost 10 years. The brand was
Matinee F.T. in 20s shell and slide cartons. The filters were crepe
paper made at Liverpool on the pre-war plug maker but now we
had Molins P.A.l assemblers.
It is understood that at the same time, Southampton started
putting out the same brand in 20s cup packets using Neipmann
packers.
Another new brand introduced in the spring of 1955 was
L. & B. Extra Mild Cork Tipped in 20s shell and slide cartons.
This was a high class brand and natural cork tipping was used
for it. Sales were not spectacular and the brand had a very short
life.
In 1955 the working hours were reduced to 44 per week.
These hours were worked Monday to Thursday 9 hours each with
8 hours on Fridays.
Thus the 5 day working week was introduced.
It was also in 1955 that the Molins MK VII Maker made its
appearance. This machine was featured at the Molins Exhibition
at Saunderton, Bucks, in June 1955 and basically was two makers
on 7' 6" centres feeding into an automatic twin catcher system.
Output claimed was in excess of 2,500 cigarettes per minute but
as it was without automatic weight control and had only a single
colour printer, it was not particularly versatile, Liverpool had
only one machine for a short time. There was also a variant of
of this machine, the MK VIIA which had an automatically controlled Elevator in the hopper ensuring steadier weights and a
nucleonic cigarette weight control.
It was also at Saunderton that many of us had our first sight
of a Molins 20s Hinged lid carton packer, also the M.2 Duplex
10s carton packing machine running at 240 cartons per minute.
Almost two years were to pass before examples of these
machines were received at Liverpool. Another feature remembered by visitors to this Molins Exhibition is the splendid hospitality shown. Indeed, after a lengthy spell in the cocktail lounge
at reception, and a very, very protracted lunch, some visitors
hardly had time to visit the exhibition.
At the end of 1956 it was realised by our Southampton friends
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that the art of hand-making of cigarettes was in danger of
becoming lost. Whilst there was not the remotest possibility of
restarting hand making on a commercial basis, it was very useful
to be able to produce a few nearly identical cigarettes when
evaluating sample quantities of experimental blends.
Accordingly, in November 19S6, Miss Thora Edmunds, one
of the Liverpool sample packers who was also a trained hand
maker, spent a couple of weeks at R. & D. Establishment
instructing some half dozen girls in the art of hand making. A
description of the methods used is given in Appendix 11.
The spring and summer of 19S7 saw the arrival of several new
Molins WM lA Wrapping Machines, three Molins Combination
Duplex MK Ill 10s packers linked to WM 2L Wrappers and the
first 20s Hinged lid carton packing machine set up to produce
8S mm King Size cartons.
The advent of the 20s Hinged lid carton packer triggered off
a whole series of board tests which carried on for many months
before cartons suitable for R.Ex KING SIZE FILTER TIPPED were
found. This brand was launched in January 19S8.
It was soon found during these tests that these hinged lid
carton packers were very susceptible to board changes, in caliper,
finish, printing and quality and accuracy in creasing and scoring
of the blanks.
Machine settings, particularly in the final sealing drum section
were most critical and after a great deal of liaison with the carton
makers certain guide lines were laid down. Even small variations
between different stations of the multi-cutting and creasing
formes caused difficulties on the packing machine.
September 19S7 saw the introduction for Ships Stores of the
S rnille corrugated board container.
These were a one piece type corrugated board container with
a gross weight of between 21-23 Pounds.
This meant that the H.M. Customs regulation, that all cases
used for transfer into Bond, either local Bonds or into ships
bonds must have a 30 lbs minimum gross weight, had to be
varied.
This was amended to stipulate that cases must contain " at
least 12 pounds net weight of tobacco or cigarettes ", so making
it possible to use S mille cases.
The beginning of 19S8 marked the fitting of nucleonic weighers
to some of the Molins Making machines and the appearance of
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the now familiar statutory black and yellow " radio-active
source" warning plaques outside the work-rooms in which
these machines were situated.
Also, at this time the first of the Molins PA SA plus .assemblers
were received and fitted to Molins MK V Makers.
In the Spring of 19S8 a start was made in adopting the I.T.
Co's specifications, for Players Medium Navy Cut cigarettes for
all markets except those in the Far East. These new Players
cigarettes were known as Players " A " and except for a few
differences in blend and proprietor's wording on wrapping
materials were identical to Home Trade manufacture.
May 19S8 saw the introduction of Matterhorn Mentholated
Filter tipped cigarettes in I Os hinged lid cartons. These cigarettes
were 80mm long overall with an llmm Millecell filter.
Early trials of this brand had been made using mentholated
rag tobacco but it was soon found that a more even application
of the flavour could be obtained by impregnating the foil and
tissue linings in which the cigarettes were wrapped.
Sales were quite steady at around 10 millions per month and ,
the one packing machine installed was in constant use.
In June 19S8 a new Ss shell and slide packing was introduced.
This was Players Navy Cut Medium and was intended as " giveaways " on various airlines, the shells being suitably printed.
At first these Ss cartons were hand packed, using strip foil and
tissue, but very soon a Molins M2 1Os packer was modified to
pack these Ss cartons, using slip-top foil and tissue. The output
of this machine was only some 30/40 cartons a minute but it was
nevertheless considerably cheaper than packing by hand.
Some time later, Senior Service and State Express Ss cartons
were introduced.
In July 19S8, Liverpool received five Molins M2 D.B. (twin
1Os) 20s carton packers. Almost immediately two of these machines
were converted to pack 2Ss shell and slide cartons of Players and
Wild Woodbine (Large Size) for H .M . Ships. The machines were
modified in the hopper and foiling sections to produce foil bundles
of 12 and 13 cigarettes and the carton section had also to be
modified to take the much wider carton. This new carton was to
replace the 2Ss laube boxes previously used for this market and
was cheaper. After several months proving, the converted machines
were transferred to Southampton.
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In August 1958, two further King Size 20s H.L.C. packers and
a 74mm 20s H.L.C. packer were received.
The latter machine was set up to pack Matinee F.T. which
at that ·time was being put out in 20s shell and slide cartons,
having been introduced at the end of 1954.. The 20s shells and
slides were " phased out " and discontinued once materials
stocks were exhausted.
Around this time a start was made in replacing the eleven old
Molins MKI C Makers remaining from the twenty machines
installed almost 30 years ago. These were replaced by new Molins
MK V Makers. It is interesting to note that we still retained one
old Standard Maker of around 1925 vintage. This machine
running at about 1,250 cigarettes per minute was infinitely
variable as to length and circumference and could be readily
changed to handle almost any size of plain or cork tipped cigarette. It was used for sample and small order runs until the early
1960's, when due to alterations in layouts with the advent of new
machines, it was taken out of line.
In November 1958 the Liverpool branch's National Saving
Association, which had been formed in January 1940 received a
congratulatory letter from the National Savings Committee,
advising that the total savings from January 1940 to 31st October
1958 amounted to the very commendable total of £192,217.14.6d.
At the end of 1958, G. L. Grant retired from the position of
Branch Manager, which he had held since 1940. Liverpool had
had only two Branch Managers, Stanley Bowman and G. L.
Grant during the past 35 years, something, perhaps, unique in
the history of the Company and hardly likely to be repeated.
Indeed, in the 15 years since "G.L.G's" retirement, six have
occupied the position of Branch Manager at Liverpool.
G. B. Crawford the then Liverpool Branch Accountant took
over the reins from G. L. Grant, at a time when Liverpool's
fortune's along with the other U.K. factories were at a particularly
low ebb.
Demand ·was now down to around 15 millions a day and in
the next decade was to be reduced even further.
At the end of 1958, the last remaining Scottish factory, at
Bonnybridge, was closed.
The reason for this fall in demand on the U.K. factories is
said to be the imposition of import tariffs in some of the
Company's traditional markets.

The possibility that the Liverpool factory might have to be
closed and manufacture transferred overseas was a matter of
grave concern to the civic authorities.
The matter was made public by Alderman D. G .. Logan M.P.
and in January 1959 the then Lord Mayor of Liverpool, Alderman
Harry Livermore paid the first civic visit to the factory. He was
accompanied by the Lady Mayoress, the Town Clerk, the City
Treasurer and the City Engineer. The civic party, shown through
all departments by G. B. Crawford, expressed interest in all that
they were shown and the Lord Mayor promised that he would
do everything within his power to see that the factory remained
open.
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CHAPTER 28
January 1959 saw the return to Liverpool of Senior Service
· manufacture. For the past few years manufacture of this brand
had been at Gallaher's factory at Lisnafillan in Northern
Ireland.
The return now meant that the output could be kept up to
around 15 millions a day, at least for the time being.
Some 4 or 5 Ayers and Grimshaw rotary parcellers to produce
200/20s Senior Service were received, these machines were now
becoming more plentiful.
In the Spring of 1959 a Molins 20s H.L.C. packer to handle
80mm cigarettes was received from Canada.
In July a new brand was introduced; this was Albany Long
Size F.T. packed in 20s H.L.C. on the machine ex Canada and
in 10s H.L.C. packed on the Matterhorn packer. Some eight
months later a 20s H.L.C. version of Matterhorn was also put
out. Like the 10s version this also used menthol impregnated
foil and tissue.
By September 1959 a policy decision had been reached, that
Southampton would produce the bulk of 20s shell and slide
packing requirements of Senior Service, Players N /C Medium
and Wild Woodbine (Large Size) leaving only banderoled and
stickered items at Liverpool and small requirements of Capstan
N/C Medium, Capstan N/C Full, Gunboat, Gold Flake, Park
Drive and Clipper.
Three M2 DB 20's packers with wrappers and A. & G. rotary
parcellers were transferred to Southampton, also four or five
Molins MK VI Makers, ideal " one brand " machines, that is,
machines which performed very well when running on one size
for a period, but not nearly so efficiently when constantly being
changed from one size to another.
In January 1960 staff status was extended to long-service
non-supervisory grade employees; similar recognition of service
had been given to junior supervision some two years earlier.
Meanwhile in Malaysia, the factories which in the past year
or so had been extended and modernised were now coming into
full production with a consequent drastic fall-off in demand on
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the U.K. factories at Liverpool, Southampton and the Ardath
Tobacco Co. at Welwyn Garden City.
Demand from Liverpool was now only around 11.5 millions
per day with Southampton producing about the same.but Welwyn
were in a much worse state. This situation was obviously insupportable so a decision was taken to close down the Welwyn
factory and to transfer the manufacture to Liverpool and
Southampton.
A start was made in April 1960, the first items being those
brands and packings which could be turned out on machinery
already in Liverpool or Southampton.
The next state was to transfer other machinery to produce
State Express, du Maurier and Benson and Hedges 20s hinged lid
cartons, 20s boxes and 20s tins and other items which could not
be produced on Liverpool's own machines.
During this transitional period a great deal of overtime working
had to be put in, both in moving machinery and keeping abreast
of orders.
For a few months at least output was again around 15 millions
·
'!I
a day.
It was during this period that the working week was reduced
to 42 hours. Monday, Thursday, and Friday were 8 hour days
and Tuesday and Wednesday were 9 hour days.
One of the consequences of the absorption of the Welwyn
manufacture was a change over to spun bottom cold vacuumising
of 50s tins in place of the soldered bottom heater tested tins
which up to now had formed the bulk of Liverpool's output.
At first there was no means of checking that these seamed
bottom tins were air-tight, except of course by examining every
tin to see that the tagger end and to a lesser extent, the bottom
were concave.
The supervision in the Soldering and Labelling department
contrived a most ingenius but very simple " detector " for
leakers which supplemented and in time replaced the visual
examination.
This device consisted of an empty beer bottle suspended across
the end of the band carrying the tins from the seamers. The tins
tipped over against this bottle as they were carried to the Beth
labelling machine. Tins which were not air-tight produced a quite
different " clunk " from the bottle and were set aside.
This bottle tester served very well until such time as R. and
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D.E. at Southampton devised and produced a proximity head
which accurately measured the deflection (or concavity) of the
bottom of 'every tin, automaticully rejecting any which were
unsound.
The change to seamed bottom tins for our own brands, to
bring them into line with the ex Welwyn items meant that our
resources were overcalled for a few months. So in July 1960 and
for about six months we find that Southampton were helping by
packing Senior Service and Players NfC Medium 50s air-tight
tins and Player's Nottingham by supplying Players Navy Cut
Medium in 50s air-tight tins.
July 1960 also saw the advent of Molins B.T.I. parceller
complete with end labeller.
These machines took cartons, boxes or tins direct from the
wrapping machines and wrapped them into 200s bundles, using
paper or foil kraft paper and then affixed end labels to the parcels.
These first machines, like the Ayres and Grimshaw rotary
parcellers were built to take one size only.
Almost two years were to pass before adjustable B.T.I's became
available.
Other new machinery received around the end of 1960 was
the Hauni Max Ill filter assembler attachment and the Molins
MK 8 cigarette Maker.
The last named had a speed in excess of 2,000 cigarettes per
minute and were much more versatile and reliable than the Mark
VII machines which had come along some five years earlier.
On the early Mark Ss some trouble was encountered by
continual blockages in the " shorts return feed " ducts with
consequent variation in cigarette weights.
The cause of the trouble was found to be the 90° turns in the
ducting causing " hang ups " of the shorts being recirculated.
By using a locally purchased glass fibre car body repair kit,
B. R. (Ben) Morphet "radiused" these otherwise sharp corners
and the trouble was eliminated. This " rounding of the corners "
was incorporated in later machines by Molins.
The end of 1960 also saw the introduction of vacuum sealed
polythene paper pouches for Capstan Navy Cut Medium
tobacco. The packed pouches were vacuumised and sealed on an
A.W.O. machine imported from Holland. This was a machine
which originally had been developed for vacuum sealing of packets
of bacon and used to inject a charge of an inert gas to absorb or
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neutralise the tiniest traces of air remaining in the pack after
vacuumising.
On the 1st April 1961 the Employees Hospital Fund, the
Employees Burial Fund scheme and the Employees Social Service
Fund were incorporated into a new Fund under the name of the
Combined Welfare Fund.
Contribution to the new combined fund was 1Od per "Week,
all the benefits and functions of the separate schemes were
embraced but benefits were s~bstantially better than under the
old schemes.
In May 1961 a new brand was launched, Canberra Long Size
Filter Tipped in 20s hinged lid cartons and lOOs flock covered
boxes. This was to mark the maiden voyage of the S.S. " Canberra " from Southampton to Australia. This was in effect a
" one off" brand, sales which amounted to about 3 million
cigarettes were on the ship itself and in Australia and were not
repeated.
Around this time too, the Admiralty showed an interest in
having filter tipped cigarettes as an alternative to the plain variety
which they had been issuing to the Royal Navy for some years. '•t
So now the familiar " Blue line tailor made " cigarettes were
in two varieties, plain and with " spats " on.
The early insistence of the Admiralty that the filter tipped
cigarettes should have the same dimensions and tobacco weight
as the plain variety meant that the filter tipped cigarettes had a
very high density rod and were rather hard to draw.
It was not until some long time afterwards and following
lengthy discussions that the specification was amended and a
more " smokable " cigarette produced.
In July 1961, following considerable experimentation at
Liverpool a system of coding slides and hinged lid cartons to
show the Factory and the machine number, was introduced.
This used the coding system available from Molins which was
intended to be installed at the insert feed position. However, this
position was already in use for the ordinary date coding so
another position was found on the slide (or carton blank) plunger
to produce the dot coding on the top portion of the slide or
blank.
This system of machine identification was fitted to all machines
at both Liverpool and Southampton and was found to be most
useful in identifying the source of occasional malfunctions of
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machinery or errors which had escaped detection by normal
quality inspections and had got through to the consumer.
By the beginning of 1962 demands on the U.K. factories had
fallen to a very low level, in fact almost to that of the grim
depression year of 1921.
Once again fears were expressed that one or other of the U.K.
factories would have to be closed.
In the event, however, it was decided that available orders
would be shared equally between the factories. Thus, Liverpool
was able to run at around 10-11 millions per day during 1962
with a very welcome but alas very temporary increase to around
12 millions in the following year.
Following the Admiralty's interest in filter tipped cigarettes
mentioned earlier, they now expressed interest in supplying flake
tobaccos for pipe smokers as an alternative to the usual shag type
of pipe tobacco.
Samples of several brands of flake tobaccos were submitted
and eventually one based on Will's Cut Golden Bar was selected
and contracts were placed. Later this was changed to a Players
Navy Cut Medium type of flake . These tobaccos were packed
in 2 oz skruseal tins printed" R.N." in green on the lids and with
the " conditions of issue " clause printed on the bottom of the
body.
The use of hinged lid cartons had greatly increased and supplies
were being obtained from several printers. This was causing a
great deal of trouble on the hinged lid packing machine due to
differences in the materials from the various suppliers and indeed
in differences in material from the same supplier.
The blanks were produced from multi-station cutting and
creasing formes and anything other than the minutest variation
between stations could cause trouble on the packing machines.
Accordingly, very accurately drawn perspex templates were
produced in order that blanks could be checked for accuracy in
cutting and creasing before being issued to the packing machines.
The printers were also asked to co-operate by segregating and
parcelling the blanks by stations.
These measures went a long way towards reducing the otherwise
constant troubles met with on the hinged lid packing machines.
In the summer of 1962 Liverpool received its first Molins
P.A.7 filter assembler to be fitted to the Mark 8 maker.
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Around the same time thought was given to producing filter
rods at Liverpool instead of buying these in from an outside
supplier.
Molins MK 5 Compact threaded roll filter rod makers were
obtained. These had a rod speed of 100 metres per minute, this
was equivalent to 1500-66mm, 1250-SOmm or 1100-90mm
length rods per minute.
Ben Morphet spent some weeks in U.S.A. studying the techniques of threaded roll filter rod production and around the
end of 1962 production of acetate filter rods was commenced at
Liverpool.
Initially, tow of 5/90,000 denier was supplied, this was as
used by Cigarette Components in their tension blooming process,
but was speedily found to be quite useless for the threaded roll
process. Much lighter tows were obtained and Liverpool was
soon producing all acetate filter rod requirements for both U.K.
factories.
D. L. Rowatt also spent some time in U.S.A. studying filter
rod manufacture and on his return to Liverpool started a con-•r }
tinuing process of improving filter rod manufacture at Liverpool
in liaison with the producers of the C.A. tow.
As demands for filter tipped cigarettes increased, so extra
machinery was brought in to produce the necessary filters.
Demands were met and eventually Liverpool was also able to
produce filters for export to overseas factories.
Many experiments were carried out in reducing tow weights
used to produce particular filtration efficiences and "pressure
drops " with a corresponding marked reduction in production
costs.
Some 6-7 years after the start of production at Liverpool,
the Hauni MKl KDF filter maker was received. This had a rod
speed of 225 metres per minute, which was more than twice the
speed of the Molins MK 5 machine.
In August 1962 contracts were entered into with the LT. Co.
to pack on their behalf Capstan NJC Medium and Wild Woodbine
(small size) 50s pocket boxes for Home Trade sales. Some 6
months later further contracts were agreed to supply Solent Long
Size Mentholated in 10s hinged lid cartons and in 20s hinged
lid cartons. These were packed on the machines used for
Matterhorn and Albany being approximately the same size.
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These contracts were a very useful addition to manufacture
and benefited both Liverpool and Southampton.
Because of the "50/50%" sharing policy, quantities of B.A.T.
items which normally would have been done at Liverpool were
transferred to Southampton to give them the same output level
as Liverpool's B.A.T. plus I.T. Co. total.
Amongst the many brandsfpackings which had been taken
over from Ardath in 1960 were several "personalised" packings
with special labels or cigarette prints.
One of these was State Express 555s in 50s air-tight tins supplied
to the Sultan of Zanzibar. The tin labels showed the personal
" crest " of the Sultan in place of the brand name and the
cigarette print was also a small reproduction of the same" crest".
When a Sultan died the labels and cigarette prints were changed
to reproduce the " crest " of his successor.
In July 1962, the then Sultan took exception to the fact that
his " crest " (and thus symbolically himself) was being burned as
the cigarettes were smoked.
He, however, had no objection to the" crest" of his predecessor
being consumed in this way, so the old cigarette printing die
was resurrected.

CHAPTER 29
Having now reached the early 60's in the story of the history
of the Liverpool branch, it is felt that little will be served by having
other than a cursory glance at events in the next decade.
These events are fresh in the :qllnds of many people who are
contemporary with them and there is barely need to recall them.
It might, however, be of interest to recall that August 1964
was the last time that the whole of the Liverpool factory was
closed for two weeks for annual holidays.
From 1965 factory personnel took their Annual two weeks
holiday during one of the six fortnightly periods- June to
August. Thus only around one-sixth of the people were away at
any one time, instead of all being away for half of one of the
busiest months.
In April 1965 non fluctuating consolidated rates of pay superseded the " basic rate plus variable extras ", the " classification
rates" which had been introduced in September 1952. The , ,t
working week was also reduced to 40 hours.
May 1965 saw the establishment of the now familiar Bonded
Shops at London, Manchester and Prestwich airports where
cigarettes were purchasable at duty free prices.
This trade brought a badly needed increase in demand on both
Liverpool and Southampton.
However, the autumn of 1965 saw the fortunes of the U.K.
factories at a very low ebb. With the transfer of manufacture to
Malaya of Torchlight 10s, almost the last of the "large call"
brands, the forward estimates showed barely enough to justify
running one factory, let alone two.
On October 1965 it was announced that decisions had been
reached that the Southampton factory would be changed over
to manufacture King size cigarettes only, Liverpool to handle
the balance, plus of course pipe tobaccos.
This meant that Liverpool would have only 7 million cigarettes
a day, and eventually only about 5 million a day with tobaccos
at around 5000 lbs per day.
These sad tidings perturbed even the most determined " Batophile ", it certainly looked as if the days of the Liverpool factory
were numbered. However, a few stalwarts who had been around
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in the mid 1930's and the early 1950's when future prospects had
also looked grim, refused to accept the possibility of closure.
Their optimism was not misplaced; demand never did fall as
low as 7 millions a day, except for two or three months in 1967/
1968 and this was almost certainly an aftermath of the Six Days
War in 1967.
This " windfall " was mainly due to the large contracts placed
by the I.T.Co. for the supply to them for the Home Trade of
Players N /C Medium in 10s and 20s cartons and 25s boxes and
Capstan N/C Medium in 10s cartons and 20s hinged lid cartons.
Even after these contracts were ended, things never got so
bad as had been forecast, sales of King Size cigarettes increased
so much that Southampton could not cope and Liverpool were
called upon to help them out.
Extra work was also provided by the advent of the lOOmm
Superkings cigarette. This was introduced in 1967 under the
brand name du Maurier Super King Size packed in 20s hinged
lid cartons and 20s American style cup packets. Liverpool successfully converted an 84mm hinged lid packer and also an A.M.&F.
20s cup packet packer.
Later in the summer of 1969, Liverpool, encouraged by their
success in converting an 84mm packing machine to handle
lOOmm, tackled the problem of finding a machine to handle a
projected new brand, Three Castles Magnums in 20s hinged lid
cartons. This was to be a twin 10s foil and tissue packet carton
and the only machine available for conversion was an old
machine that had been used to pack Churchman's No. 1 cigarettes
in the size 70mm x 26imm. The Three Castles Magnum cigarettes
were to be 80mm x 27mm circumference. Molins Machine Co.
estimated that the conversion could not be done inside two years;
R. & D. Establishment thought it would take at least 9 months.
With the assistance of Engineering Establishment, Seaview Road,
the conversion was carried out in three months. The brand was
launched in September 1969.
The 5 year estimates issued in July 1969 showed very marked
increases in requirements, necessitating drastic measures to
increase production facilities.
Thus in January 1970, Liverpool went over to partial double
day shift working to handle 1he excess of orders over Southampton's capacity.
As everyone knows, estimates of future requirements are

most encouraging and could soon reach and exceed 500 millions
a month at each factory.
In the preceding chapters, not a great deal has been written
about the sporting activities of the branch, so it might be a good
idea to devote the final chapter of this book to looking at these.
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There is not much by way of written record of the outdoor
sporting activities of the Liverpool Branch. Reliance has to be
put on personal recollections, an odd photograph or two and
occasional copies of the B.A.T. Bulletin which have been
preserved.
It would seem that the office men, at least, had an Association
football team in 1916, playing friendly matches with other
organisations.
The first record of participation in an organised league is
the entering of two Bramtoco F.C. XI's, one in the Liverpool
and District League and the other in the Liverpool Central
Combination. This was in the 1923/4 season. The teams played
in these Leagues for only 3 seasons, transferring to the Liverpool
Shipping League and the Liverpool Business Houses League in
the 1926/7 season.
Membership of both leagues was maintained until the outbreak
of World War II but after the War membership of the Business
Houses League only was resumed. Indeed,B.A.T.'s F.C. (the post
war name for Bramtoco F.C.) is still a member of this League and
in 1966 the Liverpool Business Houses Sports Association
presented them with a silver cup to mark their 40 years membership of the League.
In the early days of League football, home matches were
played on a rented pitch at Back Lane, off Muirhead Avenue,
West Derby, the first of many rented or borrowed pitches, used
over the years.
March 1925 saw the start of inter-branch Soccer when London
sent a team to Liverpool. The Match was played on the ground
of Orrell F.C., kindly lent for the occasion. The result was a
2-2 draw.
This fixture was repeated in April 1926 but this time for the
Scollay Football Challenge Cup, generously donated by Mr.
Tom Scollay pfthe Western Packing Case Co. This time Liverpool
were the victors by 4 goals to 2 and also won the trophy in 1927,
1928 and 1929 with scores of 3-1; 2-0 and 3-0.
However, on 12th April 1930, London had their revenge and
won by 3 goals to 1.

Although Liverpool scored first in 14 minutes through W.
Quayle (Electricians) the score was levelled by G. W. Green in
the 27th minute.
After resumpton Green again obliged in the 48th minute and
in the closing minutes of the game G. Lloyd scored London's
third goal.
So the Scollay Cup departed to London and the Liverpool
team consoled themselves with the thought that they would at
least have a trip to London in the following year to try and win
it back.
This, however, was not to be, the Scollay Cup was not again
competed for unti11957.
In May 1930, Bramtoco F.C. had some compensation for the
loss of the Scollay Cup, by their Shipping League team beating
Jabisco F.C. in the final of the "Melly Cup". The score was
2-1 and the match was played at Goodison Park, the home of
Everton F.C.
In 1932-33 season Bramtoco F.C. came out champions of the
Liverpool Shipping League, Division I.
After World War II football activities were resumed at a
ground in Pope's Farm, Higher Lane, Fazackerley. A great deal
of work had to be put in by the players and committee to get this
ground into playable condition.
Changing accommodation was practically non-existent. This
was catered for by a member of the committee, using his wartime connections with N.A.A.F.I., arranging the purchase of an
empty airframe packing case. This, with several hundredweight
of selected ex leaf case timber and many hours voluntary labour
was converted into a changing room for two teams and a referee.
As to the ground itself, a lot of drainage channels had to be
dug to lead the surface water away to a duck-pond at one end.
The problem of water-logging in wet weather was, however,
never really overcome. Dedicated members of the committee
used to attend the ground on Saturday mornings prior to a home
game to dig strategic channels around the touch lines and goal
areas in order to lead off the surface water. The matter was not
helped by the fact that cattle were allowed to graze on the pitch
whenever it was not actually in use, very often nullifying the
drainage " experts " efforts.
Later, the football section, by the kindness of the Metal Box
Co. was allowed to share that Company's pitch at Park Lane,
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CHAPTER 30

Aintree and spades and trenching tools were no longer a necessary
part of the football "Kit".
In 1950 Liverpool received an invitation from Southampton to
send a team to play what it was hoped might turn out to be an
annual match, the venue being at Southampton and Liverpool
in alternate years.
Thus on Friday 5th May 1950 a coach carrying the team,
committee and supporters left Liverpool at about 3 p.m. Ronnie
Chapman, the Leaf Manager, assisted by Stan Green of Welfare
Department was in charge of the party. Progress between scheduled stops for necessary refreshment was swift or was thought
to be until it was realized that it was getting very late and Lyndhurst, our goal, was nowhere in sight.
The coach driver was not at all sure of his whereabouts and
Stan Green's efforts to help with the aid of a very old R.A.C.
roadbook made him even more confused. There we "ere, somewhere in the New Forest, we hoped, and without a clue. Someone
remarked that he could not remember having got on a boat so
we must still be in England, so why not press on.
This was done and after allegedly passing through the village
of " Esso " at least three times, the sign " Lyndhurst " showed
up ahead.
Arrived at the hotel, where, despite the late hour, we were
warmly welcomed and given a very nice hot supper and so to
bed on the wrong side of midnight.
)
Few of us, however, were to get much sleep, for at 5 o'clock
on the Saturday morning most were awakened by - - - - - cuckoos
sounding off right outside the hotel, followed by Other birds in a
" dawn chorus ". Everyone was up and had breakfasted long
before our Southampton friends arrived to escort us on a sightseeing tour.
And so to the Sports Ground at Totton where we were received
by Mr. J. M. Stewart the Southampton Branch Manager, who
many older readers will know was a pupil at Liverpool in his
young days and renewed our acquaintance with Warren Johnston
who had been at Liverpool for some twenty years before moving
to Southampton as Accountant.
After an enjoyable game, nobody can be quite sure, but most
think it was a draw, inscribed tankards were presented to the
players by Mrs. Stewart.

The teams and supporters then repaired to the Milbrook Factory
where dinner was served in the canteen, followed by entertainment
by local " artistes ".
Then, after hearty farewells and expressed thoughts that we
must do this again next year, back to our hotel at Lyndhurst.
One day is like another to the birds and the dawn chorus
aroused us again at 5 a.m. on the Sunday morning. The hotel
staff must have wondered if Liverpudlians ever slept-they do
of course-but they were just not used to - - - - -birds sounding
off at the crack of dawn.
The Liverpool/Southampton inter-branch matches continued
until 1956, then in 1957 interest was shown by Head Office. A
triangular contest was staged at Liverpool, the Scollay Challenge
Cup being resurrected as a trophy. Liverpool won this first
triangular tourney. In the 17 years of this triangular competition,
Liverpool have won it 5 times and shared it 3 times; Southampton
have won 8 times and shared it 3 times with Liverpool and once
with London.
The 1973 tournament was played at Orrell Park on the same 1
ground as the first Scollay Cup Match in 1926, but now this
ground was B.A.T's very own.
So much for soccer, let us now see what can be recalled about
Rugby Union activities.
In the late 1920's there were several quite good players amongst
the office staff and pupils at the Liverpool branch.
On February 8th 1930 a team drawn from these players played
against a strengthened Southport 3rd XV. A very enjoyable game
ended in an easy win for B.A.T. by 52 points to nil.
They were superior in every position and Southport rarely got
out of their own half.
This was an experimental game but showed that with more
practise together, the B.A.T. men should produce a very useful
team.
A challenge was made to London to the effect that if Head
Office could find a team and state a time and place, Liverpool
would provide the fireworks. The challenge was accepted, the
date April 26th, the place Waterloo, outside Liverpool.
In the meantime the Liverpool team played further friendly
games, against Sefton 3rd XV winning 21-9; against Hoylake
3rd XV winning 21-5; against Sefton 2nd XV losing 29-3 (but
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playing two men short due to a car breakdown) and finally
against Southport 2nd XV winning by 36 points to nil.
The London team arrived at Lime Street Station shortly after
noon on Saturday 26th April and after lunching with the Liverpool
team, all travelled to the ground of Waterloo R.U.F.C.
The game refereed by Harry Cockle (Accounting Dept.) was
an enjoyable hard fought one resulting in a win for Liverpool
by 11 points (Tries by Armstrong and Jarman, one converted by
Dickinson who also kicked a penalty goal) to London's 6 points,
(2 tries by Galloway, neither of which was converted).
After the match the teams proceeded to the Grapes Hotel at
Formby for a high tea and visited Southport before the London
party assembled at Lime Street to catch the midnight train for
Euston.
This annual match was repeated up to 1939, from 1931 the
venue was at Hightown on the Liverpool-Southport line.
Amongst the Liverpool teams were several players who played
regularly for local teams, two remembered are F. Cant (Waterloo)
and A. J. Brock (Waterloo and Lancashire County).
In an earlier chapter mention had been made of early cricketing
activities at the branch. Being without a ground of its own, the
cricket section had to be content with playing friendly " away "
matches and many of these were enjoyed with Wallasey, Formby,
Northern and other local teams. Many B.A.T. men also played
for local teams.
There was thus always a nucleus of cricketing talent from
which to draw to send a team to the annual Sports day at Sudbury
to compete for the Three Castles Cricket Cup.
Liverpool won this cup in 1923, 1924 and 1925 and again in
1930, London were victors in 1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929.
Matches were not played during the depression years 1931 to
1934, but when the tournament was resumed in 1935 now at
Southampton, London once again were the victors. From 1936
onwards this cup has seldom been out of the possession of
Southampton, Liverpool only managing to share it with them
in 1954, 1958 and 1963.
Another team sport played at Liverpool was baseball as played
in America, Canada and Japan.
This " American baseball " was quite different from the
" English baseball " also very popular in Liverpool and district
as an alternative to cricket.

In 1933, Mr. John Moores, the Liverpool football pools
promoter and head of Littlewood's Mail Order Stores sought to
interest various sports organisations in playing this game in
organised regional and national leagues.
Meetings were arranged and talks and lectures given by people
skilled in the administration and playing of this game.
The intention was to make available, suitable playing fields
for those who did not have them, to provide initially free of
charge, supplies of mitts, gloves, guards and masks, bats and
balls.
Coaches were to be made available, their remuneration. to be
paid by the clubs and the clubs had also to provide uniforms.
The Bramtoco football section entered into this with great
enthusiasm and two teams were formed. A team consisted of a
minimum of nine players, but any number of substitutes were
allowed during a match.
One, W. G. Riches, was the team's first coach and he was
given a job in the Miscellaneous Department, otherwise the
section which was entirely self supporting could not have paid
for his services.
The ground allocated to the BATS. which was the name they
adopted was " The Hawthornes " at the corner of Hawthorne
Road and Linacre Lane, Bootle. The uniform they were to use
was their normal football gear, claret and blue shirts, white
shorts, hooped stockings with the addition of a jockey type cap
and plimsolls or running shoes instead of football boots. Almost
all the other teams were similarly attired.
So to May 12th 1934 when the National Baseball Association
League was launched in Liverpool. This League had two divisions
of 11 and 10 teams and a Service Club league of 12 teams was
formed by clubs drawn from the unemployed men's clubs. One
of these was Valley Service Club which had been adopted by
B.A.T. Co. as is mentioned in an earlier chapter.
As the players became more proficient at the game and were
able to play harder, it became " painfully " obvious that the
football type uniform was not ideally suited to baseball. Players
making a " slide " for bases or the home plate were often badly
scratched or worse even on grass pitches, whilst on pitches such
as the Hawthornes which was without grass, the surface being of
fine clinker, it was a brave man indeed who slid for home base.
Before the season was over purpose made baseball uniforms
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became available and were quickly adopted by the various teams.
The BATS changed to "'bite long sleeved sweatshirts with a white
short sleeved overshirt with a black bat in flight embroidered on
the front, black knickerbocker pants, black and white hooped
hose and black baseball caps. They almost all wore black canvas
baseball boots with cleated rubber soles and ankle padding.
Many fine games were played and the BATS developed quite
a formidable team. Apart from Bill Riches, the coach, who was
a great pitcher, other great performers from the mound (the
pitcher's plate) were Alf and Cecil Rutherford, Bill Bennett and
Jack Howard. The last named pitched several " shut-outs",
that is games in which the opposing sides failed to score and
indeed more than once had " no hit " games when none of the
opposing batsmen even reached first base. George Mussel and
Alec Brightman were exponents of the catcher's art, whilst
George Hughes was outstanding at first base.
International matches were played between Scotland and
England. The Scotland team was drawn from American students
at the Scottish Universities, the England team from players in
the Liverpool National League. W. G. Riches and G. Hughes
were " capped " in these international games played at Edinburgh,
Bootle Stadium, Liverpool and Belle Vue, Manchester. In the
first game played on June 2nd, Scotland won by 24 runs to 3, but
only took the other games by 4-0 and 5-2 which showed that the
teams were much more evenly matched than in the first meeting.
The BATS finished the 1934 season in second place in the
1st Division, only 1 point behind the leaders.
The 2nd team and the Valley Service Club team both finished
low down in their respective divisions.
The 2nd team was not entered in the 1935 season.
Matches were also played against representatives of other
countries, mainly from ships paying a visit to the Mersey.
These were against crew teams from the Japanese N.Y.K.
Line and the U.S.A. Marine cadets from Boston, l).S.A. who
called in at Liverpool on their round the world tour on the
brigantine "Nantucket ".
There were also games against crews of other American ships
and an exhibition match was played at Birmingham against a
team from Chipping Norton, Oxford.
In all these games the services of one or more BATS players
were called upon.

In 1935 the BATS "home" ground was transferred to Bootle
Stadium, a very much better ground than the Hawthornes in
every respect-they stayed there for two seasons.
In 1937, Bootle Stadium was closed for rebuilding and alterations and BATS changed their home ground once more, now
to Green Lane, Tuebrook, but for only one season.
The year 1937 was not a very good one for the BATS, they
finished next to bottom of the League and with a team from
I.C.I. were relegated to Division 11. It is recalled that this sad
lapse "'as entirely due to the fact that several key players had
been attracted away to play " Major League " baseball in teams
such as Liverpool Giants who were in an inter-city league which
by this time had been formed.
So to 1938 and yet another new ground, this time at lngoe
Lane, Kirkby and not particularly accessible in those days-this
was before the "Newtown" of" Z cars" fame.
But the BATS were determined that they would not remain in
the second division. The " wanderers " were persuaded to return
and with some new talent discovered in new younger players,
'1
the BATS fought back.
So much so, that in 1938 they lost only one game, to Liverpool
Police by the narrowest of margins, 5-4, topped the division and
were back in the first division in 1939.
There was no organised baseball 1940-1945 but in 1946 it was
resumed.
BATS once more had a team in the National Baseball League
and restarted at Bootle Stadium.
Although several of the pre war players had not returned,
several other BAT employees who had played for other teams
before the war now joined the BATS. For some four or five
years it was possible to field a very useful side which although no
honours were won, at least did not disgrace itself, and many
memorable games are recalled.
Time was, however, taking its toll; the older players, particularly amongst the pitchers, were beginning to feel the strain.
Grounds also were now becoming difficult and the cost of playing
equipment, bats, balls, mitts etc. had risen quite steeply, the
section was still entirely self supporting. The takings at matches
at remote grounds- the team had once more moved to Kirkby
- were virtually nil and did not cover expenses, so in the early
1950's, the BATS baseball ceam ceased to exist.
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APPENDIX I
Tobacco processing (circa 1920)

The leaf arrives in hogsheads (or casks) containing approximately 1000 lbs. When required for use, one end of the cask
is removed and the cask is inverted on to a flat trolley. The other
end and the staves are then removed leaving a cylindrical stack of
compressed tobacco leaves standing on the trolley. Sufficient
casks of the various grades making up a blend are laid out in two
rows down the Blending room and long boards resting on stools
are placed in front. Girls take out the leaf in layers from the
stacks and separating it into " hands " or bunches place these on
the boards. A trolley is wheeled down the " avenue " between
the boards and in it is placed a portion of leaf from each blender,
thus ensuring that the various grades are thoroughly mixed.
When full, the trolleys are taken to the Proctor ordering machine.
The object of this machine is to impart to the very dry brittle
leaf it's former pliability so that it can be handled and also to
cause the pores of the leaf to open and make it more susceptible
to casing.
The Proctor machine has three chambers through which runs
an endless wire mesh conveyor band. Each chamber contains
16 steam and water jets and a large fan. The steam and water
jets combine to create a warm moist atmosphere in the chambers.
The fans in the first and third chambers drive the vapour down on
to the conveyor band, in the middle chamber it is forced up
through the band. Leaf from the trolleys is fed evenly on to the
conveyor band and in passing through the three chambers is
warmed and moistened and made pliable and receptive to casing.
The temperature in the Proctor is about l14°F and time from
entry to exit is about 10 minutes.
At the exit end the bundles of leaf are untied and opened up
and placed on other conveyors leading into the casing cylinders.
The casing cylinders are made of copper 20' in length and 5'
in diameter, are set at an incline of 20/25° and revolve at about
15 revs a minute. Inside are four rows of steel spikes.
As the cylinders are inclined the leaf gradually works through
and is tumbled and distributed by the action of the spikes as the
cylinder rotates.
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At the exit end of the cylinder the leaf is sprayed with casing
from compressed air jets. The casing is a mixture of such things
as glycerine, liquid glucose, salt etc. and is used as a preservative
or to improve the smoking qualities of the particular blend.
From the casing cylinders the leaf passes to the stemmery
where it is bulked overnight.
The next day it is distributed on benches and dealt with by
stemmers in one of several ways according to blend.
1. Laid straight.
2. Laid straight and butted.
3. Laid straight and stemmed.
4. Clean stemmed.
Laying straight and butting
Each leaf is taken separately and laid in a wooden box across
which two tapes have previously been placed.
A quantity of2-3 lbs is so collected with butts all in one direction
and the bundles are tied up.
If the leaf is not to be butted the bundles are sent to the cutting
room.
If butting is required the bundles are taken to a butting machine
which cuts a portion from the butt-end, these cut off portions
and the bundles being passed separately to the cutting room.
For stemming, the leaves are taken separately and laid in bins
from which girls take the leaf and using a zinc thimble on the
thumb pull the stem from the leaf leaving the fleshy parts as
laminae or strips which are bundled and sent to the cutting room
or if for pipe tobaccos for further processing.
Cutting Room
The cutting machines are Legg iron drum or Legg wood drum,
the latter being used only for better class brands of tobacco.
The ties are removed from the bundles of leaf and these are
placed lengthwise in the slowly moving conveyor of the machine.
Passed between a series of rollers it is compressed and forced
through a mouthpiece about 18" wide and 3" deep on to the
revolving drum. A knife descends across the mouthpiece cutting
the tobacco into shreds, the cut tobacco being carried forward by
the drum away from the knife.
- The butts, stem and scrap produced in the stemmery is also
processed and used but it is not proposed to weary the reader
with details of how this is done.
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APPENDIX 11
Handmaking of cigarettes (circa 1920)

Cigarette papers of the length of the cigarette by the circumference plus 3! mm and printed with the brand name are supplied
in small bundles to the operative.
20 to 30 papers are taken and " fanned " out so as to expose
the edges to be " gummed " with a starch paste.
A gummed paper is then wrapped around a short steel rod of
the diameter of the finished cigarette and a " spill " or paper
tube is formed.
Tobacco is placed diagonally across a piece of parchment
paper and this is rolled into a tube with pointed ends.
One pointed end is inserted into the spill and the tobacco
pushed through the parchment roll into the spill by a wooden
stick.
The parchment and the stick are withdrawn leaving the tobacco
in the spill and protruding approximately i" at each end.
The cigarettes are passed to a girl who trims the ends of the
cigarettes flush with the paper using specially ground notched
blade scissors which preserve the shape of the cigarette. One
cutter to three makers.
Sometimes Cork, gold or rose tips precut to size and pasted all
over were wrapped around the cigarettes before the trimming
operation.

Hand making skills were not lost as one or two handmakers
who had been transferred to the sample office after the War
passed on the art to younger girls and small quantities of sample
cigarettes, mainly experimental blends were hand made into
the 1960's. In fact Miss Thora Edmunds from the sample office
spent a couple of weeks in November 1956 at R. & D.E. Southampton instructing a few girls in the art of hand making cigarettes
for the evaluation of small laboratory produced experimental
blends.

Output

11/1200 per girl per 9 hr. day.
Plain handmade
Gold tipped handmade
1000 " " " " " "
Sweetness & Light
900 "
" " " "
(Rose tipped)
At a later stage " machine made spills " brought in from the
I.T. Co. were used and output per girl was increased to 1500
per day for plain hand made.
Sales of hand made cigarettes were never very large and
dwindled during the 1930's although Gold Flake Plain Hand
Made were still being produced in small quantities as late as
August 1938.
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APPENDIX Ill
Machine Made Cigarettes (circa 1920)

Machines in use (and speeds-70 mm-25/26 mm circumference)
Bonsack crimper 350 cigs. per min.- 665 mille per 48 hours
,
paster 450 cigs. per min.- 855 mille , ,
,
Standard crimper 390 cigs. per min.- 830 mille , ,
,
paster 500 cigs. per min.--1065 mille , ,
,
,
,
paster (Mags) 300 cigs per min.-(27-28 mm circ.
Efficiency 66% BONSACK-74% STANDARD.
The Bonsack and Standard machines are very similar in
principle as far as the feed of the tobacco on to the paper and
the latter more modern machine is described.
Standard Faster
The tobacco is placed in a large box at the top rear of the
machine falling on to a canvas band which carries it forward
through two "opening rollers". The lower one is a large drum
roller covered with bent steel spikes (known as " coarse filleting ")
and the upper is covered with smaller spikes at closer intervals
(known as " fine filleting"). These rollers move slowly, the
lower one in a continuous revolution, the upper one by a cam,
pawl, ratchet arrangement in an intermittent cycle. Thus the
tobacco is teased out and fed evenly forward. A small roller with
leather flaps revolves at high speed above the top opening roller
and throws back any tobacco which has been retained on the
pin points of the fine filleting roller and prevents it being carried
over the top.
The tobacco is held on to the lower drum by a steel comb
until it is carried under a spiked roller revolving at high speed
which passes the tobacco onto the winnower. The winnower
which is a roller fitted with four longitudinal blades revolves at
high speed just above the layer of passing tobacco. This roller
throws out any large stems into the winnower rejection box
and passes the tobacco onto a conveyor band. A magnet is placed
above the conveyor band to extract any ferrous metal which
might be present in the rag tobacco and the tobacco is conveyed
under a smooth steel roller and between two spiked rollers which

finally distribute the shreds and project the tobacco into the
brass hopper and so on to the cigarette paper. A leather covered
arm taps the hopper at intervals and so shakes the dust from the
tobacco as it falls on to the paper.
The cigarette paper is unwound from the bobbin and after
passing through the printer (see later) is carried on an endless
canvas tape kept taut by tension wheels under the brass hopper
and over the paper slide, over the bridge and through the block.
This block is so arranged as to gradually curl the edges of
the paper into a tube around the tobacco which has fallen onto
it from the hopper. One of the edges of the paper is formed into
an overlap and passes across the edge of a horizontal wheel
running against a vertical wheel mounted in a trough of paste,
and a thin line of paste is transferred to the inside of the overlap.
This is pressed down on to the under lap completing the tube.
The tube continues on it's way passing under a small electric
heater which dries the paste, and through a mouthpiece under
the cutter.
The cutter ·is a thin steel circular knife about 6" diameter
driven at eight times the number of cigarettes per minute e.g. if
producing at 500 c.p.m. the knife revolves at 4000 r.p.m. This
knife moves forward across the cigarette and also laterally so
that the progress of the rod is not impeded.
The cut cigarettes fall through a mouthpiece on to a trough
from which they are picked up in " bundles " of 500 and placed
in trays holding 2000 each which in turn are placed in trolleys
for transfer to packing rooms.
Standard Crimper
The principles of the machine are identical with the paster up
to the point where the tobacco falls on to the paper. The Bonsack
crimper may be fitted to either the Bonsack or the Standard
Maker.
The paper used is 2 mm wider than that used for pasted
cigarettes of the same circumference.
Mter receiving the tobacco the paper passes through the
block which folds the edges double and then interlocks the
doubled edges so that there are four thicknesses of paper at the
overlap or seam.
Just before the doubled edges are interlocked they enclose the
mandrel ; this is a narrow steel projection into the cigarette way
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about 2" long with a convex top and a concave underside and
carrying at the end a minute milled edge crimping wheel. Thus
the tobacco in the tube moves along under the concave surface
of the mandrel and the folds of the paper over the upper convex
surface being interlocked immediately after passing the mandrel
bracket. On the outside and above the cigarette is a large crimping
wheel. The point of contact with the fold of the paper co-incides
with the point of contact of the small crimping wheel inside the
cigarette so as both wheels are milled the paper seam is crimped
between them. Subsequently the cutting to length and collection
of the cigarettes is the same as for pasted seams.
Printing attachment (Bonsack and Standard)
The paper is unwound from the bobbin of a width-circumference + 1! mm (pasted) or circumference
3fmm (crimped)
and passed round an impression drum which is partly rubber
faced. Operating in conjunction with this is a circular hardened
steel die with the brand name or design appearing on two raised
portions diametrically opposite to each other. At the bottom of
the attachment is a small ink well in which revolves an ink feed
roller which by means of three gelatine rollers and an ink drum
supplies ink to the printing surface of the die. In turn this applies
an impression to the paper against the impression drum at fixed
intervals according to the length of the cigarette.
The cost of a Bonsack maker in 1914 was £170.
The cost of a Standard maker in 1920 was £835.

+

)

Note: The woven tape which carries the paper under the hopper
to receive the tobacco had hardly changed from earliest
days to modem times. Various methods of treating or
coating have been evolved over the years with the object
of lengthening it's useful life but it is still an endless
fabric band.

APPENDIX IV
Packing machines (circa 1920)
Rose Bros. I Os foil bund/er (Speed 56 Pkts, per min.)
The cigarettes in " bundles " of 500 are taken from the 2000s
trays in the trolleys in which they have come from the Making
department and placed in the hopper of the Rose 10s foil packet
packer. The hopper holds about 2000 cigarettes when filled and
is so shaped that the cigarettes gravitate to one side at the
bottom. Here they drop into the flutes of a revolving drum. As
the drum rotates, the cigarettes fall into a slot and are temporarily
held in check by a little platform which, working on a hinge,
allows five cigarettes to drop through at one time.
Meanwhile, foil and tissue is fed into the machine from a reel
and is cut into lengths by a knife.
The cut foil is fed over the pockets of the packing drum (there
are 12 pockets to this drum with about 3" between each pair). ' t
The first 5 cigarettes counted off fall onto the foil and tissue
and are plunged .by a metal block into the pocket. The second
5 cigarettes follow immediately and are plunged further into the
pocket on top of the first 5.
The drum then rotates and in so doing, the overlap of the foil
is folded onto the cigarettes and the ends are folded by metal
" tuckers ".
The foil packets are then drawn from the pockets into a covered
chute or channel through which they work their way on to a
conveyor band to the Pirate Attachment.
Pirate Attachment

Paper cut packets which have been made on a case machine
are fed onto a moving band from which they fall into a slot and
from which they are plunged into a pocketed drum. A closed
metal mouthpiece moves forward into each case (or packet), the
mouthpiece opens, thus opening the packet and a 10s foil bundle
is plunged through the mouthpiece into the paper cup packet.
The mouthpiece is withdrawn, the drum rotates, and the ends
of the packet are folded by metal fingers or tuckers.
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The last made fold is gummed by a rotating gummer, and
passing under a plate, is pressed down. The packets are then
passed along a channel or trough with a small section heated by
gas jets to dry the gum on the flap. The flaps are held under
pressure until the sealing is completed.
After inspection, the packets are packed into 500s boxes.
Speed is 70 packets per min. Five packers supply 4 attachments.

10s and 20s Cartons-Table packing
If it is required to pack the foil and tissue packets into 10s a~d
20s cartons, this is done by hand on packing tables.
The conveyor band from the Rose packing machine runs
between two of these tables at which sit the packers. As the
packets travel along the conveyor, they are picked off and placed
into a slide which is then inserted into a shell. If 20s cartons are
required 2 x 10s foil packets are placed side by side in the slide
before this is inserted in the shell.

been assembled, they are transferred by a pusher against their
ends into a narrow channel leading to the foiling section.
Cut lengths of foil are fed into this channel to meet the
cigarettes being pushed along it and are folded around the
cigarettes by folder plates.
The wrapped cigarettes now pass through a metal mouthpiece
temporarily inserted in the paper packet. The mouthpiece is
withdrawn, the packet is moved sideways, the ends folded and
gummed and the packet passes through an electrically heated
channel to dry the gum. Speed is 80 packets per min.

Molins 10s packing machine
This machine packs ten cigarettes in foil and tissue and at
the same time makes a paper cup packet into which it packs the
foil wrapped cigarettes.
Labels (from which the packets are formed) are fed by suction
to rollers and under discs which gum half the length of two edges
and place the gummed label over a packet mould. A plunger
descends and pushes the label into the mould, at the same time
folding in the narrow edges. The formed packet is then ejected
into a channel, the sides of which are electrically heated to dry
the gum. The packet is forced by succeeding packets along this
channel until it arrives at an upright guide frame down which it
falls in a horizontal position into the " packet way ".
Cigarettes are placed in both sides of a split hopper and
gravitate on to fluted drums revolving in opposite directions and
are spaced one to each groove on the larger of these drums.
Two small chains passing round the drum (between it and the
cigarettes) carry the cigarettes to a metal platform where they
come against a metal stop.
This action takes place simultaneously from both sides of the
hopper so that cigarettes from one are deposited on top of those
from the other. As soon as two layers of five cigarettes each have
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There is a great deal of tradition in the manufacture of pipe
tobacco and methods and machinery used often vary only in
minor detail from those used 60 or more years ago. The early
manufacturers produced certain brands/blends with definite
individual characteristics of appearance, aroma and smoking
qualities which were acceptable to smokers of that day.
If changes have been enforced due to the non-availability of
certain types or grades of tobacco, then suitable and acceptable
substitutes have been found and manufacturing methods perhaps
changed to ensure that the final product characteristics remain
unchanged.
Also, over the years, with increases in cost of the raw materials,
increased labour charges and packaging costs, modifications in
processing have been evolved which do the job more cheaply and
quickly-again without affecting the characteristics of the final
product.
With this constant need to produce more cheaply, it is perhaps
surprising that in many instances we still use methods of processing developed so many years ago. The short answer is that we
just have not been able to improve on these old methods without
causing noticeable changes in the characteristics of the products,
something which we have no wish to do.
Tobacco leaf is dried after harvesting, primarily to preserve it,
but also to reduce its bulk with consequent saving in storage space
and freight charges.
A great deal of it also is ' stripped ', i.e. the main stem is
removed and only the ' fleshy ' part of the leaf, called ' strips ' is
shipped to the manufacturer. Although the cost of this ' stripping'
has to be borne, there is a saving in freight charges, bulk for bulk
against those for whole leaf and the manufacturer does not have
to pay for freighting stem which he would have to remove from
the leaf and discard.
This drying of leaf andjor strips, although assisting in its
keeping qualities and reducing freight charges, means that the
tobacco is very dry and brittle. Before it can be handled in

processing, it must be ' conditioned ', i.e. it must be made pliable
by increasing its moisture content.
Depending on its origin, tobacco is imported into this country
in cases, casks or hogsheads or in hessian wrapped bales. Cases
are approx. 20 cubic feet capacity and contain 450/500 lbs of
very tightly compressed tobacco leaf in layers.
The case is removed from around the tobacco, leaving a solidly
compressed block of tobacco leaves approx. 4' x 2' 6" x 2' 6"
high. A hollow perforated steel probe is driven down into the
centre of this block of tobacco, a canvas cover with a neck to fit
over the probe is placed on top and the tobacco is wheeled into a
conditioning chamber. The probe is connected to a suction pipe
and the sealable doors of the chamber are closed. Saturated
steam is then injected into the chamber and suction started on the
pipes connected to the probes. The result is that the warm moist
atmosphere inside the chanber is drawn through the leaf, softening
it and making it much more pliable and less likely to break up
when handled.
The conditioned leaf is then taken along to the next processing 1
stage which is the mixing together or BLENDING of the various
grades of leaf used to make up a Virginian type blend. Other
types of leaf are handled somewhat differently and will be referred
to later.
Exact quantities of each grade called for by a particular recipe
are assembled around another conditioning machine. This
machine consists of a very large horizontal cylinder rotating on
its axis and fitted with steam and water jets. The steam warms
the tobacco so that it absorbs still more moisture and becomes
very pliable. The twice conditioned leaf then passes by conveyor
into a large bin with a travelling conveyor, which spreads it
backwards and forwards over the bin in layers and effects complete
blending of the various grades.
When blending is finished, the tobacco is discharged into
trolleys and taken to the next processing stage which is flavouring.
Here we use almost exactly the same methods as were first used
by our forbears so many years ago.
The leaf is taken from the trolleys and spread in layers in a
bed on a tiled floor. A previously measured amount of flavour
and water is sprayed over each layer as the bed is made up layer
by layer. Long practise and layer by layer application ensures
very even flavouring throughout the bed.
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APPENDIX V

Some Notes on the manufacture of Pipe Tobacco today

The flavoured leaf is then picked up into trollies which are
covered with stout canvas sheets and the trollies are set aside for
a minimum of 24 hours. This is to allow the flavour and moisture
to permeate and even out throughout the trolley contents and is
known as bulking.
The flavours used are all volatile in that the carrying medium
evaporates and does not add weight to the tobacco, leaving only
an aroma or taste which can be scented, spicy or fruity according
to the brand/flavour used.
Subsequent processing varies according to whether the finished
tobacco is marketed in a shaped flake (e.g. Players), a light or
dark rectangular flake (St. Bruno is an example of a dark flake),
a finer cut ' rag ' type suitable for pipe or rolling cigarettes such
as St. Julien, a mixture of different basic tobaccos (here State
Express London Mixture is a very attractive example), or a
' spun cut ' such as Three Nuns.
Taking a shaped flake (Player's N/C Medium), here the
flavoured strips are taken from bulking and a measured quantity
is spread over the bottom half of a two piece steel mould. Each
half of the mould consists of 9 semi-circular troughs. When the
tobacco has been spread evenly over the mould, the top portion is
inverted and the filled mould placed into a hydraulically operated
press and subjected to a pressure of 1 ton per sq. in. for about
5 mins. This causes the matching surfaces of the mould to come
together and forms 9 round section plugs of tobacco, each
weighing about 20 ozs. Each of these plugs is then wrapped with
leaf tobacco specially selected for its appearances, freedom from
blemish and lack of breaks or tears.
The wrapped plugs are then placed ten to a tray into wooden
shaping trays with grooves of the same width as the plug diameter
but approximately !" less in depth. These packed trays are
stacked one on another in a hydraulic press and subjected to a
pressure of 750 lbsfin 2 until the wood frames are wood to wood.
This takes about 10 minutes and results in a not quite round
section plug.
The shaped plugs are then placed eleven to a mould, into
finishing moulds somewhat similar to the shaping trays and
stacked one on another into a hydraulic press. Pressure of 750
lbsfin 2 is applied until th·e moulds are wood to wood, the press
is locked, the pressure removed and the tobacco remains in the
locked press for 16 hours.

This pressing darkens the tobacco, drives the moisture and
flavour evenly throughout and results in a very firm evenly filled
plug. The plugs are then taken to a guillotine type cutting
machine and cut into flakes l/30th of an inch in thickness.
In the case of St. Bruno Flake, the primary manufacture up to
the bulking stage is very similar to that already described, but
here the bulked flavoured strips are made up into cakes of about
20 lbs each.
A heavy steel box press with an opening 16" x 15t'' is used;
this has a lockable top plate and a hydraulically operated raisable
bottom. In practise the bottom is lowered to half way down the
box and 20 lbs of flavoured strips are placed evenly into the
opening so that the resultant cake will be of uniform thickness.
A heavy steel plate is placed on top and the bottom of the press
is lowered, leaving a box in which to form another cake. The
process is repeated until the press is full, when the top is pulled
down and locked. Pressure of 750 lbs/in 2 is then applied to the
bottom plate for 1 minute to 'set' the cakes, then a pressure of
2 tons/in2 is applied and held for approximately 2 minutes.
Pressures are released, the top is unlocked and opened. The cakes
which are now 16" x 15f" x app. 2" thick are ejected by a touch
of the 750 lbsfin 2 pressure on the bottom plate and transferred
immediately to a handscrewed retaining press. When sufficient
cakes have been made, these are transferred to a steam jacketed
hydraulically operated press, each cake separated from the next
by a steel plate.
Here pressure of 750 lbsfin 2 is applied for 2 hours. Then a
pressure of 2 tonsfin 2 is applied, the press is locked, the pressure
removed and the press remains locked until next day.
Next day the press is unlocked and steam at 25lbsfin 2 is applied
for 20 minutes. (Steam and pressure applied together would
cause the press to burst). Steam is shut off and a pressure of
750 lbs/in2 is applied for the remainder of the day until at the
close of the day, the 2 ton pressure cycle is repeated, the press
remaining locked overnight.
This alternate plugging, pressing, steaming and pressing gives
the standard dark coloured firm flake typical of the brand.
The cakes are then split into 5 bars 3" x 2" (approx.) x 16" long
and these are placed side by side on the bed of a guillotine type
cutting machine and cut into flakes of 1/22" in thickness.
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Now for the dual purpose pipe or hand-rolled cigarette smoking
tobacco, St. Julien. Processing is similar to that for flake tobacco
up to but not including the flavour stage. The twice conditioned
strips go into bulking unflavoured. After bulking the strips are
cut by machine at 50 cuts per inch, using a very sharp knife which
is changed at 4 minute intervals. The cut tobacco is then passed
through a rotating gas heated oven through which it passes in
approx. 90 seconds and loses approx. 2% moisture.
The dried tobacco is then spread in layers in a bed on a tiled
floor. A measured amount of flavour is applied to each layer as
the bed is formed. The flavoured tobacco is then picked up into
skips (holding 50 lbs) and sent to a store where the humidity
conditions are such that there is no change in the moisture
content of the tobacco. It remains in store for a minimum of
three days for the flavour/moisture to even out within each skip
before being sent to the packing room.
Now for State Express London Mixture. This is made up from
three quite distinctive types of tobacco; the Virginian type which
we call ' Brights '; the type grown around the Aegean Sea area
which we call ' Oriental ' and the very distinctive tasting Latakia.
Each type is processed separately.
The Brights are carefully opened up and separated by hand and
blended according to recipe on to the band of a conditioning
machine which, by means of steam and water jets, brings them to
a condition suitable for handling. They are then spread in layers
into a bed on the floor, further cold water being sprayed over
them as each layer is spread.
Whilst Brights are being conditioned, the Oriental grades
(which are initially approx. 4% ' heavier' (have more moisture)
than the Brights are opened up by hand and blended according
to recipe in bed form on the floor. Cold water is sprayed over
them layer by layer as the bed is formed, so as to bring them to
the same condition (moisture content) as the Brights.
The Brights and the Oriental are then blended together in bed
form, picked up into trollies and bulked overnight.
Meanwhile the Latakia portion of the blend is prepared.
The leaf is taken in bunches and dipped into hot water and
held in the hot water until completely saturated. The dipped leaf
is then placed on a draining table, covered with canvas and
allowed to drain overnight. The following day the leaf is laid into
trollies in 6" deep layers with the leaves laid as straight as possible,
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parallel to the sides of the trolley and with flat wooden boards
separating the layers.
The filled trolley is kept for 24 hours, then the leaf is cut at
16 cuts to the inch and dried through a gas heated oven to the
moisture content of the finished blend.
The Brights/Oriental blended strips which have been bulking
follow the Latakia through the cutting and drying process, and
the cut and dried Brights/Oriental and cut and dried Latakia are
all blended together in bed form on the floor. The blend, which is
now complete, is picked up into skips and sent to a store, where
it remains for at least 48 hours for the natural flavours of the
three distinctive types of tobacco to blend together and for the
moisture content to even out.
A quick glance has been taken at four different processing
methods; there is another most interesting one, namely ' spun
flake ', and Three Nuns is an example of this. This product
literally is spun. Each flake has a black central core which is
Perique, surrounded by bright Virginia leaf which is known as
' filler ', the whole being held together by specially selected bright •,1
Virginia leaf known as ' wrapper '.
The Perique is imported in strip form in a manufactured state,
having already been processed in North America where it is
grown. All that has to be done is to open up and separate the
strips and to apply flavour by spray in bed form as previously
described. The flavoured strips are picked up into trollies and
held until the filler and wrapper portions are ready.
The ' filler ' grades are taken and by being passed through a
conditioning machine are made pliable and capable of being
handled so that all stem can be removed. After stem removal,
the strips are again passed through a conditioning machine which
gently warms them and makes them receptive to flavour which is
applied in sprays in a rotating cylinder through which the warmed
strips are passed. The flavoured strips are discharged into trollies
and bulked for 48 hours.
The ' wrapper ' leaf from grades initially chosen for size of
leaf, brightness of appearance and freedom from blemish, tears
and breaks, is given initial conditioning, so that it can be opened
up without breaking and can be selected.
The selected leaves are then passed through a rotating cylinder
fitted with water sprays and brought into suitable condition for
stemming, which is done very thoroughly by hand. It is then
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placed into trollies to await the amalgamation process where it
is combined with the Perique and ' :filler ' in the spinning process.
The spinner operative takes some strips of Perique and rolls
them into a very tight roll or "string", keeping this in a continuous length by adding further strips to the end as rolling
continues. This central core is wrapped with filler leaf and then
in wrapper leaf. The leading end of the roll is then fed into a set
of motor driven rollers which reduce the hand roll down to 7/16"
in diameter, at the same time causing the tobacco roll to turn on
its axis and pass into the machine. This turning and traversing
action facilitates the spinning as the operator continues to
maintain the feed of Perique :filler and wrapper by overlapping
further supplies as the end passes into the machine. The spun
tobacco, known as ' rope ' is automatically wound onto reels or
bobbins, each holding 300 feet or approx. 25 lbs. These reels
are set aside and held for 48 hours. The ' rope ' is then unwound,
cut into 4/5' lengths which are taken to a cutting machine and
cut at 22 cuts to an inch.
The cut tobacco is carefully placed into trays without damaging
the cut flakes and the trays are placed in a trolley and into a
drying oven. The tobacco is dried to its finished packing moisture
content. On removal from the oven, the tobacco is allowed to
cool and then (in the same trays) is placed into a store and held
for 24 hours for the moisture to even out before being sent to the
packing room.
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